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A3S'i'RACT • 

, 

I think that whether we like it or_ not , the stc:,;e is nOi·t 

being set for the third wcrld w2,_;_· . I think I am not th-~ only one 

•.;ho believes this . 

If it happe116 , the third world war will have r e sulted from 

individu.al and t:::-ibal greed oYer the earth ' s diru.nisru.ng :::-esou::-ces 

ar.d it will have been aided by breakdowns in unc.erstand.ing bc"ti·1een 

peo;,le and tribes . 

Perhaps people oi different nations and racs 3 a.r.c. cultures 

don • t laD w enough about e2.,.:::h otl:er and perhaps ~ .:.~ they dL :. t!'ley 

might find out how to acco;runodci.te to each other. Perhaps --che:::-e are 

ways in wr.ich they can find out . Perhaps education is one of tl:2 

possible means~ 

This study takes a look a t a uni q_ue appro2,ci1 t o tl:e hope 

that education is a force which can be used to u.""li te n2.ti 0r.s and 

~aceso Since there is as yet no instrument desi&1ed to me2.sure 

whether a person educated internationally is or is not contributing 

to world peace , it is necessarily descriptive . 

The work starts with a review of developments in i nternat 

ional education and moves to a. consideration of what thi.s mode of 

education is . It then deals with the only lrJ1own vehicle of intec:-

na~ional education operating at the s e condary level , the Internat

ional Baccalaureate . The study then gives an iccount of the eac:-ly 

eff.:)rts of those who founded Atlantic Collegeo I-;; movs s to a de s

cription of the internati .Jnal :::,rgani za.tion set up by Lore. E::n,:n:

batten to co- ordinat e the efforts of all t hose arounc:. tl:e 1.-,crld who 

are persuaded that educatio!1 can help prevent wa·c Czur,.~os )I the 

three existing United World Coll eges follo\·l~ They the [ni teci. 

World College of the Atl211tic ; the Leste :· 3 . P'::ars cn Co llege of 

the Pacific ; the United World College of South East Asi s . Finally, 

the paper considers the q_uestior. of the prolife.::·atio!1 of C!1i t ed 

W:)rld Colleges , exairines some of the project I s :, rnb1. :,,E}s 211d co::.c:lD.c.s s 

with a .:.~ew guesses a t what mii'ht happen in the : -.:tu.:.:-s o 
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PREFACE 

, 
I had spent a couple of years in the Royal Naval Air Arm · 

at the end of the second world war and-over twenty years in the 

Australian Regular Army when I began to wo::1der what the hell was 

happening to the youth of the Western wor ld and to ask myself 

whether modern sehool education wasn't at faulto 

Modern school education appeared to me to be wishy-washy 

and to have manufactured f .:ir itself so many airas -:hat it didn't 

know where it was going. The kids seemed to havs lost that vigour 

which grows out of a sense of purpose: they were t oo fat and over

preoccupied with acquiring and growing tired of the products of 

technologyo Their teachers seemed to be more concerned with 

feathering their own nests and over-reacting to central authority 

than with getting on with the job of teaching kids. 

So I went back t o school myself to try and f ind out whe t her 

what I was thinking and feeling was r i ght or wrong. And I was 

,_ determined that what was happening was that not enough people cared 

about nationality and nationhood and nationalism, and that when the 

balloon went up next time, we of the West would be found wanting in 

moral and physical strength to the extent that we would be so 

vulnerable that we should fall easy prey to a less sophisticated 

enemy. I still believe I'm right; I think Vietnam supports my 

belief• 

And so I thought that if I could find an oppo:duni ty whil e 

I was at school, I would have a l ook at the educational systems of , 

for example , Israel, Singapore and maybe Turkey a11.d I ndonesi z, t o 

try and find m_;_t t he extent t o wl:ich the schocl educ2.t ion i r. t hose 

nations contributed b what I c o:r:.ceived as the nati or:2.1 fo :ditude 

of their citizens. i3ut, as I t hought raore abo~t i ~ - a.11.d even thou6h 

I st ~11 knew that my t hesis on vulnerabili t y was .::-i 6:it - I be,i'8.Yl t o 

wonder whether the kind of nati onalistic educati oi-:. I s aw as a:, ai d t o 

individual national survival didn't in fact cont:'i bute t o t he proba

b~lity that the world woul d suffer a third wa:: . 

11 
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I suppose what had started me off think~ng in this way had 

been a chance meeting in May 1975 with Pctei· Jolley, _one-time Director 

of Studies at Atlantic Ccllege and at that t~~ 1Headmaster of the 

United World College of South East Asia i:i Singapore. Even though I 

had spent only about four hours with him, Peter had impressed me as 

being acsolutely straight and 2,s having a v.::i:sion of ec.ucaticn as a 

vehicle for internai:ional, multicultural ur.derstaYJ.dingW!1ich I had 

found to be most impressive. His kids seemed to reflect his peculiar 

kind of sponta.."'1.eous enJ;ltusiasm for what -c;hey \lere doing and what they 

stood for. 

Also, whi l e at school, I had imrked up a paper ent.:.. tleQ 

"Fut-u.res and Education'' and in the process hdd co1".e F .. cross t:hi.s from 

Buckminster }\iller: 

-

"We (.Americ2-"1s in particular, white Western Man in general) 
are .simply tJ:-.e weste.rn."'.lost frc,n-cier of crossbreedin.g men 
trenling towards a generalized wcrld-man type, and VERY 
RJ..PIDLY, evolutionarily speaki:r.£. You will have to realize 
that this is so in prepa.:::inb your new educational processes 
in which you will have all kinds of problems arising from 
f alse fixations in respect to a suppo:::edly persisting and 
vs.lid nationalism, ·,m.ich in r2ali ty scarcely exists anywhere 
an.ymcre a.YJ.d not 2-t all in America e:wept amunisS L the 
Indiens." + 

So I ch.s.rigec' my mind and de::ided to have a look at inter

national education instead. 

rrv investigation first put me in touch with the Australian 

N-3.tional Co:r:uni ttee fo:.:- the ffi.JC, the U!1itec. World Colleges (Aus t) 

Trust, and this connexion enabled me to .s,ttend, at rzy OW".1 expense, 

the S~v2r.th Meeting cf the 1Jni ted Wor:;.d Colleges' In term.ti an2.l 

Co"LL;.cil which was held from 4th to 8th Oc"~ober 1976 in Sing.:i.pore. It . 

was tr~ere that I first rr:.et Lord Nountbatten, r,:r Alec Peterson , Sir 

Ian Gourlay and Robert :i3lackb~n a.."ld renewed. c:.cq_i;.Z.::.ntances with 

members of the :Board of ~overnors and stti'f of the Singapore College 

i~1cludir.6 the then Chairman, Mr Roy Bennett, the present Chru :::man , 

JV'.il:' Robert Lutton, me:1ber of the Board a:1d Reg-.:.onal Officer fo:r· t~'le 

Western Pacific, }ro:.:·essor George Thomson, the then Headmaster , Ye.· 

Dewi Lloyd, t~1e present He. -dmas t er, ~· Joh.YJ. Eutchinson and that 

stah;a.!_'d breach-:i.' iller, hr Allan n:-Cighes. 
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Having quit the p_rr..y on J1st October 1976, I went to 
,,. 

Singapore again and proceeded to Londo~, to the UWC International 

Office, where Sir Ian Gourlay and Robert Blackburn co-operated 

magnificently in leaving filing cabinets open a..~d arranging inter

views with Lord Mountbatten, Lore. Hankey, Sir Eric :Berthoud, Sir 

George Schuster, Mr A.D.C. Peterson, Mr David Wills, Mr Peter 

Martin of the British Council and the Chairman of the Board of 

Governors of th~ UWC of the Atlantic, Dr David Atterton. They also 

arranged for me a ten-day visit to the United World College of the 

Atlantic where I remember particularly the kindnesses of the acting 

Headmaster, Mr Johr. David anc. that inveterate master of orienteer

ing, Andrew Eaclehose. And when he returned from the Far East, I 

had a memorable interview with David Sutcliffe, Headmaster of the 

United World College of the Atlantic. I was f::..rtu..n.ate enoU£h wiule 

in Britain to be able to attend a working seminar on the Internat

ional Baccalaureate at St Donats from 6th to 8th January 1977 and 

an important meeting of the u"WC International Executive Cormnittee in 

London on 1 J th January 197 7. 

From there I went to Canada, to the Lester Bo Pearson College 

of the Pacific near Victoria, the capital of British Columbia, on 

Vancouver Island. At Pearson I was warmly welcomed by Director, Jack 

:Matthews and his Administrator, John Davis and invited to enjoy the 

1 :1.xury of the College's VIP suite. Particularly rewarding were dia

logues with Larry Euddart, Dc:;mty Dil·ector and Re;·ional Officer f or 

Latin .America, talks with Co-ordinator of Studies, Eric Turner, trips 

a::.·ou..Y1d ins ti tuti -:ms with Dr Wee Chong Ta:·. and natters with John Wynn

Eu61,es , the :)nly Australian Australian :p.::·actically involved at the 

coal-face of the "Gni ted World Colleges at -':-:-:at tiII!e and proba-oly still 

so :.oday. 

:C.e i nf; a bi t lonf' in 1:he tooth anc:. lact:ing both the wi t anc. the 

ex::iertise -;;o invent "evaluati ve instru.:uents ", I h2.·ve relied. during my 

stud.J on old-fashioned observati '.m and interview, ploughin6· through 

masses of collected UWC documents and correspondence, aided and abet

ted I must say i n ;;;y ::::,-.-:-;. defence by that s rcving statement by Rote.::·t 

Sta:.ce: 

V 
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"The purpose of education evaluat ion is .expository: to 
acquaint the audience with the workipg& of certain 
educators and their learners. It differs from educat 
ional research in its orientation to a specific program 
rather than to variatles common to many programs. A 
full evaluation results in a story , supported perhaps by 
statistics and profiles . It tells what happened. It 
reveals perceptions and judgements that different groups 
and individuals hold - obtained, I hope, by objective 
means. It tells of merit and shortcoming. As a bonus, 
it may offer ~eneralizations ("The moral of the story 
is ••• ") for the guidance of subsequent educational pro
gc:-ams ." ++ 

Laurie Kendall also once suggested to me that the purpose of a field 

study was 11to study intensively the backgc:-ound, current status and 

environmental interac tions of a given social unit : an individual, 

group , i nstitution or corrum.mity . 11 That purp:: se I have tried to ful 

fil, to the b~st of my ability. 

+ .:i3uclr.r.:i::1Ster Fuller , R., ( 1962 ) "Education Automati on", Southern 
Il l i~ois University Pr eEs. 

++ Stake , R. E., ( 1967) "Toward a Technol ogy for the Evaluation of 
Eiiuce.tional Programs" , in Tyler et al (1 967), p._5., emphasis in 
the original . 
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C:HAPTER I 

,, 
WHY rnTERl~ATIOHAL EDUCATION? 

TF...E s :-mrNKil:G OF TF.i..E EA.BT".S 

The fourteenth, fifteenth and-sixteenth centuries saw the 

opening up to Europeans of previously unknown regions of the world. 

Maps were made of the coastlines of continents and a beginning was 

mace of chartin4 their interiors. Voyagers and explorers took home 

with them notes on the exotica found there, ',1hich exotica included 

human beings. 

The eighteenth, nineteenth and t wentieth centuries saw the 

creation and proliferation of machines some of which converted 

matter into energy, some of which used this energy to turn raw 

materials into finished products and some of which used the tech

nologies thus generated into vehicles to trans?ort raw materials, 

finished products and increasing numbers of people at increasing 

speeds and with increasing frequency and ease around the surface of 

the world. 5Y the end of the nineteenth centu:ry, other machines 

had been designed to carry radio impulses (and therefore ideas) 

over l ong dis tances at the speed of light. The prefix 11 tele 11 ca.me 

into everyday use in the English language. 

Ey the beginning of this century the modern phenomenon of 

nationalism had become established and the richer and better 

or ganized nations had all the resources and means of production 

t hey needed to wag·e the fi rst world war. This first attempt was 

·f' :~lowed twenty-five years later by the much more comprehensive 

sec~nd world war. 

The second world war was brought to an end through the use 

of a potentially world-devastating device which might, had it been 

in other hands, have been deliverable by atmos?here-piercing 

r ocke ts. At about the same ti~e there were i nvented first, a 

macJ:-.ine which could destroy the world as we know it and, second, a 

machine which had the potential of enabling man to escape from the 

earth . 
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During the six years of the second world war, tremendous tech-
. ~ 

nological advances were made in the fields of energy production, resource 
. . 

recognition and utilization, transport and col!!Igunications, organized des-
a 

truction, behaviour control, and medicine. And the productive infra-

structure had been laid doWIY w.hich would enable man to take in space ,the 

kind of exploration he had made across the_surface of the earth only some 

five hundred years earlier. Man's intelligent will exercised over matter 

and energy had brought time and space closer together. The earth had 

shrunk to the extent that it could be seen not only conceptually but also 
" photographically from beyond its atmosphere and gravity field as 

"spaceship earth". In the words of Arnold Toynbee in dialogue with 

Professor Wakaizumi: 

..,. 

"Today the human race has become virtually a single .family. 
To a certain extent the fusion or unification of the civil
izations of the East and West has already taken place. The 
technological inventions of the last five centuries, multi
plying and becoming more efficient at an accelerating pace 
have knit together the whole of the habitable and travers
able surface of this planet for good or for evil. Vian's 
habitat on this planet has been reduced, in terms of time 
taken to communicate and of the facilities for communication, 
to the dimensions of a Neolithic village. ••• So now we 
ought to be able all to live together as one family. 11 ( 1) 

l~ATIOl:ALISM AND EDUCATIOlJ 

The greatest spur to those technological developments which 

have caused the world to shrink has been warfare. War represents a 

final resort by a nation to achieve by force those ends which it finds 

unachievable by other means. A very large factor in the successful 

waging of war is the preparedness of a nation's citizens to suffer 

hardship and privation and even be ready to die for the national cause. 

A significant factor in the harnessing of human resources for 

national ends from the early part of the twentieth centu..ry has been 

U."'.iversal education. national educational schemes have ai;ried to con

Ve:.c't all but the Bentally and physically handicapped into literate and 

numerate units of national social machines. They have been indispens

able in the process of classifyin6 citizens according to intellectual 

merit and potential for further training. And they have been used by 

2 



national governments for the purpose of p~oducing loyal citizens. 

Professor J.A. Lauwerys has written: .. 
• "The setting up of sovereign national states and the 

growth of nationalism have led governments to take 
increasing res~onsibility for the provision of edu
cation, since they need the loyal support of their 
citizens and consciously or unconsciously tend to 
use the schools for that end." (2) 

The performance of the products of national educational 

schemes in times,of national emergency as measured in number of 

casualties suffered by nation in the first and second world wars 

seems to indicate that the schemes have been efficacious. The 

problem which now is in urgent need of attention is that of har

nessing the force of education in the interests of saving the 

shrurL~en earth from partial or even total destruction. 

Il-~TERNATIOEALISM AND EDUCATION 

Moves towards the setting up of schemes of non-national and 

globally- oriented education have been spasmodic and have occurred 

more or less as incidental by- products of other weightier develop-

4' men ts. The creation of the League of l~ati ens after the first world 

war brought with it the assembly of a unique establishment of human 

beings - the world's first international civil servants. Citizens of 

many nations went to G€neva taking with them their families including 

children of school age. The question posed itself as to where the 

chi~dren should be educated. The answer to the question came in the 

form of The International School situated at 62 Route de Chene, 

• Geneva , whose b-_-_i ldings now also house the headquarters of the 

International Schools .Association. 

In a simil2· way, the establisr,ment after the second world 

war of the United Nations ~eadq_uarte rs in New York led to the 

creati:m there of the United Nations Internati anal School. 

rtEGIOl~.ALISM AlTD EDUCATION 

Wi thin Europe, the forging of a regional economic alliance 

after the sec ond world war produced human traffic across the bound

aries of member· nations of different languages , and this again 

brought in its train a need for sch Jols f or children of different 

national backg,:-ounds. The first, and at this time the only , set 
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of international schools established specifically to cater f or the 

transnational educational needs of children fro~ a regional grouping 

of nations came out of the Treaty of Paris (1 8 ..A~ri l 1951) and the . ... 
Schuman Plan which resulted in the European Coal and Stee l Community 

The first :EX::SC school opened in October 1953 and there are , 
now six: one each in Luxembourg, Brussels , Mol, Varese, Karlsruhe 

and Bergen. These reg·i onal schools provide schemes of education 

which aim at transcending national mental barriers. The President 

of the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community has 
, 

spoken of the purposes of the EX::SC schools thus: 

" ••• to e:::pl1asise a new and r evoluti ::mary fact : by whi ch I 
mean t he spirit in which t he 3u.ropean scr-• .)o l has opened. its 
doors t o pupi ls from the Community and f ro2 other countries. 
Whilst continuing the study of their national history, they 
can also benefit :2~om the dif fe rent cultures which together 
f orm European civilization. Enriched by a knowledge of each 
other, f:::-eec in t heir youth from divisive prejudices, i nit
iated into what is beautiful and of value in thei r diverse 
cultures , they becomE: day by d.ay more aware of their s olid
ari ty . Linked by subjects studied in common, taking part in 
the same pastimes, boys ar.d gir ls of dif:erent nationalities 
learn to know and respect one another and t o live t ogether." 
(3) 

D:IT:l3fil.JATIOI: AL :3USEJESS .A!':D EDUCATIOH 

While t hese steps t owards i nternat i onalism in education result 

from the co- operative initiatives of govern~ents, other developments 

no-!; sponsored by g'')Vernments have b-,,en t aki ng place . As new nations 

have emerged fr•)ffi t he multiple di visions of colonial administrative 

areas , s o older nations have set up wi thin them both official and pri

vate-b.usiness T!_'gani zati ons s eeking "mos t favoured nation" business 

a.~d trade relat i onships . Industr ial and com.~ercial firms including 

4 

the multinationcls have established i nfrastructures throughout t he 

world . ·I'l1ese develcpments have p..;. t expatriates into developing 

countries which, at bes t, provicie uns ophi sticated prir:iary-l eve l scnool

ing- a.-ic. occasion2..:..ly :::-u :' imentary secondar;'/ scho)ling f or local ctildren. 

Local schc,ols tend not to be abl e to satisfy even t he basics ':? Xpected. by 

the pa.rents of the foreign children , no:c can t hey be expected to meet 

requests for the natior.alistic flavours wished for by the f oreigners . 

And so t here have been set up i n the capital citi es of many non- E'-.u'c_pean 

countries schools to sa~isfy the needs cf expat riates i n relat i on to 

langtiage teaching , the social sciences and the mc::.'e s ophisticated 
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mathematics and science progrann:nes. Generally, these schools a.re . 
called "international" schools. They ha~ usually come into exist-

ence as a result of initiatives . taken by.,.nationals of the country -. 
# 

with the largest foreign representation in the host country and then, 

for a variety of reasons usually including financial viability, have , 
opened their doors to other nationals whose educational wants can not 

be met by local schools. 

HOME GDVERNJv'lliNT INTEREST IN "INTERNATIONAL" SCHOOLS 

The amount of encouragement given by metropolitan governments 

to "international" schools varies considerably and appears to be a 

function of chauvinism. According to J.D.R. McConnell (4) the French 

are particularly helpful in providing financial support for French 

language schools with an international flavour. They recognize and 

foster three types: 

1. Schools "en r~gie ". 

3. 

Schools controlled by 'we 
d 1utilit~ publique" (e.g. 

Private schools - "petites 

association reconnue 
L1 Alliance Francaise)o 
,., ; 
ecol es francaises ". 

!) 

An indication of the extent of government help is the fact that the 

second group are funded to the tune of one half by "La Direction 

~n~rale de la Culture" and one half from fees. 

The Americans also go a long way in encouraging and supporting 

American language international schools in many parts of the world. 

In fact, the Department of State records its responsibility in these 

words: 

"to assure the best possible education for dependants of 
American citizens carrying out ~~ograms of the US Government 
abroad and to increase mutual ur_.:..erstanding between the US 
and other countries." 

Sixty of these schools are listed in the Directory of the European 

Council of International Sr,hools. In a similar way to the French, 

the directors of American international schools include in their 

purposes a strong responsibility t o further the culture of the 

metropolitan country • .Aillerican international schools have been 

::. escribed as "simply American islands ire foreign countries". 

The Germans play the international education game much closer 

to the chest. Their "Ex:pertenschule", placed in developing countries 

in the interests of German expatriates, limit their at tendance alnost 

s 
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" exclusively to German pupils. On the other hand, the doors of their 

Begegnungschule are open to many. 

The British who earlier did such a remarkable job in estab-
, 

lishing educational schemes in their colonies now provide very little 

encouragement for British international schools overseas. However, 

acknowledgement must be made of the liaison role between :i3:ritish 

Ministries and these schools fulfilled by the British Council. 

OTHER INTER.NATIONAL SCHOOLS 

Other European experiments in international education are to 

be found in the 3j~rne International. School, Copenhagen, the 

Bernadotteskolen (International School of Denmark) and the West London 

College, South Park 3ranch. 

INTERliJATIQ;:;AL SCHOOL ORG.A~:IIZATIONS 

There are two known organizations which fulfil a general 

co-ordinating and connnunication function for the various types of 

inte~ational schools. The International Schools Association (ISA) 

was founded in 1951 in Geneva. In 1976 its membership was 70 schools 

situated in all continents. 

The European Council of International Schools was set up in 

Switzerland in 1965 and now has an office in Surbiton, Surrey, England. 

Its 1977 Directory listed 90 regular mernbeY schools in 21 European 

countries, including one in USSR. The Directory listed "Other Inter

national Schools" cf whose existence it was aware as follows: 

Europe 

Africa 

:Jear East and S .E. Asia 

East Asia 

Central and S • .America 

i:Jorth .America 

99 
78 

74 
49 

131 

3 
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On this count alone there were in 1976 ove~ 500 schools styling ,, 
themselves "international" and, therefore, presumably, claiming 

. -
to provide education for children ·of differept nationalities • • 

CONCLUDIIIJG COIJSIDERATIGm, 

The purpose of this chapter has been to give a brief idea 

of the ways in which international education has come into exist

ence and to indicate its raisons d'~tre. 
, 

It is interesting to note that most so-called international 

schools exist to provide non-indigenous ::orms and styles of educa

tion for the children of expatri a tes living in foreign countries. 

The curricula they follow are usually tailored along lines similar 

to those of home countries since they r.iust satisfy the needs of 

parents who will return home and will have to fit their children 

then into existing national schemes. 

The fact that such schools exist indicates that there is a 

need for them. However, one cannot but wonder whether the term 

"international" most aptly describes their function which must be 

seen to be nationally oriented rather than internationally inspired. 

The in~eresting fact is that those international schools 

which are least nationally oriented are those which were set up 

during the reflective periods which f ollowed the two world wars. 

The International School of Geneva and the United Nations Internat

ional School of lJew York are associated with an organization whose 

purpose is to find alternatives to the use of force as a means of 

rasolving intern2.tional disputes ; the European Coal and Steel 

Comr.iunity Schools came into being as a result of setting up a post

\•:a:r reconstruction program.'Ile f or Eurc,pe . 

At t his time in history with the earth s o small and the 

existence of its peoples so threatened by military miscalculation 

and diminishing r esources , it would seem that there is an urgent 

need to take a second look at the purposes of education as they 

relate to the fulfilling of nationalistic needs and to propose that 

this force be applied to the solution of international problems. 

There can be no doubt t hat if there is a third world war it could 

set off a chain of events leading t o the extinction cf mar. . 

Arnold Toynbee has wr i t ten: 

.. ---------------



,, 
"Unfortunately, we all have to agree that a third 
world war, which would be fough~' 'this time with 
nuclear weapons, is a conceivable possibility. 
We know that in such a war there would be no 
victors; all be}ligerents would be vanquished. 
If they were not all annihilated, they would all 
be demoralized in a devastated-world. This would 
be an act of suicidal insanity." (5) 

Toynbee has also said: , 
"One question that remains to be discussed while I 

am dealing with education is the im?ortant question 
of how f.E..r education can hel :; us towards the goal of 
the unity of mankind. I have no doubt that co
operation in the field of education is one of the 
inQi 2pen~able means for knitting the whole human race 
together into a single family ant thus avoiding the 
danger of mutual extermination in an atomic war. 

The period of life at which it is easiest to frater
nize is childhood and youth. In those earlier stages 
of human life, human beings are conscious of their 
common humanity. They are not alienated from each 
other by differences of race or nationality or religion." 
(6 ) 
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Cr..AP'I'ER 2 

, 

In approaching a defini t ion of-internat i onal eduG a ti on it 

mus e; be borne in mind t nat ther '"' i z a large va.ri ~ty of styles c:ind 

compositions of educational institutions which contain the word 

"international" in t heir ti t l e s. For the pu.rpose of his su__cVey , 
I 

J .D.R. :McConnell took "intern2.tional school" to me:;;..'1 : "a school 

which acce;:s for educ2.ti on a wide range of n2.tion2.lities and thus 

provides a meeting-point for pupils from many different cultures." (1) 

This is a rather bland defi :-si ti or. capable of coveri ng a very wide 

r an6e of institutio~s , so wi de i n fact 2.S t o include many schools 

which would never presume to call themselve s "in t e:!:"11.ational "o The 

definition would, for example, include most gov e rnme~t schools in 

the larger cities of Englanc. and, incre2.si!1f;ly, U:e public sc11ools 

of the State capitals of Australi a . 

Perh2.ps one way of moving towards a de.:'ini tion would be to 

approach the question in reverse by asking : What is a national 

school? 

The essential elements of any school are its situation, its 

staff, its pupils, the language or l aJ1gua.ges it teach es in a;r_ '- the 

courses it follows. Probably the extreme type of a national school 

would have been f ound in Hazi Germany where German teachers taught 

Gerrnan pupils subjects which gl orified the greatness of the Third 

Reich and other subjects of direct utili taria..'1 value to the !:l.ater

ial progress of Hitler's Germany - a ll in the German .:._anguage. 

Pursuing a line of :;:_'ocedUI'e from ::his bas i s i t could be 

said that, movi c1g away f ror:1 suci:: a hi gh deg-ree of nati .)nal i sr:a , 

the:re r:lie,h-i: be discerna'ole i n any scho 1Jl de §;rees 0f inte:::·,l2~tional

isr:1 , that is, ~xa.oples of schools which cor.1: 2.in teachers anc.· pl.l;ii ls 

of more -::;han one nati ,Jn 2nd pursue syl l aouses which open t:1e ::::inds 

of the children t o issue s not wholly re lated to the affairs of t hat 

si:-:._;l e ::at i on 0r ::::-acial ~-:·cup -::if people . I t s i ght be possi'::>le t o 

descri be a sc ale of i nte_::,:1ati onalis:n in education V3.l"'jin~- :;e tweer: 

two e:>:c:remes , as show,, on t he next page . 
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1. Teachers of one nation/race 

2. Pupils of the scme nati on/race 

J. One national language taught 
and used in teaching , 

4. Curriculum confined to issues 
affecting that nati on interc1-
ally and externally 

Teachers from many nations/races 

PL;.pils-fron many nations/rac'=s 
with no one preponderant 

Compulsory second language with 
variety of others available 

Cu.:::'ricul1,;,]Il with no national bias 
but open to global issues 

In this las t QUarte ~ of the 20th Centll.:!'.'y, with tl::e world having 

slL""'Uil.k to the dir:iensions of Toynbee's Eeoli thi c villa,;-e anc. wi tL 

increasing volumes of p-2ople crossing nati onal bounda.:::-i es for indefinite 

periods, it is likely that nati onal schools as described above c:.re in 

the mir.ori ty and probaJly cJr...:'ined to rural areas. 1-'iosi of t:-,s- second

ary schools of most industrialized countries might properly Je placed 

sor;iewne.:_'e between the two extre::::es. 3ut 6·e.:,.erally , their p.i_ac ing along 

the ... scale would be b;y- historical accident and not by c:. -;, sign . 

The type of school which could be recognized most truly as an 

international educational institution would be one which set out from 

the beginning to establish and maintai n a mixture in the national and 

racial compositi on of its staff and students, which consciously pursued 

curricula designed to introduce its students t o different cultures in 

terms· of religious philosophy, language s and aesthetics , which delibera

tely eschewed progTa"JIIles highlighting the achievements of one na tior. a.r..cl 

which offered courses stressing a nee d fo~· international, multicul tural 

U."lders tandir.g anc. a vision of ths world as a rJan- r::st-::e:::- coLlp )si t e of 

parts whose discordar,t a cco::1r.1·odat i or: tr.:::-eatens tl::e s:.;;._.-.yi va.l ..:> f t ne hu.r.21 

Many schools which style themselves "internation<-'--:_ 11 ha·,·e come 

into existence tr.rough accid.er.t2.l c cmb.inatior.s of e·,·em:.s associ ac:ed, \·Ii t:-, 

increasing movements ~,1 people across no,ti Jnal botL'7.C:aries for the pu:·

;oses o: gaining live liho-o ds . Scirne of theD. have t,e en descri b-2d as 

:12.tior:.al havE:ns wl:ic~1 2l·,0r-= up rr:etropo.Li tan ssnt in,snt a.r:ci pa, ::-p,::: tuate 

c:1auvi:-"istic myt:1s a'1a legends . .3ut inc reasing m.;_t:, be :cs .:::.re ms',ii n.g --c. -o

w2.rds cor;-:posi tions and. :::irections in line with t!1e cr i teri3. lis ted 1..:ncic_' 

~--------------
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J.D.R. McConnell concludes his ~vey·of international . ~ 
education in Europe in the following words: 

, 
"Yet a great rr.any power f ul f orces are at wor k , 
promoting and assisting the international idea 
in schooling. Their motive is almost always 
the furtherance of international understanding 
through educatior, , which they sec; as a principal 
factor in the preservation of pe ace. It is this 
spirit ~ ervading the movement t owards trans
national education which makes this area the 
brightest and most hopeful in t he whole fi €ld of 
human endeavour." ( 2) 

The policy of any s chool mus t be r ecognized as being 

subj ect to certain imperative influences. §ery government s chool 

is likely to be expected to fulfil certain nationally-biased 

criteria laid down by the government concerned. Private schools' 

policies can be expected to reflect the wishes of the majority of 

parents who are pr epared to pay for their children's education 

there and also t o b-:: influenced by the imperative of remaining 

~ financially viable . Religious s chools' policies will be similarly 

affected by ti1e philosophies of thos e religions. Vested interests 

might be expec t ed occasionally to make conces 3ions 1.0 notions of 

international gcodwill but not t o make such c o!'lcessio:: 3 when the.J 

cour.-ter their own philosophies. Every school needs monccy t o run 

on and, in most cases, the money comes with qualifications affect

ing the school's objectives. 

One sr@;2.ni zat i on whi ch purports to provide an i nternati :mal 

education 2 . .nd whos e imperati\·e s o:c lude nat i onal dictates, p2.·ental 

pressure and r eligi ous philos ophy is the V, i t ed w.orld Coll ege s 

p::::·o j ec t . The pr oject's c.ims are stated as fol l ows: 

"The purpose of the Unit ed Worl d Colleges pr·oj ect is to 
promci t e , through ed-u.cati on, a p ::·eater understanding 
between the peopl es of the world and to make educati o,; 
a forc e which unites nations and racc-s in ways suited 
to t he needs of ouI" changing times." (3) 

11 



The guide-lines to the project state: 
,. ,, 

a ~ 

"••• the essential characteristics of the United World 
Colleges project is to achieve these aims in schools 
and colleges which have: ' 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

a student body, teaching staff and curriculum 
which are genuinely international (e.g. based 
on the International Baccalaureate); 

student ent~ based on merit alone, irrespective 
of race, nati o::1.ality, religious or economic ba::k
g-..:-ou.nd. Tris characteristic implies extensive 
scholarship support to ensure competitive selection; 

an activities and social services progrannne based on 
service in association with the local community." 

At this time, there a.re three United World Colleges in 

existence. One is housed in St Donat 1 s Castle near Llantwit 

Major in South Wales; one is accommodated in a custom-built 

village near Victoria, British Columbia, Canada; and one is 

situated in buildings first put up by the British .Army as St 

Johu's Comprehensive School and later taken over by the Singapore 

Chamber of Commerce as the Singapore International School. The 

Colleges are lmown respectively as: 

The -;. :-i ted World College of the Atlantic 

The Lester B. Pearson 8ollege of the Pacific 

The United World College of South East Asia. 

12 
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THE DJTERNATIONAL .BACC.AtAUREATE 

, 

One of the most difficult pro~lems faced by any school which 

has reason to style itself "international" is its choice of curricu

lum. In the case of a school set up in a foreign country to satisfy 

the educational needs of a predominant national group, the voice of 

the majority can'be expected to prevail and the syllabuses will 

heavily reflect the contents and values of those of the "home" 

country. According to J .D.R. McConnell, .American internation3.l 

schools enter u.s. pupils automatically for tests for entry to 

colleges (Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Tests, achievement tests 

of the U.S. College Entrance Examining :Board and of the .American 

College Testing .Battery, National Merit Scholarship qualifying test). 

French schools prepare candidates for the .Baccalaureate, .British 

schools for General Certificate of Education 'O' and 'A' levels and 

German schools for the abitur. 

The General Guide to the International .Baccalaureate, second 

edition comments as follows: 

"At present these (international) schools are compelled to 
choose between two unsatisfactory alternatives. Either 
they can divide their upper classes into separate sections 
preparing different national exm~nations, which is extra
vagant and divi sive, or they can prepare all together for 
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t he national examination of the host country and rely on 
equivalence agreements, which offends a.£ainst the internat
ional character of the school and involves complicated 
negotiations with authorities in many different countries." (1) 

On t he problem of entry of overseas-matriculated students to 

"home" tertiary institutions, J.D.R. McConnell has written : 

"All t oo frequently the children of Europeans whose work has 
taken them abroad have to face an undeclared hostility on 
their retu...-rn to a university in their homeland. They are 
considered by the chauvinistic to belong to a privileged 
and wealthy international class (which is far from the 
truth) and to be of less worth than the honest toilers from · 
the State schools in the homeland." (2) 
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In some cases, even if the averse~ university entrance 
~ 

~ 

qualification is given tacit recognition in the home country, it 

may not fulfil the sometimes minute requirements for admission to , 
a particular faculty, especially when places are limited and made 

available on the oasis of high performance in examinations prep

ared in accordance with a specific local f 0rmula. (Jviedicine in 

Tasmania is a case in point) 
, 

The first chapter of the General Guide to the International 

Baccalaureate describes what its ex Director General, Mr A.D.C. 

Peterson, speaks of as "the only internatior.ally-o:::-iented school 

programme in the sixth form leading to international examinations." 

(3) The chapter begins as follows: 

"The idea of an internationally acceptable school-leaving 
quaJ.ification based on a unified programme of studies 
grew from the concern of teachers in international and 
multinational schools throughout the world for the special 
problems of their mobile student populations. A plan began 
to take shape in 1962 when a preliminary experiment 
(launched initially through the efforts of the International 
School, Geneva, and the International Schools Association) 
to secure the harmonisation of history syllabuses used in 
international schools was financed under contract with 
Unesco. Working parties, consisting of both university and 
secondary school teachers, were initiated to study the 
chances of establishing common programmes leading to a com
prehensive school-leaving examination acceptable to as many 
countries as chc,:is e (sic) to co-operate." 

14 

In the years that followed, under the direction of the Inter

national Schools Examination Syndicate, international committees worked 

out the structure and syllabuses of the examination and the Syndicate 

prepared and conducted trial examinations based on the experimental 

syllabuses. Membership of the ISES Council was broadened to include 

wider national represent3,tion of distinguished educationalist~. Parti

cipating schools included the Geneva International School, the United 

World College of the Atlantic (then Atlantic College) and the United 

Kations School in New York. The Twentieth Cent ury Fund and the Ford 

Foundation provided starting funds. Under the impetus provided by 

l\r A.D.c. Peterson who took over direction of the project in 1966, a 

la:::-ge scale conference was held in 1967 at Sevres with representatives 

fros Belgium, Bulgaria, Cameroon, France, West Germany, India, Poland, 

Sweien, Switzerland, U.K. and U.S.A. together with observers from 
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Unesco and the Council of Europe and "tl,e Directors of the French 

Baccalaureate, Oxford and Cambridge GC~ and :the u.s. Advanced 
• I" 

Placement Program Boards. This conf~r?nce agreed the structure 

and regulations of the newly-created International Baccalaureate 

Office which had taken on the task of administering the project. 

In 1970, with financial support initially guaranteed by 

the Ford Foundation (and subsequently reinforced by the Twentieth 

Century Fund, the Dulverton Trust, the Gulbenkian Foundation and 

the Mountbatt~n Fund), the International Baccalaureate entered a 

six-year introductory period. The first full International 

Baccalaureate examinations were presented in May of that yearo (4) 

What then is the nature of the International Baccalaureate? 

The General Guide states it as follows: 

"The International Baccalaureate is an a~tempt to help 
these (international) schools in the first instance, 
a...Dd many others in the future, by providing coIIIDlon pro
grammes and, for those who need it, a valid examination 
which will serve as a university entrance qualification 
as well•••• One examination on coIIIDlon programmes, 
which can at present be taken either in English or 
French, with the possibility of other languages being 
used for individual subjects, can lead to the award of 
a Diploma which is now recognised for admission to 
universities in most countries and thus allows the fr-=e 
exchari§"'.:e cf r;tudenti: with other count::..·ie3. 11 

The I.B. programmes can be taken on an individual basis 

(in which case a certificate is issued for each subject passed) or 

as subjects leading to examinations for the award of the full 

International Baccalaureate Diploma. 

The Diploma formula represents a divergence from the trad

itional British 'A' level pattern of three subjects to be studied 

with a high degree of specialization and towards the broader mix 

of some continental European countries. The requirement is fo~ six 

subjects to be studied over two sixth-form years, three subjects of 

which are to be presented at higher level and three at lower level. 

The general scheme is as follows: 

1. Language A which is usually the student's first 
language and which includes a study of -world 
literature in translation. 
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2. Language B, a second language. ., 
I' 

3. Study of Man. One subject from: hl~tory, geography, 
economics, philosophy, psychology, social anthropology. 

4. Experimental Sciences. One subject from: biology, 
physics, chemistry, physical science, scientific studies. 

5. Mathematics. 

6. One option from: art (art and design or music), a third 
language (classical or modern), a second subject from the 
experimental sciences, further mathematics, or a syllabus 
submitted ~y the school and approved by IBO. (5) 

At the same time as he is preparing for examinations in the 

six subjects listed above, the candidate must undertake studies in the 

"theory of knowledge" over a period of 100 hours (usually 50 per year) 

and must practically involve himself in "creative, aesthetic or social 

activities" for the equivalent of one afternoon per week of each of 

the two sixth form years. 

Apart from the purely utilitarian value of the .International 

3accalaureate as described in its aims, it has been suggested that it 

has also an intrinsic value often lost in the modern pursuit of 

specialization at the expense of human understanding and communication • .,, 

Without reference to the International Baccalaureate, Henry Rosovsky, 

Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Science, Harvard: 

"••• complains that US universities, including his own, have 
drifted or swerved from general education requirements and 
that students have become specialists without common denom
inators." ('The world has become a Tower of Babel in which 
we have lost the possibility of common discourse and human 
values') "The Dean's annual report to his facu.l ty and a 
special task force on basic curriculum requirements at 
Harvard both offer suggestions on how to reestablish that 
possibility. Among recommendations: 

students should have an 'informed acquaintance' with 
mathematical and experimental methods of the natural 
sciences, the main forms of analysis used in modern 
social sciences, the major rel i gious and philosophical 
conceptions of man and •some understanding of and exp
erience in thinking about' moral and ethical problems." (6) 

An analysis of this complaint will show that the I.B. pres

cription satisfies it and goes further in relation to languages and 

the arts. A similar line of thought emerges from a supplementary 

~ote by Richard Whitfield: 
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"Al though the I.3. originated aJllemg a :relatively select group 
of international schools whicb hld somewhat unique problems 
of certification of their students for ent:cy into a range of 
institutions of higher education in many different countries, 
the CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK on which the assessment stiuctu.re is 
based has a much wider signif,.i.cance. The weys in which man 
has sought to make sense of the human condition have, despite 
wide-spread cultural and sub-cultural variations, some signif
icant similarities of form which may be shared. Indeed, 
unless some core of shared meanings is widely experienced -
regard].ess of race, colour, creed, culture, occupation or 
'intelligence' - t~ere mey be little real hope for the future 
of communicating, social man in a world in which we know we 
must 'hang together' in order to avoid 'hanging separately'. 
Education in an international perspective of this kind clearly 
cannot be elitist by intent; that, by the design of our curr
icula and institutions, we have yet to translate such a per
spective into action for more thar, a small number of children 
across the world should merely be t ~e stirrrulus for nations to 
view their educational responsibilities in a more global con
text through which the full dignity of man can only now be 
realized." (7) 

During the six yea.rs of the introductory period, the project 

expanded in terms of the numbers of higher educational instituti on~ 

which accepted the I.B. Diploma as an entrance qualification and of 

the nr--:ibers of schools authorized +o ru.n I .B. programmes • The li30' s 

.Annual Bulletin No. 13 of November 1977 lists 37 countries which 

recognize the I.B. An introductory qualification to the list states: 

"'Recognition' of the I.B. by a univeristy or national ministry 
of education means that the I.B. diplomas or certificates are 
officially recognised as qualifications on which a student may 
be admitted to higher education. It does liOT mean that any 
student holding a diploma has an automatic right to claim ad
mission. In most countries now admission to many, if not all 
faculties depends upon grades achieved in specifi c sub j ects 
and this applies to the I.E. in exactly the same way as to 
national qualificati ons. 

"Moreover, some countries in this list req_uire that the stud
ent, if he is a nati onal of the country, pass an additio::al 
test in hi~ national riistory or ci,l tu.re. Others , while rec
ognising the I. B. fully for fo r eign students, will not acc ept 
it from their own nationals unless they have been educated 
abroad. Others req_uire particular evidence of competence in 
the national language." 

The full list of count r ies listed as accept ing the I . B. for 

admission to higher educational institutions is attached as Appendix 

A. Significant omissi .:;ns 8:e J apan, USSR and its bloc, China, 

I ndonesic::. and the "white" countri es of Africa . 
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Although this 1977 listing of 37 natio~ does not represent an 

increase over the figure given for 1976, the nUjpber oS participating ,. 
schools as well as the countries containing the~ does. Annual Bulletin 

No. 12 of November 1976 shows 55 participating schools situated in 26 
, 

countries; Annual Bulletin No. 13 of 1977 lists 80 schools of 34 
countries. However, the Progress Report of-Bulletin No. 13 states: 

"It is not certain in all cases, however, that a start will actually be 

made in September 1977 and a more realistic estimate would be between 

fifteen and twenty nev,1r starts in this year." The Reports adds: "If 

this rate of expans ion is confirmed and maintained in 1978 it should 

enable us to reach the target of 100 schools by the end of that year." 

This figure appeared , in fact, to have been exceeded by Au;ust 1978. 
Issue No. 5 of the UWC International Office Newsletter stated: 

"The I.3 . target of 100 participating schools by the end of 
this year has already been broken and the f igure of accepted 
schools and institutions now stands at 120 and is growing 
rapidly." 

Bulletin }lo. 12 of 1976 stated: 

"Since 1970 appr oximately six thousand three hundred students 
have taken the examinations either for the full diploma or 
individual certificates. They have been admitted to over 
four hundred different universities." 

The 1977 Bulletin shows an increase in total number of 

c~didates from one thousand six hundred in 1976 to one thousand nine 

hundred and sixty six in 1977. 

I In a personal interview with the author on 10th December 1976, 

J rrir A.D.C. Peterson sai d that a major development planned for the 

I future will be the creation of an clte:::native version of the Inter

national Baccclau~eate oriented towards business and commerce. The 

initiative for this variation came out of an e-.- aluation conference held 

~t Sevres in 1974 and the trials are to be f unded by the West German 

Government. The idea is t o take a step t owards satisfying the needs of 

irlcreasing numbers of girls and boys staying longer at school but lack

ing the fo1L~dations for higher academic studies, and also of young 

people of developing countries. There is to be an international busi

ness studies progc:- 2IllIIle and an elementary cou._rse in t he principles and 

prac~ice of office procedure whi ch will acquaint those going into 
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., ,. 
clericaJ./administrative work with moden. a~counting systems, 

data storage and retrievaJ., etc. Proposed aJ.so is an alterna

tive approach to language teaching with vocabulary oriented 

towards office procedures. Other progl"annnes envisaged are a 

separate, revised course in English as a means of cormnunication, 

one on peace and conflict, one to be entitled EnvironmentaJ. 

Studies and anothjlr on Nutritional Science - this last initiated 

by the UWC of South East Asia. AnnuaJ. Bulletin No. 13, November 

1977, made reference to these trends as follows: 

"It (the third edition of the General Guide to the 
International Baccalaureate) is the first responce 
(sic) which I.B.O. has made to the recorrnnendation 
of the Sevres Conference (1974) that we needed to 
develop a series of courses suitable for the less 
purely academic student who might not be seeking 
entry to a "LiberaJ. Arts and Sciences" course at a 
university, but rather to direct employment or pro
fessional training. The design of such courses 
will be the main commitment of IBO in the field of 
curriculum development in the coming year. In 
.Mathematics the research and development funded by 
British Petroleum and referred to in :Bulletin lJo . 12 
is continuing. In the Sciences some progress has 
dso been made with l•Jutri tional Science, and with the 
help of U:1esco we hope to have a provisional syllabus 
for circulation to schools by the end of the year and 
to organise a teachers workshop in 1978. In the Study 
of Man a working party consisting of representatives 
fr om Bri tain, France, Netherlands, Sweden and USA was 
convened in London in May 1977 and approved provi
si onal syllabuses i n International Business Studies 
(Higher and Subsidiary Level) and Principles and 
Practice of Office Procedure (Subsidiary Level)." 

Address ing the Seventh International Council meeting of 

the United World Colleges, attended by the author on 5th October 

1976 , Nr A.D.C. Peterson countered a:.1y suggestion that the 

breadth of studies Yequired for the I . B. Diploma prescription 

might d: 3advantage entrants to :ih'itish universities . He said 

that in 1973 some 50 I . B. :Ciplomates had ente2:ed universities in 

the F .K. of whom some 40 had graduated in 1976. Of these, six 

had obtained First Class Eonours, which represented 15 per cent 

af;ainst the nati onal average of 10 per cent . Continuing, Er 

Pe t erson stated that t he I.3 . 0. 's expansion plan aimed to i nvolve 

3, 000 candid.ates from 100 schools spread around the world i n the 

1979 examinations . The motive \-12-s "• •• that it should be 2.vail

able in every one o:: tl:.e najo:::· ci t i es ir. ·,.;l': i cl: tr,ere i s a 12-:::·Ge 

.... 
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transient population so that mobility from one,part -of the world to . ,,. .., 
another for a student should be almost autom'atically possible." (8) 

In a slightly dif fer~nt context, Mr Peterson said he was 

delighted that the Schools Boards of New York had declared their 

intention to introduce I.B. programmes in one public high school in 

each of five boroughs of New York where the school populatiuns were 

33 per cent black, 60,per cent white and 7 per cent Oriental. He 

added that there were increasing indications of incr easing U.S. 

interest in other States and in Nexico. In an interview with the 

author o n 7 January 1977 he suggested that this was "because they 

want a str uctur.::d upper seoondar.f system w:1ich has got some sort of 

intellectual validity." And he added : "If tr...is developed and there 

were a hundred schools in the U.S.A., we couldn't operate it from 

Geneva. We would have to set up a U.S. operation with U.S. examiners 

using the same structure, the same examinations but awarding their own 

diploma. 3ut any candidate wanting the I.3. Diploma proper could get 

it from Geneva." (9) 

The Director General ' s hope that the I.3. should be available 

in ever:y one of the major cities of the world in which there is a large 

trmisient population would, however, exclude the major cities of the 

Southern ~emisphere which observe a February-December school year. In 

response to a question on this point he said that although the British 

Schools, Montevideo, had asked for consideration of a November I.E. 

examination, the lack of demand in the Sout~1ern Hemisphere would not 

warrant the enormous cost of setting up a separate examination system. 

I:evertheless , the propos al would be costed. 
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CHAPTER 4 I 

UN I TED WORLD COLL&ES 

, 

Mention has a l reauy been made of Lhe coi ncidence between war 

and its aft ermath and the foundine; of certain i nternational schools. 

There are also connections between war and the founding of the first 

United World Colle€e, known at its birth as Atlantic College. 

Kurt Matthias Robert Na.Yt in :':ahn wl,ose inspirat ion brought 

Atlantic College into existence was imp.::::'isoned in Germany in 1933 

but later released through the intervention of influential British 

friends who included R21I1say ½acDonald . The British took him i n and , 

shortly after his a.:::-:::'ival there he founded Gor·donstoun, an educati on

al Sparta in Scotland . (1) 

After the end of the second world war, .i-iahn was perturbed 

about the state of youth in Britain and Europe and in speeches and 

writings defined what he believed to be the "declines " of young 

people in societies exhausted by war and which were due i n part to 

the social effects of advar:cing tEchnology . Eis thoughts a.Ye to be 
·# 

found in c:::-ystallizec. fo::-r:: in a s;-::ech entitled "The Aristocracy of 

Service " delivered in Maids tone, Kent , i n October 1962. ( 2) 

I n his speech Hahn listed the "declines" as : 

1. The decline of fitness 11:.ue to modern methods of 
locomotion". 

2 . 

L. 

The decl ine of i nitiative and enterprise "due to 
the wi ci.e s_:pread ciisease .:.,.:. spectatori t i s ". 

The decline o::.~ T.emorj' and imaf;iniation "due to the 
confus ed resth- s snes s of r::odern life ". 

The decl i ne of skill and c2.re "due to the we2~kened 
tradi ti ::m of c:::.··c:S tsmanship". 

, . The d.ec:2._ ine of self- discipline "due to the ever 
p:::.0 esent s.vailabi l i ty of stimulants and tra.11q_uilli 
sers" . 

6. The decline of comp2..ss i orJ. "i ue tc -:.:.:e unseemly 
i:02-ste wi-ch which modern li .f'e is con.:iucteci " • 

.Kurt Ha.1-in ' s treatment of these :i. lls was to ir:clude i L sch:-:i ol 

p::..'Of~ammes : 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

., ,. 
'I •· 

Physical training brea.~s four times a week to sharpen 
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"coordination, resilience and powers of acceleration". 
, 

Expeditions on 12nd and sea demanding "foresight in 
planning, care, circumspection, resource and endurance 
in execution". 

Projects "of art or music or poetry, or a project of 
research or exploration, or the construction of a scien
tific apparatus, or the erection of a small building". , 
Social Service, "to your fellow men", in activities in 
which "the passion of rescue is in action and releases 
a dynamic even higher than the dynamic of war." I::1 
citing such Gordonstoun rescue services as the Coast
guards, the Fire Service, the Mountain Rescue Team and 
the Surf Lifesavers (inspired through his contact with 
Sir Ad.rian Curlewis), ri.a..l-i..."l said, "Joung people between 
16 and 18 have an alertness of the senses and a vigil
ance of the spirit ,)f ten superior to those of the child 
and the adult." 

Earlier than this, in the course of his fre quent educational 

travellings, Ku.rt Hahn had met Air Narshal Sir Lawrance Darvall, one

time Commandant of the HATO Staff Training College, and they had 

refl-ected on the ways in which officers of NATO countries had been 

able to surmount national barriers when required to co-operate in 

pursuing connnon defence-oriented objectives. Hahn's own experiences 

had persuaded him that that education was a potential means of reduc

ing national barriers and fostering international co-operation. The 

idea of starting a two-year finishing college for boys of the North 

Atlantic Community countries came out of these meetings. (3) 

Rear Admiral D.J. ioare in 1949 had been in charge of trai~

ing naval mechanics. Faced with an educational problem, he had written 

to iahn for his advice and, h~ving received it, followed it to good 

effec-c. The two met i n 1951 in Sco"':;la..rid and their association ,§,Tew 

stronger with Ecare's subsequent posting to London . Eere , the Admiral 

became a voluntary youth worker in Hotting Hill Gate and was co-opted 

by Hahn to serve on the Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme organizing 

committee. 

Admiral iioare's int r oduction t o the idea of an Atlanti c 

College in which the Kurt Hahn principles would be put into practice 

came in 1936 or 1957 when Kalm, as was his wont, arranged circwnstances 
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in which Admiral Hoare met Sir Lawrance Darvall. In 1958, Hoare was ., 
. ,. 

asked to consider leaving the Royal Navy fo set up Atlantic College. 

With the concurrence of the First Sea Lord, then Lord Mountbatten, 

Hoa.re elected for early'retirement and quit the Service in 19600· 

Du.ring the period 1958 to 1960, Admiral Hoa.re, sometimes with Kurt 

Hahn and sometimes without, went on a number of fm1d-raising sorties 

throughout Europe and North America, the highlight of which was a 

score of ten tho¥sand pom1ds for twenty-five minutes' talking. (4) 

At some time in 1960, an article by Kurt Hahn on education 

as a means of breaking down national barriers appeared in The Times. 

The article attracted the attention of Sir Eric Berthoudo (5) 

Sir Eric, through service with the post-world-war-one International 

Bank, the Anglo-Austrian Bank, British Petroleum, the post-world-war 

two Control Commission in Austria, the Marshall Plan and the British 

diplomatic corps had influential contacts in every European country 

except Albania. He wrote to Hahn, told him he was going to Poland, 

and asked if he could help. AJ:, a result, Sir Eric Berthoud found 

himself increasingly involved in setting up an infrastructure of 

~ European national committees charged with the responsibility of pro

viding scholarships and selecting scholars for a non-existent venture 

into international education which had a headmaster and some money, 

but no students and no premises. (6) 

In the early part of 1960, Admiral ~oare was given three 

months' leave by the Admiralty. On Kurt Hahn's instructions he set 

put to find an existing building which might be purchased to house 

the first students. Desmond Hoare has written: 

"We lmew that we did not have a.>1Ything like enough money to 
build a school for 300 sixth forrr. students, but only a few 
hundred thousand pounds in hand or promised. However, there 
was literally no alternative t o starting up. With nothing 
to show but an idea, fund raising had nearly reached its 
limit. Kurt was emphatic. 'OI'-ce you have started the money 
will come rolling in.' He was quite right but not until Si~ 
George Schuster had put his shoulder to the wheel." (7) 

Adrr~ral Hoa:::-e found St Donat's Castle, a grand edifice of 

14th - 16th centl.IT'J building styles which overlooks the Bristol 

Channel in Glamorga:;shire, South W.:1les. The castle was ideally sited 
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in that its coast and hinterland provided ru.ggej, physical condi ti ;.ms 
'I 

in which rescue services could be trained a:.1d: as hazardous circum-

stances arose, be put into action. There was also scope for the 
, 

development of social services through aid t o the aged and infirm, 

and disturbed children and adults. St Donat•s at that time belonged 

to the estate of Willia.,, .Randolph nears t, the .American newspaper 

millionaire, and was going for a figure in the region of £60,000. 
, 

Kurt Hahn found Monsieur Antonin 3esse who bought St Donat 1 s 

Castle. A tablet set in one of the interior walls states simply: 

St Donat•s Castle 

\•,as given by 

M. A.'.:TOllIN :BE'SSE 

for the 

UlHTED WORLD COLLEGE OF TEE ATLANTIC 

opened in September 1962 

The opening was a triumph of inspiration and zealous and 

dedicated activity o~ the part of a number of loosely co-ordinated 

upper-echelon idealists who had connections in the right places at 

the right levels a..~d on whom fort1.me had sruled at the right moments. 

This seemed to be the Kurt EaJm ·,1ay. Ther·e was no innovational 

formula assuring success through meticul :us pursuit of a dogmatic 

progr31Iillle of planned steps: there was a recogni tLm of the rig·ht:::1ess 

- one might .:J.lmost say 11::cighteousness " of the p:::'cject and the burn-

ing desire which flowed :·:::·Jm this attracted influential people to it 

·.::,o , suprred by the cha::.·isma of Kurt :~ahn , perfor:r,ed the :rr.iracle. 

·l':1ere w2.s also the "happy accident" but t :1is has bs-en discounted by 

Dr David Atterton, Chairman of the 3oard of Governors of the United 

W'.J:rld College of the Atlantic, who believes it t o be "finding the right 

people, finding the right dynamos." (8 ) 

On the other hand, the educational r:iod.el which began to operate 

·,,it!;_ 56 students from Europe and iiorth .AmE-.::- isa at St Donat ' s Castle 

~:-:. September 1962 was strictly the Kurt f:.:0.m :nae.el with Ac..ni.::al :::::.is.re , 

:ie true disciple, applying it meticulously . 
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What was the Kurt Hahn model? As far as is known, it was 

never codified out an ill'lderstanding of it might emerge out of con

sideration of a number of statements o£ general principle enunciated 

by the master during his lifetime. Some of them were presented in 

the talk iiahn gave at County Hall, Maidstone, Kent in October 1962: 

, 
"Children have the joy of movement, they have an enterprising 
c·~iosity, they are ready for sensible selfdenial, they dream 
a.head and they have a faithful memory and, above all, they 
have a great compassion." 

"I claim that the spiritual beauty of childhood can be pres
erved unbroken and undiluted if on the threshold of puberty 
there are kindled healthy passions, the Grandes Passions, as 
the French say. The zest for exploration and resea.::"ch; the 
love of music and painting; the passion for building; active 
sympathy for the needs of your neighbour; the l:::;ve, particu
larly in girls, for protecting the weak. It is nonsense to 
say that the sexual development is suppressed by these 
grandes passions. They do, however, withdraw emotional power 
fr om the se):ual impulses and thereby prevent them fro~ gaining 
a premature and unnatural monpoly in early puberty." 

"ne who drills, labours, accepts boredom and danger, all to be 
ready to help his neighbour in distress, discovers God's 
purpose in his inner life and flares up in sacred anger when 
he encounters the contempt for humar. life and human dignity." 

"We believe that it is the sin of ti·:e soul to force the young 
into opinions, but we consider i : culpable neglect not to 
impel every youngster into health giving experiences - regard
less of their inclinations." 

"The well-meaning educator who flatters and humours the young 
not only does a disservice to the community but damages the 
individual by depriving hir:i of opporhmi ties for selfdiscovery." 

"The pYeventive cur e has been established in a good number of 
boardin6 sch~ols quite independently from each other. 3ut day 
schools a.Swell are becoming increasingly alive to their 
remedial responsibility. ~en and women of genius and deuica
t ion can discharge t hese responsibil ities even within the 
limiting f ramework of the established structu:e, but we have 
to reckon with educators of average ability." 

"The day boa.Yding school wherever possible should be established 
at a distance of about 15 miles from a town. rt should be 
hc:::used in beautiful buildings and erected in surroundings li:<:ely 
t o inspire 2..ffection." 

"The e2rly afternoon should be reserve:.: fo r activities, games , 
practical work, services • .Every pupil should have a pl ace of 



"study, a pri vate sphere which should be equipped and 
decorated according to the .1ndi v i d.uij,l ~aste. Most 
Saturday morn ings should be devoted t o projec ts - some 
of t hem could be carried out a t home , o thers W')uld need 
the laboratory f aciii ties of t he school . Two -,.,eekends 
of every t enn should be spent on expeditions lLDder com
petent adult guidance. ~ousemas t ers and the guides of 
activities should only be required to teach sixteen 
periods a week . The ir day would have to be a ten hour 
day." (9) 

, 

In h is Essex ~all l ecture of 1965 , Kurt nahn enunciated 

furthe r p::··inciples : 

"I ha·;e ment i onec v olunta:::-y bodies trained f or ·:'..::.'2matic 
rescue . We should take equally seriously thos e epi c 
labours cf love which are undertaken by y oung people: 
helping old people , the spasti cs , the bl i nd , the deaf , 
helping in hospitals , helping to preserve the treasures 
of nature ." 
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"'Ar i stocYacy ,' as a iilorwegi ax1 democrat said , 'is the salt 
wherewith democracy should be salted .' Ee iid no t think 
of t:i.e aristocracy of birth or s ocial pos i t i on . We need an 
'Aristocracy of Service'." 

"Reve.:-ence for human life and human dignity penneates the 
corrm:uni ty life a.t St DoLat s . At present there are 156 boys 
coming from t we:·,ty different na t i ons. r,;any of them will go 
out i nto the world , having shed nati onal prejudices and 
having l e.s.rnec. t he important lesson t h at res olute humanity 
is the true b ond of f ree pe ople 2..~d should be the spiritual 
oas is of the Wes t ern Alli ances ." (1 0) 

Tte or i 6·i :1al mode l, t hen , was to be limited i n its catchment 

2..:c·e2. t o c ountries o::.~ t he WestErn Allianc e , the N.A'.i'O count r i es . 

Ti,e ideal heme fer such a school was t o be a beauti:;ul place 

: ~ :uated in -:.:l1.e cJunt::.·i o ut within easy motori,lG or public transport 

The school prog'!"amme was not t o pane.er to t ~e inc linati ons ·Jf 

t:1e stuc.ents but was t o be s tructurec.: i!". such a way as to challenge 

~: .er:, phy2.ically , i ntellectually , aestl,E·tically and socially with an 

c:..CC: 7nt on s erv ice t::, r.u..--:i2..YJ.i ty be i t '.Jf a type J.r 3.,;.in6 on c ompass ion o~·

: .--:s call .i. n e;; for dedi cation i n t::-aining arcd b::·averJ in the face of the 

-~- E::Jec1t s for tie purpose of rescue . 
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Kurt Hahn's own description of the~model-in operat ion was ,.. 
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'I 
given at the tail of his Essex Hall lectru-e on 14th April 1965 . 

He said: 
, 

"The sixth form College at St bonat•s recruits the majority 
of boys irrespective of the financial position of their 
parents. Nobody is admitted who is not a promising candid
ate for University entrance. They come at the age of six
teen or seventeen and stay for two years. Academic standards 
are high'and t hey work very hard. Games are played for fun , 
but have been dethroned as t he dominant leisure activity. 
Training for rescue has taken t heir place. 

"All boys acqui :::·e competence in first aid and practically all 
gain the nronze I•~edallion of the Royal Life Saving Society. 
In addition, everyone will master a skill which qualifies him 
to join one of the four Rescue Services. T!·1ese Services 
operate from St Donat•s. Ten miles of this dangerous coast 
are entrusted to them. They are on duty at weekends during 
Fcs 'drowning sec.son'. These Rescue Services consist of the 
Surf Life Savers, who are trained on the Austral ian pattern; 
tl·,e Surfboats, which C3Jl travel at 20 knots an hour; the 
Canoe Life Guards who patrol outside the surf; and the Cliff 
Ladder Party which operates with a crane developed by the 
biology master. 

"The head..TTiaster , Admiral Hoare , while at the Admi ralty , worked 
for f .:,ur 2'2 2.2:'S f ::: ::- -~:,2 10~1don .F'ederation of Boys' Ch:bs . .t:e 
i l"aS]L'ed hu."1dreds of o.:ys to "uuild their own CEL"lOeS and he 
started a C&.noe Lifeguard Corps to be on duty at dan6·er spots. 
iie regards it as his mission in l i fe to encourcl€e in the art 
of life saving tha t meticulous care which is generally devoted 
to the ~ ' t of wa:r.·. 11 

It sometines happtr:2 tl 1.2.t inspiration outstrips resources. 

Du_r:-i ng· the : ·i.:.0 s t year of the College 's functioning it became clear 

that the : iJeration was heading for financial t rouble. The "right 

dy,12..IDo" was f ound in Sir George Schuster who relates hi s saving 

im0 olve:'.:lent as foll ows: 

"We 'd gone after getting a grant of something like £500,000 
a year.· from the 3ri tish Government - so V .s.o. was more or 
less successfully launched - and I was lookinc out :or some 
other jobs to do. And a f:dend of mine said, 'Well you ought 
to get in t ouch with Kurt Hahn . 3e 's got s ome educational 
plans whicr. I t hi nk will interest you.' I' d never met Kurt 
Hahn, and I naturally was very impressed. He 's one of t he 
men who has made really a i;:::·eat impression on my life. I 
said, 1Well I'll come in. You've obvi ously made a good start 
and I can 6 ive you a little financial support .• 



"But I was still pretty well tied up wi tl;i. V .s.D. and 
then I gradually found that the whole.AYlantic College 
project had not been thought out financially at all and 
there was nobody really taking hold - and I felt that a 
terribly important is~ue was at stake, you know, the 
honour of our country was at stake in this. And then 
Kurt Hahn said to me, 'George , you know you can't run 
this from the sidelines, you've got to take charge.' 
And with Kurt's backing the general idea was that action 
committees be formed. They hadn't got a governing body 
of the school. They'd got a General Committee, a ?inance 
Committee and~ General Purposes Committee, but no govern
ing body. And I agreed to take the chairmanship of a small 
action committee. That was some time in 1963 I think, when 
I was 82 . 11 

"I'll give you some picture of what the positi on was. I 
found that the annual student's fee had been fixed at £500 
and the actual cost per student was running at £1 550. They 
were incurring terribly heavy annual running deficits. Well, 
based on that, my first job was t o convince the people in the 
financial world that this was a project that had some chance 
of financial success . And I got a few people together in the 
City (I was at the time also Director of the Westminster Bank) 
and I managed to get the big five banks, as they were then, to 
give me the biggest donation they'd ever given to any single 
project, except Churchill College, Cambridge, and each of the 
big five gave me £7,000. Well, that gave us a good start and 
gave us an atmosphere of respectability . Then we succeeded 
really by a series of miracles. The next miracle was getting 
at David Wills, who's a near neighbour and a friend, and 
through him at the Dulverton Trust. The Dulverton Trust 
decided, with the influence of David, that they'd make this 
the biggest thing they'd ever done and they have given us 
altogether £400,000. Then I got on to another big trust. 
We had special friends in the iron and steel industry - before 
the nationalization of iron and steel - we got very big seven
year annual covenanted contributions from t~em until gradually 
one got some sort of financial stability." ( 11) 

This then was the beginning: a school catering for a sa~ple 

>f boys sel ec ted from "Atlantic Community" countrie:: , studying in 

~~glish for English GCE 'A' leve l exami~ations and committed to a 

•:igorous programme of physical and SerYi ce activities organi zed by 

:rie disciple Admiral Desmond Hoare in accordance with the philosophy 

;f Kurt Hahn, the master. At this time, f,"t;fa.ntic College was not a 

.. ni ted World College but could be more aptly be described as an 

:.: :'.. 2ntic Community college. The United World ideal was to come with 

:_,:::-·d Mountbatten in 1968. 
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T~...2 u: iITED WORLD COLL&;.ES IiOW 

The financial geni us of Sir George Schuster and his connexions 

in the British business world made it possible for Atlantic Colleg e to 

stay alive 0 JVJ.d the project was seen by its principals as such a 

pronising or.e that the idea of proliferation beg-~, to be entertainedo 

In 1965 , noting tnat AL.2.ntic College was in its thi rd year ·:if 

operation, Kurt Hahn said : 

"This is the firs t '.)f s ix Atlantic Colleges , the other five 
to be established on the Continent an,:. in .Americ a . One hopes 
for a girls I col2. ei;e i n this count:r-.1 so'.)ner or l a ter." 

And 11 -"' added: 

"Reverence for human l i fe and i·.c1.man dignity permeates t hE: 
cornrrrunity life at St Donat's. At pr esent t here are 156 
boys coming frcim twenty different nations . fl~any of ther.: 
will go out i nt) the world , having shed nat ional prejud
ices and h aYi,.b .!.ear!1ed that resolute huma.YJ.i t y i s the t rue 
bond of free people and should be the spiritual basis of 
the Western Allia.nces 0 

11 

Having said that he conceded: 

recalls: 

"One day I hope boys wil l come fro.m behir.d the Iron Curtain 
to attend this college •••• " ( 1) 

On the question of proliferation, Sir Ceorge Schu ster 

11·I'his 3ri t ish college wa s one colleg-= . 3ut the whole idea was 
to have a series of colleges all ::iver "t,: ,-2 ,-: :,rld , ar.d. I felt 
that it was abso l u:ely necessary co h av e 2 •. ·.a t i onal figure a s 
a head of the whole ~roject • .And i n 1966, I went to see 
MoW1tbat ten . I r:1an.aged to get his i nte ::·e s -;; a nd of ccurse , 
through ~ince Phili p , :r,,;Juntbatte!1 had ha::. ::-:2..'iy connexions 
with Kurt ~ahn and kneH hi s i deas . .And. r,; :,un-;;°Jatten said to 
me : 'Wel l Ge org·e , I'm interested i n this . I'l l ta..;:e a lead . 
3ut you ' ve got t o reali::e -:;~1,3,t I'm si.xty- s igtt anc. I don ' t 
cCJnte.o~late worki r,g verJ !--,ard afte r I ' o s e·,·enty , s o you can ' t 
look t o ne as ;;i'.)re -cha.'7. a tem.pora.r:,· f igu.re- :-iead .' A.nci I said 
to hi:n : 'Well .M:Junt ja-c t en, y ou car: ' -;:, s2.y ~r-.at to ne . l ' n 
e i G"hty- -c'.,ree ~ 1 ~

1:1en he -;:,oo;: c:h;.u:·,;-e and ::-::, 6·ot really 
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i nterested. But one thing he- said to Jl'I~ was :· ' I am only 
interested in internationalism. You '~e got t o look after 
St Donat ' s - that ' s not my affair .' And t hat has been 
his attitude all thropgh and tis whole i nterest has been , 
f i rst of all , to get something going in Canada and then 
t o look out for wider possibilities ~of development ." ( 2 ) 

Significantly , the London Daily Telegraph of 12th February 

1969 carried the news that Atlantic College was to change its name , 
to the United World Coll ege of the Atlantic because , under the 

Jirection of Lord Mountbatten , new internat ional colleges were to 

be set up around t he world . 

I'~E ORGAIGSATIO:l 
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In the years since 1968, the United World Colleges project 

::as developed an ackinistrative structure more appropriate to an 

i nternat i onal operation than it had in 1963 when Sir George Schuster 

discovered Atlant i c Col l ege ' s patchwork of com.TJU.t t ees . And reflec t 

ed in the organi zation is a di stinct broadenir.g of the scope of the 

project outwards from the "Atlantic Community " viewpoint to one 
--er..bracing the whole world. 

The organization i s represented in "United World Colleges 

-;u.ic.e Lines - a Guide to Organisation and Procedures ", as follows : 

ffTERl: ATIOl~AL COlJrCI L 

I 
30A.::m OF DIRECTORS 

I 
I :~TER.:AI'IOUU, EXZCUTIVE COMU T'.i.'SE 

--- -· -:- ::TIB:.:.ATIQ, AL OFFICE 
I 

I 
GOV:illl;L.,;G :OUDIES 

G1( ITED WORLD COLLEG~S 
OF 

'I'::E ATLA.i.TIC - sou·r r: EAS·I' ASIA 
Ti1E ?ACIFIC 

- ?-ts,si onal 0ff i Cf2S I :;ati -~nal C·)mr.i t t ees I I l\ et\-io:::k 

Latin 

I 
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At the time of writing there were 43 member countries each 

with its own national cofmnittee. Upon them fall the essential tasks 

of publicizing nationally the work of the United World Colleges; 

attracting applications and selecting national candidates for the 

three colleges against annually agreed annual quotas; and raising 

funds to finance iheir scholars and, if possible, to make contributions 

to United World Colleges (International) Limited. 

The Internati onal Office 

The external focus of the national comru.ttees is upon the 

International Office which is housed in three unprepossessing offices 

in London House, a hall of residence for overseas post-graduate 

students, situated. in Mecklenburgh Square, w.c.1. Unlike those of 

some other international organizations, the UWC's secretariat is not 

bogged down by a proliferating bureaucracy. It comprises, in all, 

three salaried officers and three salaried typists. 

The tasks of the International Office are described in the UWC 

Guide Lines as: 

"To provide a secretariat f or the President of the International 
Council, for the Council, Board of Directors and Internat ional 
Executive Committee. 

To maintain liaison with: 

(a) all National Cammi ttees and 3oarcis c,:;,_~ Governors of 
Colleges and t o assist forming new 1;ational Conuni ttees 
where necessary; 

(b) F0unding Cammi ttees and assist in the establishment of 
new Colleges; 

( c) the Internati onal 3accalaureate Office, Gene·,ra , to 
support the development of t i1e 13 . 

To as 2ist funci-raising wor k of t he pr oject. 

To provide an information centre for the project and the 
internztional publicity required. 

To administer the accounts of UWC (International) Ltd. 

To help coordinate the international operation of the Network ." 

The International Council 

The Council meets in a different country ever-J ei ght een mont hs . 

i eaded by its President, until the end of 1977 Lor e. :Mountbatten 2nd now 

Prince Charles, it comprises t he Chairr::en of :+3 r:.ati onal 

C-:>w.':li ttees, i-: .E. Prince Sadrudd.in A{:;a Khan rey:::·esenting the United 
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Nations, a representative of the International Baccalaureate Office, 
., 

six members of Network and two former member:f' -J)f United World College 
• 

teaching staff. 

The Council has a ge~eral overseeing role over the performance, 

development and progress of the project and, "In particular it rati-

fies: 

(a) policy submitted by the Board of Directors 

(b) the appoo..ntment of Directors to the 3oard of 
UWC (International) Ltd." 

The Board of Directors 

As is the case with most boards of directors, the function of 

the UWC Board is to determine policy, husband funds a.rid promote eff i

cient administration. It is of interest to note that W1til 1978 its 

Chairman was M. Antonin Besse, international businessman and donor of 

St Donat's. 

The International Executive Committee 

The Executive Committee is placed between the ~oard and the 

International Office. Its general function is to fornulate policy for 

con;ideration by the :Board and to execute policy when ratified. The 

C,)mmi. ttee has an overseeing role in relation to the International 

Office and, through it, a liaison r ole with national committees, 

regional officers, the Colleges and their governing bodies, such inter

national organizations as the United Nations and the EEC, embassies and 

iigh commissions and relevant government ministries. 

~~,e I:r..ternatiom'.l Hetwork 

At the time when Atlantic College was s t2.bilized enoU£h to 

:oecome a little self-conscious, it was felt necessa.rJ t o set up a loose 

~2:;-anization connecting past students; and thus was born the Network. 

Az stated in the Guide Lines, its aiCTs are: 

"'I'o keep former students a.rid f ::, rme1· teacl:.ing and other staff 
in touch with each other and informed. about the progress of 
the UWC project. 

To participate in an act.visory capacity in t he shaping of the 
project's ? ractical devel Jpment. 

'i'o participate actively in ar eas suc!', 2-s publicity, student 
selecti on 2.nd fund raising·. 11 

_::e i:etwork is managed by the International I,e tvu:::-1--:: C:.Jr:1mi ttee wi".ich is 

· "- 3 :consible for formulating l~etwork policJ . 
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Although there is some evidence that merabers feel like a Cinderella ,. 
'I 

appendage, the facts of their rights ~d representdtion on various 

UWC organs as observed by the writer in Singapore _and London tend to 
, 

deny valid grounds for their discomfort. They are, for example , 

represented by six members in the International Council, four on the 

Board of Directors and one on the International Executive Committee. 

AJ3 living products of the UWC process they are listened to carefully 

and the author mas been present when their counsel has been sought 

by the President of the International Council and other office bear

ers both formally , in committee, and informally. Although this is 

not happening in every case, they a.re expected to take an active 

part in their Uational Committee's affairs including selection and 

orientation of new scholars to t he UWC they will attend. 

The heart of the lJetwork is the office of the salaried sec

retary located in St Donat 1 s Castle. The main means of communica

tion between ex- students of the three colleges is the Ne twork 

Newsletter, a lively "where-are-you.-now" publication distributed to 

me::-ibers through national 2I1d regional l~etwork orga11.izations . 

Friends of the United World Colleges 

Fri ends of t he UWCs came out of a decision taken by the Boa.rd 

of Directors in April 1976. At ; ~esent confined mainly to the U.K., 

it is an informal associati on o: people with a genuine interest in 

the UWC project but who do not wish to become members of formal com

mittees . The "Friends " associati an is not bound by a body of rul es , 

• but the UWC principals hope that benefits will flow from publicity 

and the subseQuent at trac tion of scholarship donors and donating 

orga...'1.izations. Mem::ie rship i s by invi tation . People most likely to 

receive invit2.tions wou:;.d be found in the ranks of the rich and the 

inf l::tential . 

Re['ional Offices 

The purposes of the Regional Offices include maintainin{;' links 

oe t ween existing national c oITu1li ttees and the I nternational Office , 

revivi:1c f lag·6i !1£ interest where necessary and a.rousing enthusias;;i for 

t he UWC project in counh:·ies hitherto unaffected . 

The functi on of t he Regi o:nal Office f or Europe is p-2 r·fo::..7;;eu by 

t!-:e Secretariat in L::mdon with the a::;::;~ :::ta,"'lce , ;,2..:!:' t - timE:, of a secretary 

provided ·oy t he Chci :::1nan of t he 30.::.rd of G;J"v·e:::n::>.!.'S of the Uni tee. Wo::::·ld 

Colle6e of the Atlar. :ic . 
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The Regional Office for South East Asi~ and ~he Western Pac-,. 
ific is situated in the United World Colleg~ol South East Asia in 

Singapore and run by a member of the Board of Governors of that 

College. 
, 

The Regional Office for the Americas is in the Lester 3 . 

Pearson College of the Pacific, British Columbia. The Regional 

Officer is the Deputy Director of the College. , 

Finances 

The capital and recurrent finances of the sepa:::-ate Colleges 

are the responsibility of the respective Boards of Governors. Each 

College is, in fact, a limited com:;;2..riy expected to :,ierform finan

cially as such in accordance with the company laws c--' f the country in 

which it is situated. Separate and apart from the three Colleges is 

"Dni ted Wo::-lci. Colleges (Intern.: tional) Limited" whose financial 

affairs are controlled t-y the 3oard of Directors. 

While the Colleges generally survive reasonably well, their 

:c·ecwrent funds being provided by scholarships raised by national 

-::ommi ttees s.nd fees f:r·om ot11er sources, the affairs of the inter

national company, as described by the Chai rman of the Board of 

Directors at the International Cou.ncil meeting in October 1976, were 

not so heal thy. The sta~-.::.ment is reco:r:·c.ed in the minutes of the 

C.::,uncil meetinc as follows: 

"M. ::3esse said that an add.i ti or-,al £JC' , OOO must be raised in 
the financial :re22: 1976-77 to mee t U-:e sho:::-'cfall on the bui
g-et ; by 1978-79 t his f igure would rise to £60,000. In p:::-op
or·tion t o the overall cost of the Inte::Ti.ati:;:·.2.2. Office, this 
shortfall r-e:?resentec. a considerable part of t.:'le budget . :Jo 
endowment existed and income was ::::-aised on a hand t c ~outh 
oasis, a..'tlinly than.i(_s to the eff0rts c,f Lord r-:ountbat t en. 

I'he C,:i lleges were now starting to c ::,ritribut~ to the budget 
of the International Company on a regular basis, and c:Jn
siderati on had been given to a l eV'J being made on fees. It 
was unrealistic for this ~evy to be institutec at the present 
ti:w.e, out the 30::.::.·d of DirectoI's of the Company in April 1976 
had agreed. that, .i.n principle , this levy raight in time be 
ir:rplemented . 

11':. nesse was most grateful for the contric·..:t ions now being 
made by several national coIIL'":littees, but recognizec that it 
was not pcssible at the p:::-esent time t o insist on ree:,ula.!' 
contrioutions. 



"M. Besse emphasised that the In~irnational Office was 
operated with the minimum staff9 and on the smallest 
workable budget, but it was vital to the central 
organization of, the project. However, it was impossibl~ 
to plan realistically for the future unless continuing 
sources of funds could be assU:red. 11 (3) 
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An interesting phenomenon reflecting the faith of some vecy 

influential individuals as well as both major and minor business , 
concerns, corporations, trusts and foundations in the UWC deal is 

the vol--..une of money that has been attracted to the project. As has 

been mentioned already, Col l eges' recurrent costs are met through 

scholarships and f ees, the former being provi.. ded by Federal and State 

Governments of forty-odd nat io ns, Local Education Authorities in the 

United Kingdom, puclic and private firms ir.cluding some multi

nationals, private individuals and, occasionally, group subscr iptions. 

The monies made available in these ways are lEw'.'gely hidden in the 

annual accounts of the Colleges concerned. 

::3ut the l u.."l::;,-sun1 donations have been spectacular. The Lester 

B. Pearson College of the Pacific owes its p:--.ysical existence to 

-large anc. small donations from over 2,700 ir,dividuals, foundations, 

corporations and governments arou::-,d. the wo:r-ld which amounted to 4.8 

million Canadian Dollars. Canada (naturally) and Japan (perhaps 

understandably) provided the most significant contributions. 

In t he case of the United World College of the At l antic, a 

table of donations to 1 November 1976 l ists 54 individual contribu

tions of £5,000 and over t otalling £.2, 046, 28 3 a.'1d an unspecifi ed 

nu.7ber of donations sach l ess than £3, 000 total l ing £157,323. 

Si6nificar;.t en t ri es on this li s t, r ep:::· :-ia ced as Appendix 3 ar e: 

:M. A;, -r, onin 3esse 

5 :::.:.:-i tish ban.1<:s t otalling 

L 3~itish steel companies 

Sir George Schuster 

ii .M. Governrasnt (Foreign Of~ice) 

Federal Gerr.ian Governraent 

Dulverton Trurt 

j,;_r and l'-ii's P. r-;a r esi 

£ 

65 , 000 

L 7,700 
70,000 

88,795 
1 oc,, 000 

72,000 

J65,CiOO 

257, 96 -J 
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"Anonymous" is recorded as having provided a total of £)48,000 in ., 
five donations of over £5,000, the larges t indiyici'Llal anonymous 

contribution of £81,000 having been rr.ac!.e "to meed the cost of 

Science Block in honour of the ~ork done for the College by Sir 

Ge orge and Lady Schuster. 11 

Admiral Desmond Hoare has been recorded as saying: "With 

nothing to show but an idea, fund raising had nearly reached its 

limit." That was in 19to. 
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The ~ist of donors to Atlantic College's Public Appeal Fund 

reflects a largely British response and one can't help noticing a 

conspicuous absence from it of the larger US-based multinational 

corporations. Which is perhaps surprising in the light of the fact 

~:;.at the UWCs aim t o produce people able tci move easily in inter

national, multi cul t~al environments and who might be expected to 

erut an aura of non-national goodwill in their dealings with other 

~embers of the human race. 

The notion that governments must be looked to for saving 

involvement in the UWC projec t in the futu:::-e has been touched on 

by Lo~ Mountbatten f r equently. He has said: 

"But we desperately need more suppOl't in the fo :._'!Il of schol
arships and teaching fellowships, particularly for students 
from t he devel oping nations and once we have six Colleges 
around t he world in full operation, I am sure this will be 
sufficient t o convince all Governr:1ents that the scheme 
really works. 

"I hope that t his will prompt t hem t o 8pen up boarding 
•Schools in their own countr ies and offer places freely t o 
boys and girls from other nations so that we sLall soon 
have not just six Colleges, not sixty, not even six t r_.:m
sand but a wh:)le string of international schoo.::. s where 
students can come together to lea:::'n how t o be good ci ti::;ens 
of the world." (4) 

The theme of Lc:::-d l\'iountbatten's ce,ncern for grs2.ter gove:::-n

:;e:1tal financi a l support was mentioned more specifically by him at 

~:le Seventh International Council meeti ng when he :r·eferred to "a 

~:.i.:,t approach now bEci::\:_ made by Ca..r1acia, Germany a..rid the CK t hrough 

... ei:r ambassadors anci i-Iig'h Commissione:r:·s in a number of cour.tries, 

:.:: c :::- operation with local national corn,'T,i -v --.:;ees ." On the same occ

:c::::.::ir, , Sir Ian Gou.:::·::.a;-/ , Chairman of the Inte:2:nation2.l Executive 
2 .)~~i 7 +ee d ,-. t · · t · · · 1 • + 1 • K 

v v , ma e re-'- e::'ence o an ini ia1:,i ve oeinc- .,2.,-:en i n enya 

j. ____________ _ 
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with the Lom~ Convention representativ~.,in Hairobi to involve the 
'I 

European Economic Community in providing scholarships for Kenyan 

students to attend the United World College of the Atlantic. The 
, . 

purpose of the Lome Convention is to link the EEC with 46 African, 
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Caribbean and Pacific developing countries economically and in ways 

which encourage development co-operation. In addition to guarantee

ing basic commodity prices (e.g. sugar in the case of Fiji), the 

Convention aim~ to assist in development schemes within the ACP 

countries and counts education as a development means. The Kenyan 

initiative w2.s taken up by Lord Nountt.atten in an interview with 

Mr Roy JerL1<ins in :O:russels in April 1977 when it was c :::: Lfirmed that 

the EEC "would c onsider favourably any request received from an ACP 

country benefitting under the Lorn~ Convention aid pro6Tamme for 

scholarships :or their nationals t o attend the UWC of the Atlantic 

being our one College in an EEC country. These scholarships finan

ced by the European Development Fund will cover the full costs of 

the two year course at the College." (5) At the time of writing, 

the I:-iternational Oi'f ice in London was in neg·otiation with London 

representatives of Sudan, Kenya, Senegal, Mauritius , Papua New Guinea, 

Swaziland, Sierra Le one , Ivory Coast, Cameroon and Fiji. 

This development is most prc, ;:-,ising. It carries with it the 

seed of enabling idealism to be matched by practical steps taken on 

a sound multi-governmental basis prc-v-ided by a gToup of nations which 

have surrendered some significant ~,ortions of their national 2.ci.tonomy 

in the interests of regional acco:r.ir::odati on . ~~d it must be seen as a 

• step in the direction of easing the con2cienc,_ s of UWC students many 

o.f whom ad.:,ti t to being worrieJ aocut t~~e i :._' pr esence in United Worl d 

Colleges as products of affluent sociEti cs . 

It can be seen at this stage in its deve l opment , fifteen 

years after -che opening of its fi::-s~ C-=: l lege , tne United World 

Colleges project is consolidating its structure and moving outwards 

to a greater extent tha.~ was envisaf;ed by i t s midwife , Kurt iiabn . 

Its coming into existence and its continuing have depended and will 

continue to depe:~d. on t he inspir ati on of influential people espo-.,;_s ed 

to the ideal of '2 ,iucation as a means of achi eving world uni t;r . If 

it is to proliferate to the extent hoped by its principals, it wi ll 

=--02.ve to at tract greater i nvo l vement by ;overnraents and t i1e r..u.l ti

national corporations . 
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In Chapter 2 it was suggested that there are degrees of 
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internationalism in education which should be recogni~able in moving 

away from a model of purely national education. It was also stated 

that United World Colleges deliberately set out to remove themselves 

from the influence of 'bationalism by establishi ng and maintaining a 

mixture in the national and racial composition of their staff and 

students, by pursuing CUYricula exposing tLei:::- students to different 

cultures in terms of re l i gi ous philos ophy, la.nguaf;es and aesthetics 

and which offered courses st~essing a need fo r international, multi

cultural understanding and a vision of the H'..c:::·ld as a man-matter 

composite of parts whose discordant accommodation threatens the sur

vival of man. 

The surveys of the UWC p:::-oject•s three institutions must pay 

attention tc these points and, as far as possible, estimate the 

extent to wt.ich they are being achieved • 

.. 
/,-::_antic Setting 

The Castle selected by Desmond noare md paid for by Antonin 

.:'iE:sse is indeed imposing· with rich medieval a:::icspheres pervading its 

interior halls, staircases and lofts, its cou:::·tyards and its exterior 

walls and. battlements . All ::,f the :::,riginal cuildings have -oeen con

\'E:~ted to practical use . The forr.er stab:__ es and coaci1 hous es are used 

:e,::- art a."'1ci music anc: the ti the barn has beer: renovateci arni converted 

::_::; an arts centre sei•-,-ing net only the := :lle[-:c but also the community 

The accor..mo,:;_c::_:;ion provided by the Castle was sufficient for 

::1e ;:iriginal fifty-six boys but , as nwr:be:::-·s ::;-:::·ew, it bs caDe necessary 

· . ... augri:ent cl2..sS- !:'•')Oir! spac e and :.::·es identi ~l :·z..c ili ties :'or students 

::.d staff. These days , with a roll of over t J-_ree !'lund:::·ed girls an.:: 

: -Js , most students live in eight more- ::--ecently-bui l t boa:::-ding houses 

:..---.d attend classes in custor.,- designec. :acul ty clocks funded out:·ight 

:i c::ar5_table t:!:·usts or individuals , sor:-.e named , son::e a.l'J.onym.ous . 
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Set on the silvan slopes which ~ade c~mm to t he Castle , the 
II 

accommodati on !.1ouses fit t b.e landscape and anc ient envi:·onment we l l. 

The academic bl ocks which a:::·e pl aced with the Student Union building 

in the academic precinct t o the east_of the Castle are fi nished in 

slate- grey brick in an attempt at ha..rriony with t he l imestone of the 

older buildings. The attempt is partially successful, t he total 

effect being marred by a certain industrial starkness of the struc-, 
t ures ' exterior lines . The walls are in need of s oftening : ivy 

could be used t o gooi effect. 

Some s ingle rnem1ers of the staff l ive within the Castle i n 

small t ower sui t~s si tuated near the few garret do.rmitories enj oyed 

by groups of five or six students . Married teachers with f amilies 

are well provided for in attrac tive homes in the outer grou.'1ds while 

housemasters and their families live in residences connec~ed with the 

dormi t ory blJcks. 

This then is the setting wl:.ich emanates atmosphe:::-e s of man •s 

surviving and largely unchanging existence close to the Celtic fringe 

and yet within one hundred and for ty minutes ' express- train di stance 

f r ora London . 

Students 

Students ent er at ti1e ae;e of sixteen or seventeen i n Septem

ber each year . Most arrive having been .selected for s cholarships 

raised by their national committees . Al l are boarders and all under

take a two- year course leading to present ati on for examinations for 

t he Diplo□a of the Int ,a 2.1 national 3accalaureate . 

Tl1s- first thi ng that strikes one when analysing t '.1.e latest 

tables of students by nat ionality is t he expans i on of cont i nental and 

national represu:tat ion. 'The College star ted wi th 56 boys from ten 

R'-'-.11opean cou.~tries . In 1965 when it was in its third year of operation , 

Ku:::-t Hahn was able to refer to "1 56 boys coming from twenty different 

nations." Now, while the bulk sti 2. l or iginate in Europe , there are J44 

students from 50 countr ies in six major continental areas. And Kurt 

Hahn ' s wish expre2 s ed in his 196:· :2ssex Hall lecture ( "One day I hope 

boys will come from behind the Iron Curtain to attend this college") 

has been fulfilled t hrough t he presence f or the f i1:st time of a boy 

from the USSR. Additionally , s i x :.:: tudents entered from the People ' s 
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" Republic of China, the first mainland Chinese to start schooling at 
~ . 

the beginning of the British school ·year. C,15~entered in April 1973 

but did not remain to complete the two-year course - as reported in 

' the Birmingham Evening Mail,' 26th April 197 '3 ) 

The break-up of firs t and second year students by zone of 

origin entering at the beginning of the 1976/77 and 1977/78 school 

years was as follows: , 

~ 

United Kingdom 

Eu.rope 

North America 

Latin America 

The Caribbean 

The Middle East 

.Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

No of 

16/Tl 

1 

17 

2 

3 

3 
6 

3 

7 

2 

44 
--

COUNTRIES 

77/78 

1 

15 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

10 

2 

so 

No of STUDENTS 

1§iJJ._ 77/78 

73 73 

140 140 

42 36 

14 13 

6 5 
13 12 

5 12 

34 49 

7 4 

334 344 

A full ar,alysis of students by country is given at Appendix c. 

Staff. -
The College s tarted with staff drawn almost completely from 

t he United Kingdom whi ch , in the light of the fact that the syll a

b~ses were those of GCE 'A' level examinations, was reasonable enough. 

I t has, however, been deliberate policy of the Board of Governors t o 

change the mix of te achers in the di rec tion of a match with the 

national origins of the students. At the beginning of the 1976/77 

school year the staff comprised 39 teachers carrying pas s ports of 14 

~ifferent countries. The analysi s i s gi ven on the next page . 



Europe 

, 

, 

North .America 

Middle East 

Africa 

Asia 

COUNTRY•:, 

• 
., ,. 
-~ 

United Kingdom 

Germany 

France 

Italy 

Norway 

Holland 

Spain 

Poland 

CSSR 

Canada 

Egypt 

Senegal 

Swaziland 

India 

41 

No of TEACHERS 

25 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1' 

39 

The preponderance of British teachers (64 per cent) against British 

students (22 per cent) is recognized by the Chairman of the Board of 

Governors as being "an unduly high proportion." (1) 

Some teachers, a gradually increasing number, take appointments at 

the College on two-year fellowships provided by their governments . 

The acquisition in 1976 of Dr Alexandrovich Tamarin of the USSR as a 

science teacher was seen as a triumph of diplomacy initiated by Lord 

• Mountbatten during his visit to Russia in 1975. The presence of the 

Russian student is probably a flow on from this breakthrough. 

Curriculum 

From the outset, Atlantic College was determined to avoid the 

narrowness imposed through the :?.ritish General Certificate of Educa

tion, Advanced Level, regulations . In addition to 'A' level subjects, 

students were required to follow subsidiary courses, usually three in 

their first year and two in the second. These arrangements were rec

ognized as inadequate in the light of the College 's intentions t o be 

recognized as an internationally valid institution. One large 

problem was that of negotiating university entrance for UWC graduates 

on return to their 0wn countries. 
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In 1965, the opportunity arose to conf'er on mutual problems 
., 

with staff from the International School, Gen~ya. Out of these dis-
~ 

cussions held at St .Donat's arose a partnership under the auspices 

at first of the Internationad. Schools Association, then the Inter

national Schools Examination Syndicate and~ finally, the Interna

tional Baccalaureate Office. (see page 14) The decision to switch 

completely to the subject programmes and examinations of the Inter

national Baccalaureate was taken by the Board of Governors in 1970, , 
to apply to the 1971 entry of students. 

The student is required to take six I.B. subjects, three at 

Higher Level and three at Subsidiary Level. The six subjects must be 

chosen one from each of the six groups as follows: 

SUBJECT BY GROUP No. OFFERING-HIGHER LEVEL OFFERING-SUBSID LEVEL 

Group 1 Language A 8 subjects 8 subjects 

Group 2 Language B 5 subjects 7 subjects 

Group 3 Study of Man 3 subjects 8 subjects 

Group 4 Science 4 subjects 6 subjects 

Group 5 Mathematics 1 subject 1 subject . 
Group 6 Option from 2 subjects 2 subjects 

Gps 1 - 4 and 
incl Fine Arts 

The full table of subjects offered is given at Appendix D. 

Classes are held six times a week each for Higher Level 

subj~cts and three times a week for Subsidiary Level subjects. In 

addition the students are required to study a course in the Theory 

of Knowledge, usually completed in one or more modules totalling 

fifty hours per year; and they must involve themselves in some form 

of creative and aesthetic activity for the equivalent of one after

noon per week. Of.!'erings include: drawing, painting, sculpture, 

music, dance, drama, film making, dress. students' performances in 

these types of activity are endorsed by the College on Annexe 2 to 

the I.B. Diploma. 

i !9tivities 

i l The spirit of Kurt Hahn is still very much alive at the 

J~ ted World College of the Atlantic. All students are required to 

:ak_e part in programmes almost exactly as specified by the master and 

:irst translated into action by the disciple, Desmond Hoare . 
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The College's handbook introduces description of the activi-
., 

ties programme in tne following•words: '~ • 

"The argument has frequently been invoked in the past that 
. academic study alone would not justify our students at ~his 
extremely important stage in-their education, changing school, 
teachers, and in most cases teaching la11gUage. University 
entry can be achieved more easily at home without these addi
tional handicaps. The opportunities created by the Inter
national Baccalaureate for international education within the 
classro~m have to some extent diminished the force of this 
argument. However, it remains our conviction that what dis
tinguishes the College is its combination of serious academic 
study with an equally serious pursuit of high standards of 
achievement in a chosen range of activities. It is also our 
policy to integrate academic work with the activities wherever 
possible and not to consider them as separate aspects of our 
educational progrannne. For example, the I.B. Subsidiary 
courses in Marine Science, Photographic Science and Environ
mental Studies all include an activities commitment of prac
tical work on one afternoon a week. Academic studies acquire 
a new relevance, and the opportunity is created within an 
academic course of cooperation between students and of the 
guidance of the first years by the second year instructors." 

"The objectives of our activities may be briefly sunnnarised as 
. follows: 

1. The demonstration that the finest human experiences 
are shared irrespective of national or cultural back
ground. The students learn within their chosen acti
vities to depend on one another. The shared 
experiences form the basis of friendship and mutual 
r espect. 

2. The fostering of the concept of service through t he 
prac t ical provision of service to the local community 
in a variety of forms. Several of these forms of ser
vice require meticulous training and also meet the 
natural adolescent wish for physical activity and 
adventure. 

3. The encouragement of artistic interests and recrea
t ional inter ests of a constructive nature. 

Good physical heal th." (2) 

Rescue Services 

These comprise the following groups: 

The Beach Rescue Unit which is responsible for the safety of 

lives along twenty miles of the adjacent Bristol Channel coast. 

Training membership of the Unit las ts f or one year during whi ch 

fi r st year students quali fy for awards from t he Royal Life 

Savi ng Socie ty, the Surf Life Saving Society and t he Corps of 
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Canoe Lifeguards. Those who remain for a second year work 
., 

towards instructor qualificati•ons, training first year stu-
• 

dents in the relevant skills. 

,, 
Inshore Lifeboats. The rigid-hulled inflatable life boats 

used are the end model of a design by Admiral Hoare. The 

crew members are trained in swimming, life saving, first aid, 

radio communications, boat handling skills, basic engine main

tenance, elemen~ary small boat sailing and canoeing and boat 

construction and maintenance. Fully qualified students are 

registered as crew members of the Royal National Life Boat 

Institution and man the RNLI boat stationed at the College. 

Mountaineering and Cliff Rescue. An auxiliary unit of H.M. 

Coastguards, the team is on two hour stand by for cliff 

emergencies. Membership of the group enables students to com

bine the skills of' cliff rescue with those of rock climbing, 

mountaineering, cave exploration and navigation. During the 

long summer holiday, the unit's facilities and training exper

tise are made use of by outside groups of young people. 

Social Service 

While Rescue Services attract the physically brave, other perhaps 

more sensitive souls prefer to become involved in social work, and the 

South Wales environment provides a variety of opportunities for this. 

About a quarter of the students engage in caring involvements with the 

local aged and infirm, displaced children, inmates of asylums and youth 

clubs. College vehicles take social service students out to institutions 

vn regular weekly afternoon and evening schedules. Involvements include 

!'louse cleaning and maintenance and meal preparation for the aged and in

f'i rm living at home, conversation and reading for those in institutions, 

.:-eading and organizing- games and talking. with the young. The social 

service is also brought into the College when groups of deprived children 

are taken from industrial cities to St Donat I s for various confidence

~u.i lding activities during holidays. 

32.te Service 

The College uses its estate f or vege t able growing and beef cattle 

'1.",d fat lamb raising. Involved students engage in crop growing under 

-
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glass and in the open, assist in the man~ement_of livestock and gain 
. I" 

experience in the handling and maintena.11tce"'I of agricul t1ITal machinery. 

They make a useful contribution through providing produce for the 

kitchens and raising money tr.i.rough market sales. 

College Service 

College service is a compulsory activity for all first year 

students. To sonfe extent it is a reflection of the effects of infla

tion on local labour costs but at the same time it encourages a 

reflective attitude towards communal living responsibilities. Tasks 

include room and equipment cleaning, book cataloguing, building main

tenance and a host of other routine chores. 

Sports and Athletics 

The Kurt Hahn philosophy played down the more popular competi

tive team sports and athletics which enable gifted individuals to become 

lionized and tend to encourage "spectatoritis". Consequently, while 

occasional games of rugby and soccer are played in recognition of their 

~contribution to the fitness of students, they do not form focal College 

activities. Badminton and tennis are played as friendly games. Orient

eering receives strong staff encouragement and competitions are held 

quite frequently, enabling College students to rub shoulders with cross 

sections of youth from across the United Kingdom. 

Cultural and Aesthetic Activities 

Teaching in the fine arts offers a wide spectrum of enriching 

pursuits. Activities include: 

Potting 
Art 
Film Animation 
Printing 
Drama 
Music 

coiling, throwing, glazing. Sculpture. 
painting, sketching, graphics, batik. 

offset, letterpress, silkscreen 
published and original productions 
This includes instruction in a large variety 
of instruments and offers involvement in 
Choral Society, Tour Choir, Orchestra, 
Chamber Music, Electronic Music. 

Photography also is taught, enabling students to learn improved camera 

techniques and darkroom methods. 
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Block Activities - Extramural 

In addition to the activities undertaken in the College 

environment there are those cfssociated with "projects" which are 

intended to take all students out of the College for a complete 

break from atmosphere and routine. These project weeks take place 

in the September and the following March of each of the student's 

two years. For arrivipg students, the September project week takes 

the form of a camping shakedown during which volunteer second year 

students train the freshers in various activity skills along the 

coast and in the hills of mid Wales. But the breaks may also be 

taken to gather data for International Baccalaureate projects, to 

engage in social service training/experience or an aesthetic activi

ty or rescue-e~u.ipment maintenance and testing or simply in trekking 

and camping through Wales, Scotland or Ireland. 

Intramural Entertainment 

The aesthetic achievements of the students, particularly 

those in the dramatic and musical fields, need audience feedback if -they are to develop to their fullest potential. Dramatic and musical 

evenings arranged by the students are exciting occasions and are 

supported by both the College inmates and members of the surrounding 

conmrunity. Evening entertainments also include performances by visit

ing orchestras and dramatists and, in addition, each term, there is a 

programme of visitors to speak on a variety of current affairs topics. 

(3) 

REFLECTIONS ON THE ~T'rlOS 

The comments which follow derive f rom impressions gained during 

a ten day visit to the United World College of the Atlantic from 27th 

ll ovember to 6th December 1976 and from discussions around that time with 

students, teachers, members of the Board of Governors and others associa

ted with the United World Colleges project. 

One might think that the volume of s tudies and activities 

engaged in by both staff and students woul d produce exhaustion. The 

evidence is to the contrary. The word which bs:s t sums up the t ,.--. tal of 

interpersonal vibrations in the St Donat 1 s se t t ing is "spontaneous". 
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The immediate impression is of .~motley crew looking hirsute 
• ''I 

and none too hygienic, dressed in the St Dcmat 's issue "uniform" of 

blue jeans and navy duffle-coat. , They saunter or scurry in inter-

national groups with books and papers either under their arms or in 

a variety of string or plastic bags • 

.An opportunity to talk with them arises at breakfast, lunch 

and dinner when staff and students take places at table without pre-, 
cedence for a good quality if mass-produced meal. The conversations 

are usually dominated by talk of progress in academic studies and 

service skills, of intentions conce:n1ing work to be done in project 

weeks, of experiences over last holidays and travel plans for the 

next. 

On probing a little deeper, one can detect a feeling of sat

isfaction in them that they have been chosen in competition with 

other applicants who appeared befo~e their national committees to 

represent their home country. Some appea.r still to be a little 

bewildered at the profusion of human types with whom they are ming

ling and forming friendships. One Norwegian girl confessed that not 

having had prior personal experience of anyone of a different colour

ed skin or differently-shaped eyes, she had been surprised to find 

that she could no longer see Asians and Africans as members of other, 

different races , but as people whose basic thought processes and 

emotions were remarkably similar t o her own and those of her friends 

at home. She had found that she could not like or dislike them more 

or less because they were of other races, but only on the basis of 

their inte:::·personal behaviour. She now no longer noticed skin colour: 

she r eacted only to human personality. 

Tal Ling to the students enabled one to observe that the prir.

ciple of selection on merit regardless of financial or social means 

was not being observed as thoroughly as was intended by Kurt Hahn or 

desired by the present Board of Governors. Putting to one side the 

approximately 25 per cent at that time attending as paying students , 

the scholars themselves represent a wide spectrum of social classes 

seemingly weighted in the dh·ection of the upper-middle end of the 

socio-economic scale. One or two of those scholars who admitted t o 

coming f rom two-c2..:-· or three- car fami l i es were wondering in 

conscience what they were doing at St Donat's . They s aw the merits 
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of the elitist educational experience they were undergoing but 
., 

believed that their places should have been take~J)y others who were 
a 

equally worthy but less financially able • .As a girl from Italy put 

, it, her parents could have affoi:-ded to send her to any expensive 

finishing school anywhere in the world offering quality education and 

international experience. She was getting that at St Donat's but 

she felt she was cheating. Those students who came from lower posi

tions on the social scale reacted differently. One Australian girl , 
from a family of eight children - father an Irish immigrant farm 

labourer - was obviously happy about the opportunity that had been 

afforded her • .As a young woman whose intelligence and academic 

ability, combined with a strong religious faith, gave her an aura of 

confidence, she was determined to draw to the full on this unexpected 

chance and to return its benefits to society through subsequent 

involvement in humanitarian activities. 

On the question of selection, answers from a cross section of 

students indicated varying degrees of thoroughness in the search by 

national committees. It appeared that there exist closed scholarships 

whose availability is restricted to the children of employees of lar-
.., 

ger industrial or commercial concerns. The inference was drawn by the 

writer that "employee" might include chairmen or members of boards of 

directors. On the other hand, there was evidence that some national 

committees, for example those longer-established committees 

of central western and northern European countries, took pains to 

canvass national scholarships wide~y across all school systems and to 

process ~horoughly all applic~tions according to standardized intellec

tual criteria and taking character into consideration, while disregard

ing parents' financial means. 

An interesting phenomenon was the seriousness with which stu~ents 

undertook training in the rescue servi ces. As one who has witnessed the 

kind of tedium that can be generated by bored Army NCO instructors teach

ing weapon handling to equally bored trainee soldiers, the wri t er was 

SUI'prised by the enthusiasm and application of the members of the Cliff 

~iescue Unit and the crews of the inflatable rescue craft. No one was 

:ooling; no one was idling; everyone was keen to learn. This attitude 

Possibly came out of a composite of factors including: the intelligence 
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of the students; the aclmowledged expertis/ of the instructors who are 

subject teachers as well as activities lea~irs; the fact that the teams 
a 

face real prospects of applying their skills in actual rescue situa-

tions; the graded nature pf the training; the high standards to be. 

attained for qualification; the youthf1½_ zest for physical activity; 

and, above all, the reality of hardship and danger even in exercises 

and the lmowledge that a momentary failure by any one member of the 

team could result in a hurtful or perhaps fatal accident for another. 

The writer experietced in small measure this kind of spirit during an 

abseiling afternoon over a forty-f oo t vertical cliff, the base of 

which was being battered by rough seas. The team instructed the sub

ject in rope descent with the use of a slip ring and then directed him 

to a ledge occasionally washed by ten-foot waves about three quarters 

of the way down the cliff face. The accompanying safety-man appeared 

to be an unprepossessing, rather spotty youth from Northern Europe. 

But he lmew his stuff. At the bottom, he instructed the subject (a 

"fall victim who was injured but not so seriously that he could not 

help himself") in climbing into 2nd s ec:1:ring the rescue harness. The 

team ther.. hoisted the subject to the top of the cliff and the safe ty

man helped with advice on foot placing and with physical assistance .,, 

in manoeuvring around obstacles on the ascent. Apprehension and a 

little fear were present in the subject as stones were dislodged to 

fall crashing into the surf twenty or thirty feet below and as the 

uneven hauls from the unseen crew above occasionally swung him out of 

contact with the cliff face. These feelings changed to gratitude and 

admiration for the skills and applica tion of the team - especially the 

sa.{ety-man - when the top of the cliff was r e ached. This experience 

may sound trivial, but the danger was real, the fear was r eal, and 

there was nothing synthetic about the feelings of relief and cordiality 

when the ordeal was over. 

Observation of the rescue boat teams indicated similar applica

tion to skill-learning, experience of hardship and danger, and team 

work. The "elite " who get into rescue boats have to make their own wet 

suits from a pattern provided by the College; and they need them. The 

waves that pound the launching ramp can be unpredictable, and moving a 

craft off between swells is a finely co-ordinated manoeuvre. The cold 
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of the sea in a Welsh December is real and the .. ,smash of a breaking 
~ 

wave submerging launchers struggling · to hold an inflatable rescue 

craft on an even keel until its skipper judges--t)ie right moment of 
• 

departure can be literally crushing. 

, 
Most members of the staff play leading roles in the activi-

-ties programmes, coming into their own as fully-fledged instructors 

during their second year • .As might be imagined, the experiences 

shared in the activities programmes build up mutual respect between 

members of training teD1S and teachers breeding the sort of close

ness that cannot be achieved in day-school relationships. But there 

tends still to be distance between students and staff that implies 

"rightness" in the former addressing teachers as JVl.r to their faces 

while using Christian names whe~ the teacher is not present. But it 

is unlikely that any student would refer to the Headmaster by his 

Christian name. 

College assemblieB are run on conventional British lines and 

rank structures are visible in the presence of staff at the head of 

the hall with students in the body. 

There are school rules. Their stated purposes are "to ensure 

safety, fitness and good health, to safeguard the rights of students 

to learn in their academic and activity cormni tments and social 

lives ••• " (4) The rules are concerned with: 

conservation of the castle buildings - "No scrambing 
a.round the roof and walls." 

personal safety in relation to the cliffs, the sea, the 
• swirmning pool, fire and workshops. 

driving of vehicles - not permitted i n the College. 

smoking - forbidden everywhere except at the Social Centre. 

alcohol 
dinner. 

beer, cider may be taken by 18 year olds with 

drugs - including marijuana - forbidden on pain of expulsion. 

study - silence in library and "carol unit areas". Radio, TV, 
record players not allowed from 1900 - 2100 hours. 

lights out - 2230 hours. 

the sexes - all students confineu to house until 0630, 
girls not perrr~tted in boys 1 r ooms ~~d vice versa. 

Such rules can be expected to produce mixed reactions in mature 

(5) 



students coming from such mixed. backgroURds. The minutes of 
'I 

" College Forum meetings held on two evenings in October 1976 

indicated a rift along a line separating the principle of self-, 
responsibility from that of staff-imposed authority. While 

reference was made to the rules on "lights out" and "noise out", 

it was clear that a move was developing on the initiative of a 

group of students from Germany to open all rules ou.t to review 
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by the whole stutl.ent body. At the second meeting held at the end 

of October 1976, discussion moved to the two specific points noted 

above and a member of staff called for a vote on the question: 

"Is the present Coll ege policy concerning lights out_ unsatisfactory 

and in need of modification?" Out of the body present, 130 voted 

"yes", 20 voted "no" and 20 abstained. But by the end of November 

!976, the issue appeared to be generating little heat. 

Where there are rules which can be construed by some as 

inhibiting the freedom of individuals and by others as safeguarding 

the rights of the majority, there_ will always be as many points of 

view as there are individuals affected. The situation is not all 

- that different at the Lester B. Pearson College of t~e Pacific 

· whicn prides itself iI]- not havin15 any r.'lii.es. 
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., 
THE LESTER B PE.A.~SON COLLffiE QJf -.rnE PACIFIC 

"I have suggested already that, in order to make the coming 
world city tolerable, we ought to articulate it into what 
I call 'wards', within which each inmate would be able to 
know all the other inmates personally, and would be able to 
meet them without the need for using mechanical wheels. But 
now that technology has annihilated distance, there can be 
other communfties of this small neighbourly size whose mem
bers can be scattered all over the world." (1) 

The Beginnings 

Du.ring his period in office as Prime ¥~nister of Canada, 

Lester B. Pearson had become recognized as an internationalist. On 

his retirement in 1968, Mr Pearson began to take an active interest 

in international education and, on the invitation of Lord Mountbatten, 

visited Atlantic College which was in its seventh year of operation. 

After discussions with staff and students he came away persuaded that 

the United World College ideal was one to which he should apply his 

enelilgies with a view to establishing a College in Canada. He envisaged 

the Canadian College as one to which: 

"Students will be welc omed without regard to race, religion 
or politics - and we intend to establish scholarships so 
that the students who attend the College will be from all 
levels of society and will be genuine representatives of 
their own peoples. This system••• could become a revolu
tionary force in international education." (2) 

Mr Pearson was Honorary Chairman cf the Canadian founding 

Committee which invited Mr Jack Matthews, then Head.J!las ter of 

Lakefield College School , to join a selection board whose purpose 

was to find a Director for the proj ected Ur~ted Wor ld College of 

:.i:e Pacific. Within a short time, Mr Matthews was asked to take 

:,:-ie job and he le:~t Lakefield in June 1970. 

Supported by a salary and guaranteed a land purchase sum of 
~-,oo "'- , 000 provided by Mr David Wills of Britain, .Jact J1atthews 
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combed the west coast of Canada for an app~~priate site. His 
• 'I 

charter required the College on the western side of Canade fronting 

the Pacific as St Donat',s is on the western side of Europe fronting 

the Atlantic. Having spent a sabbatical year 1961/62 at Gor donst~un 

and having known Kurt Hahn, Jack Matthews was sensitive to the old 

man's notions of atmosphere as related to places of learning. He was 

aware of the symbolic importance of the "round square" of Gordonstoun , 
and the medi evalism of St Donat's and he remembered Hahn's affection 

for the line of Trevelyan: "Blessed are those who love a beautiful 

part of the world. with a love rooted in the memory of childhood." 

During his search of 57 sites, Jack Matthews was looking for a North 

.American equivalent. He final l y found it in the morning mists, the 

moss-laden Douglas firs and the nearby f oghorn of Pedder Bay, Van

couver Island, British Columbia. The College is located 18 miles fr om 

Victoria, the city through which Jack Matthews wanted students of the 

world t o gain the feel of Canada. 

Lester B. Pearson died in December 1972. His death br ought 

a decision that the College project should bear his name and become a 

living memorial to the man "and his lifetime of work in the cause of 

understanding and friendship among all peoples." (3) At the time 

of Mr Pearson's death, the hard work of setting up the financial 

structure for the Co llege had hardly begun. It was at this time that 

the Chairrnan of the Canadian UWC National Committee (then providing 

Canadian scholars for the UWC of the Atlantic), Mr Ken Rotenberg , 

~ook on the necessary task of raising the necessary capital for 

establishing the Canadian College. Mr Clarence Shepard, Chairman of 

Gulf Oil, Canada, served as Chairman of the Finance Committee and he 

a.~~ Jack Matthews among others set up fund-raising committees in ever y 

capital city of the Canadian Prov i nces and in other places around the 

world. 

True t o the form of Sir George Schuster, the fund raiser s 

first persuaded the five major banks of Canade each to give one per 

cent of the t otal estimated capital cost of the project. Armed with 

the credibility attaching t o such donati ons, t he fund raiser s were 

then able confident l y to app:roach ot her commer cial and industri al 

concerns. At this time they deliberately s tayed away f r om the 1;ational 

and Provincial Governments as these wer e t o be t arge ts f o:r t he s ubse

quent provision of s cholarshi ps . 
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At the time of writing, donations had been received ~rom over 2,700 ,.. 
'I 

individuals, foundations and corporations sitbated in Canada, with 

other donations from USA, Britain and Japan. Donations totalled 4.8 
, 

million Canadian Dollars. 

There comes a time in any project process when a leap of faith 

is required to take the decision to construct. In this case, the point 

of no return came when 1 .5 million dollars had been r aised. Architec ts , 
were commissioned and Jack Matthews' "village" concept began to take 

: :.e form of lines on paper. He rec alls that it was difficult at first 

for the architects to produce designs very far removed from uniform rows 

of classroom blocks descending in ranks down the slopes to the Bay. But 

time and effort were not wasted and what finally evolved in terms of 

buildings is both in total harmony with the landscape and organically 

functional. Jack Matthews wanted a village and he got it. 

The Setting 

The slopes which grade gently at first and then more suddenly 

down to Pedder Bay are studded with conifers. The aim to disturb them 

as J:oittle as possible has been achieved. The buildings are made of 

untreated Canadian cedar which in time mellows with the moist air and 

takes on a greyness similar to that of the pines. 

The ground plan of the village is devoid of any sense of 

regimentation and all buildings are within such short distances of each 

other that, in rain, one arrives damp but not s aturated. There is no 

sense of building clutter, the houses being discreetly placed within 

the trees and connected by naL1rally meandering paths topped by asphalt 

and wide enough to take people but not vehicles. While no single struc

ture dominates the scene, the academic building is an obvious focal 

point. It houses physics, chemistry and language laboratories, an art 

room and a lecture theatre. This last, a fine piece of acoustic 

engineering, is designed in such a way as to provide a suitable venue for 

lectures, forums, debates, dramatic performances and Jack Matthews' 

"village meetings". Another focal point is the large circular dining 

hall where f i rst-class meals are served, cafeter ia style, by an effi

:ient firm of caterers. Fl.1.riher down the slopeto-rards the jetty is a 

:::-ee: reation centre which overlooks Pedder Bay. The administrative block 

~i th its offices a~d staff room and VIP-stanQard visitors' suite is set 
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further away on the village perimete..~, within a few seconds' walk of 
'I 

the library, a carpeted haven with•tastefully-fu.rnished quiet rooms. 

Higher up the slopes is a new academic centre which was still under 
, 

construction at the time of the visit. A split-level structure, it 

is larger than the original academic building with a much bigger audi

torium a,d stage area allowing more sophisticated dr~"Ilatic productions 

to be presented to audiences comprising both students a.~d people from 

the outlying, conmmni ty. 

Jack Matthews admits that the opening was a rushed affair. 

The original intention had been that the College would commence in 

September 1973 but as a result of building delays this had to be 

postponed to September 1974. In January 1974 a proposal was maie to 

postpone again to September 1975 but Jack Matthews vigorously opposed 

this suggestion saying that the College must open in 1974, even if 

the students had to sleep in tents or on a winter-bound cruise ship 

available and moored nearby. The College did open on 23rd September 

1974 with about 100 students a.~d a handful of staff from 32 different 

countries moving furniture into the only habitable buildings: the 

dining hall a.~d the residences. The trend set in those early days, of 

conducting classes and tutorials in informal venues, such as residence 

lounges, continues today. Science a~d language sessions must obviously 

take place in their respective laboratories and College assemblies in 

the lecture theatre. But huma.~ties classes of a dozen or so students 

are usually held in r esidence sitting rooms in the homes of faculty 

members. 

Students 

Today there are five residences each housing a ~ember of 

faculty and forty students, fcur to a room with girls on one fl oor and 

boys on the other. As is the case with the UWC of the Atlantic, it is 

delibe~ate policy to mix the nationalities in student rooms ensuring 

as far as possible that in each there is a Canadian. Relationships 

with "house parents" are generally informal; caring for such large 

families CWJ. be onerous. 

Lester B. Pearson's dictum that the Col lege would be open to 

all students "without regard to race, religion or politics," who were 
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"from all levels of society," has been literally pursued by the ., 
Board of Governors. It has been transla\ed~into the following state-

ment which appears in the Pearson Fact Book 1976/77. 

11 i) Students are selected in open competition. 

ii) The students who win attend the College without 
cost to themselves or their families. 

iii) The College will not accept either full or part 
payment of fees from students or their families." 
, 

The general rule on educational standard a.~d age of entry is 

that the ca.~didate should have completed ~~e equivalent of 11 years 

of North American schooling a.Dd be under 17½ years of age. Non-

academic criteria listed in the College Fact Book include: 

enthusiasm for the ideal of multicultural understanding; 

preparedness to approach a different living style with 
enthusiasm, balance and humour; 

acceptaz1ce of different manners and attitudes; 

social maturity and moral responsibility; 

interest in the world as shown through practical involve
ment in the arts, social activities or exploration • 

.)11 students are boarders and all follow selected I.B. programmes • 

.An analysis of students by country of origin indicates slight 

trends away from Europe and the Middle East and towards Asia and Latin 

A:nerica compared with the analysis given on page 40. The breakup of 

first and second year students by zone of origin entering at the 

beginning of the 1976/77 and 1977/78 school years was thus: 

ZONE 

Europe (incl UK) 

Canada 
USA 

Latin America 
The Caribbean 
The Middle East 
Africa 
Asia 
Australasia 
The Pacific 

No of COUNTRIES 

76/77 
15 

1 
1 

7 
2 
4 
3 
8 
2 
1 

41.+ 

77/78 
14 

1 
1 

9 
2 
4 
4 
9 
2 
1 

47 

No of STUDENTS 

76/77 
47 
58 
11 

25 
4 
7 
7 

31 
7 
2 

199 

77/78 

46 
61 
7 

29 
4 
7 
8 

29 
6 
2 

199 

h full analysis of st-udents by country is given at Appendix E. 
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As might be expected, the country with the largest representation ., ,. 
is the home country, Canada, with 29 p~r~ent of the total which 

compares with the United Kingdom's 22 per cent at the UWC of the 

Atlantic. 
, 

Staff 

Jack Matthews recalls that when the stage had been reached , 
to invite applications from teachers to man the faculty, advertise-

ments in a score of newspapers across the Canadian Provinces and 

in The New York Times and The Times Educational Supplement produced 

2,700 applications. These were winnowed down to 19 appointees, most 

of whom were still on the staff at the time the writer visited. As 

was the case with A~lantic College where most starting teachers were 

British, most members of the faculty are Ca~adian. Jack Matthews 

says he likes the idea of having a Canadian majority of teachers to 

"provide a base to work from". His preference is for SO per cent 

Canadian: SO per cent from other countries. The composition of the 

Pearson staff is very Canadian. Some of the teachers who were born 

• and educated in other countries had been resident in Canada for a 

number of years before they joined the College in 1974. 

In the following table, "Country" often denotes land of birth or 

early education. 

ZONE 

North America 

Europe 

Latin America 

Asia 

Australs.sia 

COUNTRY 

Canada 
USA 

Britain 
Poland 
Finland 

Uruguay 

Chinese 

Australia 

No of TEACHERS 

9 
2 

2 
1 
1 

1 

2 

19 

Despite the fact that the ratio Canadians: others practically fits 

~x Matthews' preferred SO per cent, the Director is still hoping to 

obtain teaching fellows from other countries. At t he time of t he 

w:riter's v i sit, negotiations were under way t o obtain a f ellow each 

from France and Ireland. 



Curriculum 

The time of the birth,of Pearson College enabled it to 

vu.rsue International Baccalaureate courses from the start. The 

flexibility of the I.B. in terms of the languages it may be taken 

in, English or French, suits the Canadian scene very well. A note 

in the Fact Book 1976/77 reads: 
• 
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"The major language of instructi on is English, but a number 
of courses, including physics and mat hematics, are offered 
in French. English speaking students are required to take 
at least one of these so that they will have a first-hand 
experience in French as a working language." 

In accordance with the International Baccalaureate prescrip

tion, the Pearson student must take six subjects, three at Higher 

l evel and three at Subsidiary level and he must also take Theory of 

Knowledge and participate in a creative and aesthetic activity for 

the equivalent of one afternoon each week. Despite its smaller 

s7-aff, Pearson offers a range of subjects for ~he I.B. very close 

to that of the UWC of the Atlantic; the only significant difference 

iies in the number of languages at Subsidiary level. The student 

group entering in September 1976 were offered: 

SUBJECT BY G:i10UP No OFFER.ING-HIGHER LEVEL OFFERING-SUBSID LEVEL 

Group 1 Language A 4 subjects 4 (+3 on self-help 
basis) 

Group 2 Language B 5 subjects 7 subjects 

Group 3 Study o.f Man 4 subjects 5 subjects 

Group 4 Science 4 subjects 4 subjects 

Group 5 Mathematics 1 subj ect 1 subj 1: ct 

Group 6 option 2 - Arts o::.- Music 2 - Arts or r-i;us ic 
or any sub ject 
from Gps 1 - 4 

1':,e : ull table of subjects offered is given a t Appendix F. 

~ tivities -

It may be significant that while t he sec tion of t he UWC of 

:~e Atlantic handbook dealing with activities lists the physical 

:·"' scue activi ties first, the Pears on Fact B:;,ok pl aces them l ast. 

?::.c Fact Book's introduction to Pears on's servic es and ac tivities 
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programmes reads as follows: 
~ ,. 
'I 

II 
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"International understanding cannot be achieved in the 
classroom alone. Beyond the academic programme, therefore, 
the College ofYers a wide and vax-ied program of activities. 
By working together students learn that there are no nation
al or cultural barriers to the building of friendship and 
mutual respect. In these programs of activities students 
depend on one another in many wczys. 
Therefore each student is expected to participate actively 
in the activities program. It is an essential, integraJ. 
part of 'College life. The s~~dents are involved in service 
to each other, to the College, and to the cormnunity at large." 

The writer believes that there is some evidence to suggest that these 

elements - each other; College; cvmmunity 

priority. 

are stated in order of 

The College's activities, listed in the order in which they 

appear in the Fact Book, include: 

Music, Drama and the Arts 

Music lessons in voice and a group of contemporary and 
classical instruments. 

Choir. There are three: a large general purpose choir, 
a smaller madrigal group, and a Chinese choir. 

World Music. This is an I.B. Subsidiary course and it also 
offers background f or student s undertaking the IB Higher 
level Music course. 

Composition. 

Social Services 

Drawing and painting 
Film 1·1a.king - linked with IB 
Ceramics 
Weaving 
Printing 
Print Making 
Technical Drawing 
Drama 

The social services programme involves students in afternoon 

and evening caring activiti es with the aged, the handicapped, the 

young and the disadvantaged living in specialized institutions in t he 

greater Victoria area. The Social Ser vices team consists of about 

sixty students. They work through humanitarian organi zations with 

emotionally disturbed, mentally r e t arded, deaf and otherwise handi 

capped children in activities which incl ude co~municati on, swimming, 

art and craft and sports and recreation. Ot hers work wi th adul ts: 
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the aged, the infirm, the blind, spastics and tJ_l.e mentally retarded, 
y 

entertaining them, helping them in handwork pfojects, talking to them 

and feeding them. A schools programrne also has grown up through which 
, 

the variety of cul tu.res represented in Pearson's scholars are communi-

cated to normal Canadian children via history, geography and social 

studies classes ta.ken in the local schools. 

All students are expected also to take their share of respon-, 
sibility in chores associated with general maintenance of the College 

grom1ds and those facilities and equipments, e.g. boats, in which they 

possess knowledge and competence. 

Forestry and Wilderness Skills 

The College trains a Forestry and Wilderness Unit which engages 

in the construction and marking of nature trails and skills associated 

with the lumberj ack industry, always with an eye on ecology. Instruc

tion is given by Forest Rangers in fire suppression and fire fighting 

and students are on call to provide assistance in fire emergencies in 

the local communities. Activities also include tree planting, the dev

elopment of campsites and the supply of firewood to pensioners. The 

Canadian Institute of Forestry co-ordinates these activities and pro

vides instructors. There appears to be a link between these activities 

and a group of pursuits bracketed under the heading "Intermediate 

Technology". 

Mountain Rescue Services 

This group lea._-rns a.ad practises climbing and navigation and 

wilderness survival skills. Ins~ruction is broken up into: 

vertical and horizontal rope rescue techniques; 

cave rescue techniques and the charting of 
newly-discovered caves; 

search with the emphasis on forest and mountain 
navigation, camping and survival skills. 

The group also teaches safe climbing to local youth groups • 

.§_ea Rescue Services 

The location of Pearson College on the shores of Pedder Bay 

~2.kes it natural for those of a maritime inclination to l ook to the 

sea for an activity. Pedder Bay leads into the Straits of Juan de 
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Fuca, a twenty-mile wide waterway through which runs a line extend-

ing from the 49th parallel which separates C~ada from the U.S.A. ,, 
The College operates a sea rescue service which supplements the work 

of the Canadian Coasi Guard, the Canadiar • .Armed Services and the 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police. A s~all fleet of sail and power 

boats including rigid-hull inflatables is used by members of the 

Sea Rescue Service Unit. The student crews are trained in radio 

communications, first aid, life saving, snorkelling and scuba diving, 

seamanship, bo'at handling, nav.::..gation and engine and boat maintenance. 

As might be expected, marine-oriented students use the rescue unit's 

facilities, including scuba gear, in pursuit of marine science 

studies. 

Sports and Athletics. Although at the time of the visit the College 

had no gymnasium or playing fields, it did have outdoor tennis and 

volleyball courts. Nearby school gymnasiums and playing fields are 

made available to Pearson students. Many Pearson scholars make use 

of the nearby ice-skating rink. 

Project Weeks 

The distribution and purposes of project weeks are similar 

to those at the UWC of the Atlantic: they give students opportuni

ties to use their initiative, to learn about their environment, to 

meet people outside the College and to take relief from the pressures 

of concentrated study. They take the form of a week's break in each 

of the Spring and Autumn terms. At the time of the writer's visit, 

• three types o: project week had evolved: 

One requiring the student to plan a project on a restricted 
budget, to carry out and to submit a report when the task 
was completed. The behaviour of sea lions, the building of 
a children's playground and anthropological studies of North 
American Indians are examples of such projects. 

A mystery trek taking groups of students through places of 
historical, geographical and anthropological interest. 

A saturation course in an academic discipline within the 
College, the emphasis being on guided, independent study. 

Intramural Entertail1I'.lents 

Intramural entertainments are similar in type and quality 

to those which take place at the UWC c: the Atlantic. Drama and 
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musical evenings are interspersed with talks by:,Provocative people. 

There are also cultural nights when exotic natiQ,nal dishes are . ,. 
'I 

cooked and presented by national representati~es who also provide 

singing and dancing. 
,. 

REFLEC~IONS ON THE El'HOS 

The comments which follow derive from impressions gained 

during a visit to the Qollege from 15th to 22nd January 1977, from 

discussions with students and faculty members and from reference to 

College documents. 

First impressions one received were of youthful exuberance 

coupled with a sense of experimental curiosity on the part of the 

students and, on the part of the faculty, of satisfaction ih initial 

achievement, a desire to develop further in areas of human understand

ing and accommodation, and a sense of risk in human experimentation. 

These processes seemed to be just a little self-conscious. 

There is no student "uniform" at Pearson College and styles of 

dressing are casual, varied and attractive. Personal hygiene seems to ., 
be of a high order matching the newness and brightness of the general 

environment. The students are quick to engage the visitor in conversa

tion, to help him in particular ways, and to find out as much as they 

can about him. The Canadians, particularly, appear to accept the role 

of national hosts with zest and their outgoing behaviour patterns seem 

to be infectiously transmitted to, and adopted by, the young people of 

other c.ountries. The social atmosphere is bouyant. There was little 

outward evidence of int!·ospection about the rightness of anyone having 

been selected as a scholar: there was satisfaction that it had 

happened and total absorption in the day-to-day processes of the 

Pe .:i.:rson village co~JIIUnity. 

Staff-student relationships were most relaxed. Students use 

:he Christian names of teachers to their faces regularly a..'ld, apparently, 

·,·:... thout causing offence. The Director is "Jack" to all members of the 

:'':.culty and the student body. He appears t c, encourage this in the 

-~terests of corporate spiritedness and to encourage open and frank 

:·'= lationships. Wives of housemasters also are called by their first 
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names; and residences are identified by tfut first name of the living-

in housemaster. ., ,. 
'I 

The two central preoccupations of students appear to be their 

IB studies and interpers~nal relationships within the village communi

ty. The city of Victoria seems to represent the outside world, a 

place to which to escape to remind yourself that the harder realities 

of a less utopian life still exist. The activities programmes are 

seen by students as part and parcel of the United World College for-, 
mula into which they dip on certain afternoons each week. The impres-

sion that service activities are not envisaged as central t o the 

Pearson College experience is backed by some evidence. The written 

proceedings of a faculty meeting held to review progress over the two 

years 1974 - 76, under the heading "Services and Activities Committee" 

restated the specific aims of this asp~ct of the College life as: 

11 1. To reach people outside our own sphere by helping 
others through direct human contact; 

2. To reach people within our own community in such 
a way that we also help, in some sense, the wider 
community by: 

3. 

(a) personal acquisiti:n cf skills and experience 
in t eam work , which may be of service in later 
life; 

(b) involving the outside community in our activities 
here at the College. 

To instil a sense of c ::immitment ••• 
if we wish to avoid 'mercantilism', i.e. the service 
program should be so designed that students wish to 
spend time serving others." 

Subsequent connnents referred to services not being a game and added: 

"The 'wishy-washy' attitude of st·cl.de::-its towards services must be 

curtailed." 

A senior member of the faculty speaking to the writer on 17th 

January 1977 said: 

"Pearson College is still new and we 're still flexing and 
growing and there are some r isks. One of the risks that 
we run here is that we tu....rn into a high school or tha t we 
doW71ac-rade the impor tance of the services and activities 
and become so concerned with cm~riculum that we become some 
kind of high school. I li ke to rer.1ind students that they 
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"didn't have to come here to prepare fof"'luniversity. 
They could have stayed home and done \hat at much 
less expense to all concerned. They're here for a 
different reason and the academic program in one sense 
is an appendage to the implementation of our real 
purpose." 

Despite the trouble ta.ken to locate Pearson College on 

Canada's west coast in ~lose proximity to the Pacific Ocean, the 

accent in service activities falls more heavily on humanitarian 

involvements on the land than on preparation for rescue from the 

sea. At the faculty meeting mentioned above, quotes were proposed 

for numbers of students by type of service, as follows: 

Service 

Carpentry/Intermediate Technology 

Diving/Marine pollution control 

Farming/Eco tactics 

Forestry 

., Mountain and Cave 

Sailing 

Sea Rescue 

School Service 

Social Service 

Village Service 

New Service 

Maximum Quota 

14 
6 

25 
20 

25 
12 

12 

4 
50 
12 

12 

192 

64 

The writer was given a number of opportunities to observe 

s~udents spreading good cheer in a home for geriatrics, a home for 

adult spastics, cretins and mongols and a large hospital in Victoria. 

In conversation, some students acknowledged feelings of fear and 

r-ev,usion when faced with t h e task of attempting to communicate with 

some of the least fortunate of the handicapped and trying to hand

feed those who had no control over their faculties. One girl had pr e

viously written it up for the College magazine in these words: 

--
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... 
" "I would say, on thinking back an1 bei~ honest, that the 

closed atmospheres, metallic ou~ts, mumbling and over
hanging smell of disinfected humanity made my stomach 
(stomach, reptiles, the Garden of Eden, man's beginning) 
tUin over. Hai;.dicapped people. It took all I had to aGt 
normal. (All the world's queer, save thee and me, and even 
thee's a little queer) 
And then I remembered that the soul lives past the body 
afterwards. 
That the body is nothing 
forget about the ailments and carry on. (They had such 
beautifttl. eyes - life shone through) So why should I feel 
sick? 
God tells us to love each other and to do the best we ca..ri.." 

There a.re no school assemblies: there a.re village meetings. 

No one presides at the village meetings, although Jack introduces 

items for discussion from an agenda comprising propositions added to 

a sheet of paper pinned to the dining hall notice board for two or 

three days before the meeting is due to take place. Members of staff 

and students mingle sitting shoeless on the carpeted tiers of the 

lecture theatre. Jack sits down towards the front flanked by students. 

Decisions are made by a show of hands without appeal to or show of 

authority. The purposes of the exercise seem to be to demonstrate to 

students that the equilibrium of the College is their responsibility 

ar.d that the best decisions come out of a sense of corporate goodwill. 

No man is an island: every man is his brother's keeper. Jack says 

there are no rules. As there are no rules, there can be no argwnent 

against rules. There are comments, and discussions on procedures, 

and working bases. 

The writer gained the impression that it is much more diffi

cult to live without rules than with them. This thought tends to be 

echoed by Co-ordinator of Studies, Mr Eric Turner, who committed 

himself to the following words: 

"We are still stunned by the treJLendous sense of responsibi
lity which this freedom has engendered, and can only 
express the hope that we can continue to fur..ction this way." 
(4) 

The faculty meeting previously referred to considered the 

reports of a number of faculty/student cornrni ttees. An eai·ly state

ment in the minutes reads: 



"Subjects discussed in the atta,ched repor~ will require 
continuous reassessment, year by year. However, in order 
to give us a working basis for this acad.elhic year, we will 
follow the recommendations for the fir:tt lerm and make 
adjustments, where necessary, in January 1977. 11 

, 
The following points affecting procedures and working bases emerged: 

"Punctuality and regular attendance at classes essential. 

First-year students to be recognized and referred tc as 
first-year students. 

Standards (e.g. ,of behaviour and application) in performance 
of Services 'must not only be conceived a~d voiced, they 
must be set down by all staff members participating.' 

Afternoon Activities. Maximum involvement should be: 

2 Service afternoons 
1 aesthetic activity afternoon 
1 physical activity afternoon 
1 free afternoon 

Relationships between faculty and students sho'.lld be similar 
to family relationships: father/son; elder sister/younger 
sister; but '••• a professional relationship exists behind 
the family relationship.' 

Off-campus (project week) sleeping arrangements should be 
separate: boys girls - faculty members; 

#North American 'loudness' should be toned down. 

'Barricades' in students' rooms should be removed. 

Physical demonstrations of affectionate relationships should 
be limited in consideration for others. 

There should be no visiting between rooms from 9.30 pm to 
9.30 am (a convention established almost to the point of a 
rule) 

Breakages should be reported and breakages occurring through 
a9use should be paid for by labour. 

Smoking in students' rooms forbidden (timber buildings -
safety) 

Hard liquor (not beer, wine) in students' rooms forbidden. 

There was a need for more physical exercise." 

These points represented concerns of members of the faculty 

over trends which had developed over the first two years of the 

College's operation. There was no evidence that out of them rules 

were about to be codified: rather, the implication was that the 

concerns should be aired in village meetings and appeals made for 

behaviour modification in terms of consideration f or the feelings of 
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others. The proposal concerning physical demonstrations of 
., 

affectionate relationships gives a.~ indi~iion of preferred pro-

cesses: 
,, 

, 
"The lack of consideration should be emphasised and the 
determination of the faculty to see that this considera
tion has got to be allowed should be underlined. The 
support of a village meeting should be sought and our 
Pearson College Code, a community code, should be outlined. 
Jack should talk to second year students particularly to 
let then,-know the change of direction, i.e., that this rule 
is to be enforced." 

In this paper there were references to sanctions, the hardest being 

the "labour for breakages" point mentioned above and another on 

proposed consequences of ignoring the ''visiting" convention which 

read: 

"Cornrnuni ty pressure from the Village Meeting, a face to 
face talk with Jack, the withdrawal of visiting rights 
for all, and ultimately suspension would be the result 
of disregard." 

While the official stand was that there were no rules, 

students in conversation recognized three: no hard liq_uor; no 

drugs; no room visiting 9.30 to 9. 30. In the minds of some, the 

last mea.'1t "no sex ", while for others it meant "no babies"• 

The life-style at Pearson College was fra.'1kly admitted by a 

nUIDber of teachers to be experimental and attended by social risk. 

Its pursuit represents the pursuit of Jack Matthews' ideal which 

would enable young people of many countries to become convinced . 
through expe::-ience that lives ordered by consideration for others, 

compassion ar,d goodwill are lives enriched and lives worth living. 

Feedback from the first crop of Pe~·E :m graduates had been 

filtering into the College for about t hree months when the writer 

visited. There was evidence that s ome had become socially disarmed 

during their two years there. Af3 one member of the faculty put it: 

"We had a hundred fairly unhappy people who had left here. 
They'd scaled the height s and then dropped from a great 
height and they were hurting ." 

An Indian boy, Ajid, had written about his i nitial exper i ence 

at YtIT saying that Pearson had turned him l oose unprepared for the 

normal tertiary environment which he found t o be a t ough j ungl e , 
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The b01"'lsuggested that 

• 
impersonal and fraught with competition. 

Jack start tightening up. Jack's 

, College was not going to change.: 

reply was that the ethos of the 

the challenge lay with the boy to 

become a catalyst for the UWC-Pearson life-stxle. 

One came away with the feeling that the experimental utopia 

of Pearson was a magnificent exercise in huma..~ relations, sometimes , 
enabling the inmates to experience euphoria, sometimes exposing 

them to tensions akin to those experienced by a tightrope walker. 

Three students had committed their summing-up thoughts to the paper 

of the College magazine. Excerpts from their conclusions r e ad as 

follows: 

"But to look at somebody and smile or laugh or frown or 
raise your eyebrows and communicate a feeling directly, 
without the mechanism of words - it's incredible. I 
came here to learn languages; I'm l earning that the only 
reason to learn a language is to be able to transcend it." 

And another: 

"It is too easy to agree to recycling or international 
co-operation as abstracts and so hard to quietly live by 
them. That's what Pearson is all about: trying to make 
reality of what was previously only a dream." 

And another: 

• "The notice said I ILterna-'.;ional Understa.::1ding' •••••• 

But what it really meant was 

'Individual Unders tanding', because we are people, not 
nations." 
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THE UNITED WORLD COLL:EI;E OF SOUTH EAST ASIA 

,, 

The Beginnings 

-69 

The buildings which house the United World College of South 

East Asia were first occupied in 1964 by the sons and daughters of 

British Cornmonwealtt servicemen. The author was then serving in 

Singapore as Staff Officer (Diucation) to the Australia_~ .Army Force 

FARELF and was present at the openingo The school was then known as 

St John's Comprehensive Day and Boarding School. 

At that time, the school represented a fine advance in edu

cational architecture with two-storeyed blocks of class-rooms, lib

raries, an assembly hall, a cb:-amatic arts hall, a separate indoor 

gymnasium, arts and crafts studios and workshops, domestic arts 

kitchens, a cafeteria, a medical centre, a ~arge staff room and adja

cent administrative centre. In addition there were four boarding 

houses, ample playing fields and a swimming pool. Class-rooms and 

o'!her study and staff areas were air conditioned. St John's was 

built off Dover Road in the Pasir Panjang area of Singapore. At 

that time it was not affected by the surging complexes of residential, 

commercial and industrial buildings which, since independence, have 

taken over most of the natural green spots of Singapore Island. Today, 

with class-room accommodation augmented by a forty-room academic 

block, the United World College of South East Asia enjoys 18 acres of . 
land in an area to which the University and the Polytechnic are mov-

ing from their cramped conditions in other parts of Singapore. 

With the major withdrawal of the British Services in 1970/71, 

it became clear that this school for 800 plus pupils would become 

redundant and the buildings were ha_~ded over by the British Government 

to the Singapore Government for appropriate disposal. At that time 

the Singapore Government had committed itself to a development course 

which would shift the basis of its economy from entrepot trading to 

technological production. It recognized that this would require a 

continuing infl1.1X of foreigners to establish these industries and, 
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" initially, to keep them going. It recognized ;;µso that the overseas ,. 

experts would need educational facilities fo~ ?heir children and, 

therefore, the Government offered the St John's buildings at a pep-
, 

percorn rental to the Singapore Chamber of CoI!llilerce for development 

as an international school. The Singapore 1nternational School was 

opened by the Prime Minister, Mr Lee Kuan Yew, in October 19710 

At the time of the opening, Lord Mountbatten and a United , 
World College party including Lord Hankey and Admiral Desmond Hoare, 

visited South East Asia and their itinerary included time at the 

Singapore International School. At the suggestion of Lee Kuan Yew, 

an alliance was forged and the title of the School became "The Singa

pore International School in Association with the United World 

Colleges." The idea was that the Singapore International School should 

take time to adjust to UWC ideals with a view ultimately to becoming a 

United World College proper. 

Meurig Owen, the School's first Headmaster, died within two 

years of the School's opening and, after a lapse in leadership, his 

place was taken by Mr Peter Jolley, one-time Director of Studies at .. 
Atlantic College. Peter Jolley, inspired with zeal for the UWC ideal, 

worked hard to gain full UWC status for the Singapore International 

School and had the opportunity to present his case before delegates 

attending a UWC Conference of the Western Pacific held in Singapore in 

October 1974. The following April brought ratification of full member

ship by the International Council meeting held at Pearson College. 

The Setting 

Much has been made by the battlers for full UWC identity of the 

geographical position of the Singapore College. For example, it is an 

interesting fact that the UWC's third College is situated 120 degrees 

to the west of the College of the Pacific and 120 degrees to the east 

of the College of the Atlantic. The three thus circle the globe in 

one-third steps of longitude. The regional setting of the College WclS 

described by Peter Jolley as follows: 
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"Within twenty miles of the School we .. hav~ rural vill~s, 
millionaire affluence, primary ju.ngj_e, concrete jungle, 
untouched wilderness, industrial •pollution, the undernou
rishment of the kampong, the slum of the city, an agricul
tural economy an4 a major stock market • . In short, a r~ 
of human contact and experience with eno:rmous potential 
impact." (1) 

The location of the UWC of South East Asia elicits imagina

tive phrases also from Professor George Thomson, member of the :Board , 
· of Governors and Western Pacific Regional Officer of the uwc. In a 

circular dated 5th March 1975, he wrote: 

"Singapore is an international education in its own right. 
Its people are drawn from three major groups, Chinese, 
Maley and Indian, each with their distinctive languages, 
cultures and religions, living together in modern, pros
perous and efficient urban setting; and therefore facing 
the problems of social and cultural adjustment which are 
high on the agenda of the majority of the nations of the 
world todey. Singapore too is situated at the maritime 
centre of S.E. Asia between Asia's two oceans, the Pacific 
and the Indian. It has therefore .frequent, fast easy com
munication by sea and air, and to the north by land, with 
its neighbours who are richly and diversely endowed, both 
culturally and economically, and all belong to the Third 

·-i World. Finally, as the world's fourth largest port, si tua
ted on one of the world's busiest maritime arterial routes, 
the Straits of Malacca and Singapore, it is economically 
extrovert and global in horizon. To be in Singapore is to 
absorb an environmental education for those attuned and 
attentive to its wey of life." 

A further point made by Professor Thomson accents the signi

ficance of the UWC of South East Asia's being the first to be posi

tioned outside a country peopled by Europeans. Writing on the reason 

behind calling the UWC Western Regional Conference held in October 

1974, he said: 

"It was called because the Singapore International School is 
the UWC 1 s expanding f 1:0ntier; in Mountbatten's phrase, we 
legitimize the middle word of United World Colleges, and 
transfo:rm the existing United European Colleges into United 
World Colleges." 

Back in England, Sir George Schuster echoed these thoughts in inter

view with the author on 16th December 1976 when he said: "I regard 

Singapore as a most important growing point for the whole project ••• 

All our efforts should be concentrated on how to develop the start 

we've made in Singapore." 
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The fight for full UWC status for the Singapore_ International ., 
School (which is understood to have been oppose~'r,y Canadian represen-

tatives) might be taken to imply that the school was seen by some as 

being too diffe~ent from the model to warrant inclusion in the UWC 

classifications. It is very different from the Atlantic and Pearson 

models. 

The Students 

Basically, the College is a British comprehensive school where 

the students start at the age of eleven plus and go through to the 

sixth form which comprises two years. At the time of the writer's 

visit in October 1976, there were 1195 children of whom 900 were day 

pupils and 295 were boarders. Of the boarders, 25 were UWC scholars 

selected for entry to the sixth form by UWC national committees of 

eight countries. 

The break-up of all students by zone of origin entering at 

the beginning of the 1976/77 and 1977/78 schools years was as 

follows: 

ZONE 

United Kingdom 

Europe 

North .America 

Laj;in .America 

The Caribbean 

The Middle .East 

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

The Pacific 

No of COUNTRIES 

1 

13 
2 

2 

0 

2 

2 

16 
2 

1 

41 

77/78 

1 

12 
2 

3 
2 

3 

3 

14 
2 

0 

42 

No of STUDENTS 

76/77 

324 
213 
163 

2 

0 

5 
3 

319 
165 

1 

1195 

77/78 

361 
235 
123 

4 
3 
8 

4 
371 
151 

0 

1260 

A full analysis of students by country is gi ven at Appendix G. 
The Annex to this Appendix shows UWC scholars by country of origin 
entered between years 1972 to 1977 inclusive . 
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UWC scholars apart, the children are the sons and daughters 
~ 

of foreign diplomatic staff members, workefs"'18.t all levels in intro-

duced commercial, industrial and transport concerns, advisers to the 

Singapore Government, civi1 and military, and some of the children 

have been placed in the College by wealt~ parents resident in 

neighbouring countries, e.g. Malaysia and Indonesia, who wish their 

offspring to gain a European education in the English language lead

ing to structured and respectable university entrance qualifications • 
• 

As distinct from the majority, the UWC scholars are selected by UWC 

national committees on the same criteria as those applied to appli

cants for the UWCs of the Atlantic and the Pacific. At the time of 

the writer's visit in October 1976, UWC scholars in the two sixth 

form years comprised 10 Australians, 5 Americans, 4 Italians, 2 

Malaysians, 1 Canadian, 1 Chinese, 1 Indian and 1 Fijian, total, 25. 

In contrast to the relatively heavy percentages of home-bred 

students in the other two UWCs (Atlantic: 22 per cent Pearson: 

29 per cent), the Singapore content of less than 4 per cent is small 

indeed. But bearing in mind the origins of the UWC of South East 

A~ia, it might be more appropriate to consider the British contingent 

at approximately 28 per cent to be the national pupil base. It is 

interesting to note the identities of the second largest groups. In 

the 1976/77 school year the Australians took that honour with 145 
students, or 12 per cent of the total. By 1977/78, the Malaysians 

were in front with 155 students, slightly more than 12 per cent. 

Staff 

A handful of British Army Children's School teachers remained 

during thE changeover from St John's to the Singapore International 

School and, in recognition of the fact that a numerically declining 

residual of British Serviceman's children would continue to attend 

the school, the Services helped in the selection and movement to 

Singapore of additional British teachers to replace those who left 

St John's when the Service school closed down. Those who remained 

provided an essential flywheel function for the new school and a few 

are still there today. 

At the beginning of the 1976/77 school year there were 98 

members of the teaching staff, a significant majority of whom were 
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The analysis is as follows: ... 
I 

., ,. 
ZONE COUNTRY No ~f TEACHERS -

o•seas Locally Temp Total 
Rec'ru.ited ·Recruited 

Asia Singapore 9 1 10 

Malaysia 2 2 

Indonesia 1 1 

India , 1 1 

Sri Lanka 2 2 

Europe United Kingdom 63 7 5 75 
Denmark 1 1 

Germany 1 1 2 

N. America USA 1 1 

Aust•asia Australia 2 2 

Africa Ghana 1 1 

67 24 7 98 

When one talks about the large preponderance of British 

teachers with Governors and members of staff one finds a wide variety 

of opinions. It seems that those most identified with the UWC ideal 

recognize that 75 per cent of staff from one nation is too high, while 

those least affected by the College's UWC identity believes the figure 

to be a reasonable reflection of the institution's British comprehen

sive school status. 

The witer discussed the question with the then Headmaster in 

May 1975. In expressing his belief that the balance was too heavily 

Weighted in favour of the British, Peter Jolley outlined some of the 

problems in changing the proportions. First, the habit of recruiting 

had traditionally been along British lines with the main advertising 

for staff being done through British newspapers and most selections 

being made in London. Second, there was the problem of appreciable 

diffe=ences in salary expectations between teachers of different count

ries. Pay rates for overseas-recruited teachers were linked with 

British formulae which were significantly lower than those of, for 

example, Canada and Australia and, even given the Foreign Service and 
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rent allowances payable, it was difficul} to attract staff from the ,,. 
more affluent countries. 'I It is interel!:lting to note that apart from 

the 63 British teachers, only four others were recruited overseas. 

Of these, the one from Denmark had come .from the UWC of the Ati'antic. 

At the time of an earlier visit in October 1975, the writer 

discovered one Australian-recruited teacher on staff, but by October 

1976 he had left, reportedly for conscientious reasons associated , 
with a belief that the school was more British than international. 

During conversation he had told the writer that when interviewed in 

Australia and offered British salary scales, he had withdrawn his 

application. He had subsequently been cal.led back into the interview 

room and had accepted an appointment on the basis of a second salary 

offer closer to his pay from the NSW Education Department. 

Curriculum 

With the changeover from St John's British Services 

Children's School to the Singapore International School there were 

no great changes in curriculum and the subject patterns and sylla-

buses of the lower forms continued to reflect the GCE 1 0 1 a~d GCE 

'A' level prescriptions of the upper forms. As time went by and as 

the school opened its doors to larger numbers of non-British students, 

the curriculum was broadened to include a wider range of languages and 

to shift a little away from its British bias in the study of the 

humanities. In his speech delivered to the UWC Conference of the 

.Western Pacific on 13th October 1974, Peter Jolley answered the ques

tion: "How British is the Curriculum?" He pointed out that at the 

same time as they were studying three Advanced level subjects each 

for 5½ hours a week, students of yea.rs 6 and 7 also pursued four sub

sidiary subjects each for 2½ hours of instruction pe1' week and he 

noted that this was the same pattern as that initially followed at 

Atlantic College. He said, 

"Advanced level syllabuses a.re designed by the London Ex:am
inations Board, but in many subjects there a.re altern&tives 
which allow us to choose options with a more international 
bias or world perspective. This r eflects our positive aim 
to develop an international curriculum, but you ca.~ see 
further evidence in the subsidiary courses being offered 
at present: 
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American Studies: South Ea.st Asian "'IStudies: Inter
national Institutions: International Finance: Dreams 
and Symbols (study of religious thinking in Asia): 
World Literature:' German: Russian: Spanish: 
Mandarin: Malay: Marine Studie$: Geology: Art: 
Theatre: Pottery." (2) 

An assumption underlying the move of the Singapore Interna

tional School to full llWC status was that the GCE 'A' level would be 

replaced by the International Baccalaureate. Peter Jolley eX})ressed 

his enthusiasm for the I .B. as offering: 

"An examination structure and syllabi better suited to those 
members of an international school who wish to enter univer
sity ••• and ••• more closely in line with modern learning 
theory than any other examination known to me." 

:Bit he envisaged difficulties in its introduction as follows: 

1. Some of the Singapore College's sixth formers did not 
aim at university entrance preferring, or being able 
only, to improve on 10' level results and/or to take 
one or twc 'A' levels or to further their general 
education "to a point where they can make a more mature 
career choice." (Note: See A.D.C. Peterson's comments 
on future developments in t he I.B., page 13.) . 

2. The full IB Diploma course was "a very serious under
taking" completed by some in two years, by others in 
three. The "very high mobility of students in Singa
pore" would be a complication in that many would not 
remain there for the full term required to complete the 
full qualification. 

J. The shift would be eX})ensive in terms of staff retrain
ing, books and other equipment and t h e changes "will 
affect areas of the lower school as well as the sixth 
form". 

4. The A,1stralian National Committee, having worked hard 
t o gain acceptance for 'A' level recognition by Austra
lian universities "have rightly asked for an assurance 
that with I B qualifications, t he admission of their 
scholars would be equally secure." 

In reminding his audience that the changeover at Atlar~tic 

College took four years and while promising to begin an IB pilot 

~roject in September 1975, Peter Jolley asked: "• •• please do not 

sugge8t an arbitrary time limit to an operation which need::: a great 

~eal of thought and analysis." 
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But although the Headmaster saw problems in a deadline intro-,, ,. 

duction of the I.E. into the upper school, h~ pointed out that the 

principles underlying "curriculum theory postulated by a growing 

number of educators includ.i'ng A.D.C. Peterson, Phenix and others, 

that balance is best achieved by selecting subjects that illustrate 

the main modes of thinking or cognitive operations" had already 

affected curricula of Years 1 to 5. The academic organization of 

the school was "built around five faculties that reflect the theory." , 
The five were the faculties of: 

Faculty 

Conmrunications 

Materials (8) 

Aesthetics (4) 
Humanities (8) 

Pursuits (4) 

(16) 

Curriculum Departments 

English, Maths, Foreign Languages 

Science, Commerce, Home Economics 

Mu.sic, Art, Drama 

History, G€ography, South East Asj_an 
Studies, Sociology and Ethics 

Physical Activities and Sports 

The figureE in brackets were the subject area time allocations 

ob~rved by first, second and third year students. For first and 

second formers, "Integrated Studies" led into an appreciation of 

man a..nd his environment from both global and South East Asian pers

pectives. Students in the fourth and fifth forms followed sylla

buses leading to London GCE '0' level examinations or Mode 3 papers 

of the Certificate of Secondary Education. Fourth and fifth formers 

were required to study nine or ten subjects of which seven were to 

be offered for external exanination. Comp~lsory subjects were: 

Physical Education, English, Mathematics , a foreign language, a 

science, a~d one from the humanities. In aidition, three of four 

options had. to be taken from different faculties. 

The structure of the faculties and the required pattern of 

studies followed by the fourth and fifth formers bear a striking 

resemblance to the La~guage A - Language B - Study of Man -

Experimental Science - Mathematics - plus 

o~e option - formula of the International 

Baccalaureate Di p~Jma. 

Peter Jolley lived to fulfi ~ his promise to introduce an I. E. 



project in September 1975. The approach w;a,s, where possible, 
' " to run GCE 'A' level and I.B. courses in parallel and to give 

., 
likely candidates an opportunity to pre$ent for.o~th 'A' level and 

r.:B. examinations. The College's introductory booklet "Into the 

Sixth" for the school year 1975/76 stated: 

"The third edition of 'Into the Sixth' contains four note
worthy innovations. In the first place, the title United 
World College of South East Asia replaces the name Singa
pore International School by which we have been known since 
1971. Secondly, we have included in our curriculum for 
September 1975 certain International Baccalaureate courses 
at lower level alongside our College subsidiary courses." 

In the event, I.B. subjects offered included English, French, German, 
F,conomics, History, Physics, Biology, Chemistry. 

alia: 

Peter Jolley died in October 1975. 

The foreword to "Into the Sixth", 1976/77 edition, read inter 

"The academic year 1976/77 sees a new departure in the devel
opment of the College with the implementation of the Inter
national Baccalaureate Diploma course a.s a supplement to our 
standard fare of GCE Advanced and Ordinary Levels, College 
subsidiary courses, and Royal Society of Arts courses. The 

4 
introduction of this internationally recognized examination 
course into the Sixth Form curriculum is at once a sign of 
our growing maturity and confidence and a recognition of the 
change of the composition of our student body brought about 
by the withdrawal of the children of British Service families 
and the growing number of United World College scholarship 
students entering the College." 

While this edition of "Into the Sixth" still placed the accent on 

GCE 'A' l:vel subjects, the scope of the I.B. offering was noticeably 

broadened to include: 

At both Higher and 

Subsidiary Levels: 

A_t Higher Level Only: 

fil Subsidiary Level Only: 

English 
French 
German 

Physics 

Spa.rush 

Mathematics 
Biology 
Geography 
History 

Chemistry 

Russian 

Economics 
Music 
Art 

Yclay 

In addition to these traditional subjects, the publication offered 

I.B. Subsidiary courses in Nutritional Sciences, Theatre, Scientific 

Studies, Geometrical and Engineering Drawing, and Business Studies. 
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The state of the curriculum of the •~ted World College of 

South East Asia was aired at the Seventh me~ting ef the Interna-. ,. 
'I 

tional Council held in Singapore on 5th O~tober 1976. It was con-

firmed that a range of I.B. courses enablinc candidates to present 
,, 

for the full Diploma had been offered from September 1976 and, as 

GCE 'A' level courses were to continue, it had been necessary to 

appoint six additional members of the teaching staff. The College's 

position on the I.B. would be reviewed i n 1978 when the first full 

I.B. results for Gollege candidates were known. The Board of 

Governors' Education Committee were studying the state of British 

'A' and '0' level syllabuses and examinations. It was possible that 

trends now apparent would make them less suitable in two or three 

years' time for an international school than they were at present. 

The question was raised whether it was possible for the I.B. 

Office t o consider syl labuses and examinations for international 

sixteen-year olds. Mr Peterson said it was unlikely. His view was 

that the external examination for the sixteen-year olds was in the 

main a British phenomenon and his preference was for students to 

graduate into sixth form I.B. studies on the basis of schools' 

UJ.ternal assessments. (3) 

The general position on curriculum at the UWC of South East 

Asia then is that lower school pupils (forms 1 - 3) pursue broadly

based courses structured to provide balance along the main modes of 

cognitive operations with reference to the region and t he world as a 

whole; the middle school narrows curriculum to British syllabuses 

but.requires students to cover a broad spread; the upper school's 

main offerings lie in GCE 'A' level subjects but the course is set 

towards fuller International ·Baccalaureate partic.tpation. 

Activities 

Talking on e:drar:mra.2. pursuits in his speech of 1 J th October 

1974, Peter J olley said: 

"What is certain i s that opportunities for extra-curricular 
activities are l egion. I sometimes wonder whether our 
literature in the past has overst::::·essed t he Johore Cent re 
so that we have given f olk the i mpress i on that it is t he 
only outlet for energy, initiative and enterprise . We hold 
the J:Jhore Centre as a hi gh priority, but du not l et us 
forget t o mention the ma,.~ expeditions and f i eld exc1.12:'sions ." 
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In obs~rving that some members of staff and senior students 

,' had been trained in jungle survival skiHs, Mr Jo~ey mentioned: 
., 

regular weekend expeditions involving cam;tl#g, trekking, 
map and compass work and survey work associated with the 
Johore site; 

a week's living in a new ~ownship settlement helping in 
the planting of oil palms; 

weekend visits over a year to a Malaysian village helping 
to teach English to village children; 

Marine biology expeditions to adjacent islands; 

an expedition to S~bah to study coastal settlements; 

a study of a group of hill tribe settlements in Northern 
Thailand. 

Other humanitarian activities were listed as: 

visits to a home for handicapped children; 

visits to geriatric wards of a Singapore hospital; 

teaching deaf children to swim; 

gardening and estate work at the Cheshire Home; 

help at the Singapore School for the Blind. 

Apart from these expeditions and regular weekly visiting 

programmes, Mr Jolley catalogued a comprehensive range of sixty 

recreatic,nal pursuits regularly carried out in the afternoons cover

ing activities running from heraldry to ice skating, karate to folk 

singing, orienteering to bible study, etc, etc. This was in 1974. 

The introduction to the activities programmes for the 1976/77 
school year (College printing dated 21 Sep 76) "encourages" all stu

dents to become involved in the one-hour, one-and-a-half-hour and 

three-hour sessions which run five days a week. There were 64 one

and-a-half-hour sessions offered in team and individual, sea and land, 

indoor and outdoor sports, remedial subject clinics, hobbies, art, 

music and dance. An additional sixteen one-hour lunch-time activities 

were offered mainly in music and sports. For years 6 and 7 there were 

two three-hour sessions and 12 one-and-a-half-hour sessions in sailing, 

canoeing, gymnastics, judo, skating, da:.--ice, :!.'ounders and net-ball plus 

a maths clinic group music making and boat maintenance. On top of this, 

evening periods were offered for choral and dramatic productions and 

Parts of weekends could be taken up in gyir.nastics, sailing, sub-aqua, 

exploring Singapore, visiting Beluntu and rowing. 
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It will be noted that the accent in"'these activities is on 

self-development and recreation. The contrp,Bt with the number and 
• 'I 

variety of social service activities offe:ted in the 1976/77 pro-

gramme was stark. Of over one hundred activities sessions offered 
, 

at that time, social service accounted for three, as follows: 

DAY ACTIVITY LEADER/S OPEN TO MAX VENUE 
YEA.RS NO 

Tue Social Service Mrs Gorrie 6/7 Pool 
Swimming for {he & Mrs Smith 
Deaf Children 

Thu Social Service Mrs Ong 4,5 & 6 10 Off campus 

Fri Social Service Mr O'Shea 6/7 6 Spastics School 

The writer raised the question of the paucity of social service 

commitments with the Social Service Projects organizer, Mr Joe 

Young, when he visited the College in May 1978 and was assured that 

the balance had swung back towards a greater commitment in this area 

for the year 1977/78. The projects for this year, (programme repro

duced as Appendix H) involved some 300 students in caring activities 

wi.,th inmates of institutions such as a spastics' centre, the School 

for the Deaf, the School for the Mentally Retarded, Perak House (an 

orphanage), the Red Cross Children's Home, Mount Alvernia Hospital 

and the Singapore General Hospital, Little Sisters of the Poor and 

the Singapore RSPCA. 

Project Week 

"Into the Sixth" 1978 outlines the Project Week in the 

following words: 

"The Sixth Form "Project W8ek", usually held in the last 
week of the second term, is an opportunity for Sixth Year 
students to spend a week of their academic time following 
a course of investigation entirely devised and preplanned 
by themselves. Each student chooses a field of study in 
which he is particularly interested and, having gained the 
sponsorship of a member of staff, spends the week delving 
into it and reporting on his experiences and discoveries. 
Projects can be submitted in any form, either as a writte~ 
thesis or in the shape of a piece of work successfully under
taken, such as the building of a canoe or a week's social 
service with underprivileged children. Projects may be in 
Singapore based (sic) or they may be undertaken in any part 
of South East Asia. The range of projects undertaken s o f ar 
is extremely wide, r ang~ng f rom s t udies into Astrology and 
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"Fortune Telling, through the practical side of management in 
hotels and hospitals to trairu,ng progrqPl!ies in Athletics and 
the study of Classical Chinese and Ja}iamse paintings." 

, 

Beluntu is the name given to a "jungle centre" built under 

the auspices of the UWC of South East Asia with funds provided by the 

Dulverton Trust on land belonging to the State of Johor and made , 
available through the good offices of Tunku Ya'acob, Chairman of the 

Governing Body of Beluntu. The centre is situated on a narrow coast

al strip between the jungle of south-east Johor and the China Sea. It 

is about three-hours distant from the College, and arriving there in

volves a road journey to the north coast of Singapore Island, a ferry 

trip across the strait, passport formalities on the Malaysian side 

(and on return, on the Singapore side), a country bus trip and a final 

fifteen-minute walk. The centre can accommodate JO people in comfort. 

The buildings had been fully operational for some weeks when delegates 

arrived in Singapore for the UWC's Seventh International Council meet

ing. The building of the centre had provided 6th and 7th year students 

with.a good opportunity to toil in the interests, initially of them

selves, in the long term of others. Even before the centre had been 

properly fitted out, groups of students, teachers and families had used 

it as a weekend retreat. Longer periods had been spent there by 'A' 

and '0' level students engaged in saturation learning of maths, English, 

French and G€rman. At a meeting of visitors held at the College on 8th 

October 1976 to discuss the future uses of Beluntu, it was acknowledged 

that other ways of benefiting from the centre's unique location needed 

to be found. 

Planned used included economic and social studies of tr.e effects 

of Malaysian national developments in agriculture which would in future 

~egin to affect the hinterland when an oil palm planting programme got 

under way. Other suggestions were for marine biology, ecological, bio

b gical, zoological and geographical studies to be carried out from the 

base. Professor Thomson looked forward to combined visits by students 

~f Malaysian secondary schools and those of the UWC of South East Asia • 

. ;n impetus to Beluntu-centred activities was looked for in the appoint

~ent of a warden and an appointment was made in 1977. 
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REFLECTIONS ON TI-IE EI'HOS ., ,. 
~ • 

.AJ3 the shape and size and constitution of the United World 

College of South East Asii are different from those of the UWC of · 

the Atlantic and the Pearson College of the Pacific, so is the 

impression gained by the visitor. 

The College heavily reflects its British comprehensive school , 
origins in terms of numbers of staff and students, in the ringing of 

bells to sigT~fy class-room changes f or different periods, in the 

bustle of the young moving between classes, playing during breaks, 

lining up for t~ck-shop service at the appointed times and scrambling 

off buses on arrival and back onto buses at the end of the school day. 

Apart from the heat and humidity outside, the air conditioning inside 

and the rather superior architecture, the College could be a better

than-average comprehensive school in Britain. The children are gen

erally well dressed, the boys in fawn shirt with dark brown slacks or 

shorts, the girls in neat check lightweight cotton frock in one of 

three optional styles. Out of "courtesy and respect for local conven

Uons", boys• hair length is half an inch above the collar. 

Talking to the students of all years, one discovers that with 

a few exceptions there is general awareness of and pride in the fact 

that the school is rather special in its United World College identity0 

Reflecting tte teaching they received in Integrated Studies, first and 

second y~a.r students tend to express satisfaction in being members of 

a c9smopolitan school community, rubbing shoulders with national, 

racial and cultural types they would not have been able to meet if 

they had stayed in a school at home. Many are ready to praise their 

teachers both for their teaching skills and for the personal interest 

t hey take in their students. Going beyond the pride in the UWC symbol, 

sone will ask how similar and how diffe~ent the other United World 

Colleges are in comparison with the Singapore College. Others will 

ask how it is that they can really belong to a United World College 

if they haven't been selected for a scholarsL.ip and they are not in 

the sixth form. rt seems that pride in identity is accepted as a fact 

of life, but knowledge of t r.e meaning behind t hat identity is weak. 

nevertheless, curiosity is strons. 

-------------------------------------------- -
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The attitudes of the sixth form UWC scholars tend to be more ., . 

analytical, serious and objective. They expre£;~satisfaction in 

having been selected, pleasure in the opportunity to learn in a 

multicultural environment and ~cknowledge a sense of responsibility 

in representing their nation overseas. But without exception, they 

express apprehension and sometimes concern about the acceptability 

of the academic qualifications they expect to obtain, when they 

return home. 

One or two who had been in contact with UWC scholars at 

Atlantic and Pearson Colleges expressed dissatisfaction that tr, ,:: ir 

two years of UWC e):perience were being spent in such a large school 

made up of children of such wide age and ability ranges who were there 

only through the accident of their parents' having been posted to 

Singapore by a government or a company. O~e Australian s cholar in 

particular was critical over the fact that, through having been select

ed for Singapore , he was missing the opportunity to mix with a cultural

ly-heterogeneous but int ellectually-more-hoJr.ogeneous elite of the type 

he bel i eved existed at both the UWCs of the Atlantic and the Pacific. 

And he expressed his disillusionment over t he fact t hat the South East 
4 

Asian UWC's activities programmes excluded experiences of the type found 

in the rescue services and the social service training programmes of the 

other two Colleges. He believed that the Singapore College's social ser

vice activities were merely token activities carried out to make it 

appear that Singapore was fulfilling the prescribed UWC formula. In con

trast with this view, an Australian girl UWC scholar had managed to 

become clpsely identified with the College's s ocial service activities 

and expressed an intention to spend a year after leaving school in volu.~

teer work in Asia. 

Tte staff room again carries t he a tmosphere of the Briti sh com

prehensive school with groups of teachers burdened by exercise books, 

chatting supe:!.'ficially over coffee. The imp2.·ession gained by t he writer 

was that while a small minority were enthusiastic over the College's UWC 

identity and the implications which fl owed from that both f or academi c 

work and activities, the maj ority were rather i mpervious to it, prefer

ring to limit their role to that of hard-pr essed compr ehensive- school 

subject t eachers. S:;me s eemed t o take r efuge in the f ac t t hat t he 
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climate is enervating and the notion that the cultural shell around ., ,. 
Singapore institutions is too hard for Eu-cfpeans to penetrate in aey 

meaningful way. One or two maintained that the only possible 

approach to aspects of tne acknowledged variety of culture which can 

be experienced in the island State was 1n the guise of a tourist. 

Singaporeans knew how to handle tourists - the lines acceptable 

to both sides were clearly drawn and the roles of host and tourist 

understood. As f~ establishing links suggesting more intimate and 

longer-term relationships, it was not possible. 

On the other hand, it must be said that the handful of 

teachers who had had a longer rather than a shorter sojourn at the 

College and who had absorbed some of the energy and enthusiasm 

radiated by Peter Jolley, as well as those who had experienced the 

regime of the UWC of the Atlantic in person, were striving sincerely 

to fulfil the promises which lay inherent in the unique location of 

the UWC of South F.ast Asia. 

From personal experiences gai~ed while undertaking a 

research project on educational planning in the Republic of Singa

pore in October 1975, and while not complaining that he found any 

lack of cooperation in the highest places, the writer can sey that 

the Singaporean bureaucracy does appear to be just a little reticent 

in its dealings with foreigners. Singapore is still self-consciously 

building its national identity out of people of widely diverse cul

tures and it is not ready to brook any interference in those process

es. It acknowledges its need for foreigners with their families to 

help in building its economic base an:l. it is happy for them to 

reproduce their ancillary institutions within its fabric for their 

own innocent purposes. (4) It is heartening then to find evi-

dence of the Singapore Government's encouraging the United World 

College Project's move into its territory. 

The Seventh meeting of the International Council of the 

United World Colleges v.'as fo:::mally opened on the morning of 5th 

October 1976 by the Senior Ylinister of State for Education, the ~on. 

Mr Chai Chong Yee. As reported in the minutes of that assembly, 

M.r Chai: 

"• •• said that he strcn@;ly supported the UWC movement 
because of its international outlo::ik ar..d expressed 
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"confidence that the contacts already established between 
the UWC of South East Asia and a numb~t of local schools, 
such as the Hwa Chor,.g Junior College; would be mutually 
beneficial. The Minister said that he fully supported the 
development of the UWC in Singapore which is a broad city, 
with an internationa1 outlook and he observed with interest 
the development of United World Col~eges dedicated to the 
promotion of the ideals of internationalism through 
education." 

But the process of moving into the Singapore environment in , 
anything but a superficial way seems to be proving to be painfully 

slow. In October 1976, the writer spoke with a number of students 

of the College who had attended social events with Ewa Chong Junior 

College students . The impression gained was that they had been 

~ather frigid affairs with little if any intercultural penetration. 

When he spoke to Mr Joe Young in May 1978, the writer discovered 

that the Hwa Chong connexion no longer existed. 

Speaking at the October 1976 International Council meeting 

on activities, the then Chairman of the Board of Governors, Mr Roy 

Bennett was reported in the minutes as follows: 

"On the activities side , a number of projects were worthy of 
mention. A number of students had joined a class of instr
uction in Chinese instruments at the University of Singapore; 
they had arranged a special display at the Art Exhibition at 
the :Jational Museum; a liaison committee had been formed 
with Singapore schools to exchan~e educational ideas, the 
College Arts Festival had taken place; Mrs Tunnicliff, a 
member of the teaching staff had judged the National Junior 
Colleges Drama Festival; the stuQents had physically assisted 
in moving a home fo:r:· retarded children." 

While these six deve~opments can be said to be laudable, they hardly 

~epresent a significant breakthrough in the objective of facilitating 

cultural dialogue between the students of the United World College of 

South East Asia and the human fabric of Singapore . Similarly, the 

hoped- for live-in sessions c1t Beluntu with "l'-i.A.RA" Malaysian secondary 

school students were taking a protracted peri od of time to arrange. 

One of the more UWC-oriented and enthusiastic members of 

staff interviewed during October 1976 was most critical of the failure 

up to that time t o use the Singaporean and South East Asian envirou

=:-:er!t as a "living t extbook" . He adrni tted that there was value in t he 

:nul ticul tural IT'.ixir,.g by day - and b•:,ard.inc- s tud.er.ts within the 
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College between 8 o'clock in the morning and 3 o'clock in the after-
,, 

noon each day. But he proposed that most ~1;1Uients could only 

experience the outer environment through, as it were, a s ocial and 

cultural membrane. The day scholars spent up to 16 hours a day in a 

home environment with a family which reini'orced the cultural value 

systems of the country of origin of the mother and father and insula

ted them from the ethos of Singapore; and they travelled to and from 

the College similarly insulated either in UWC buses or, in the case 
" of the more affluent, chauffer-d.riven, air-conditioned limousines. 

The curriculum gave them knowledge of aspects of a variety of cul

tures but the affective and conative domains in t he interGultural 

area were stimulated only incidentally in the break periods of the 

seven-hour official school day. Some parents were content for their 

children to come home on the three o'clock school buses and found it 

inconvenient to arrange trar..sport to pick them up at the end of the 

3.00 - 4.30 pm activi ties sessions. On the question of the wider use 

of the South East Asian region for intercultural experience over sch

ool holiday breaks, this teacher said t hat he was disappointed. When 

considering proposals for school holiday tours, many faculty and stu

dants seemed to be more attracted to the idea of a week or ten days 

skiing in the Austrian Alps. 

The impression one couldn't help coming away with was of two 

distinct faculty/student groups: the UWC-identified and the non-UWC

identified. The former, a minority, possessed differing degrees of 

understanding of UWC principles and objectives and their attitudes 

ranged through the gamut from hopefully enthc .. siastic to cynically 

disillusioned. The non-identif i ed majority seemed content to get on 

with the job of teaching from 8 till 3 unt:::-ammelled by the time

consuming extra-curricular extramural and intramural responsi bili

ties which in t he other two Colleges f orm such an integral par"t of 

the teacher's day. 

When any institution sets out t o be significantly differ ent 

from the norm, continuity and consistency of leadership are es sen

tial. In the case of a school, the t ~sk of communicating a s pecial 

philosophy, of arousing genuine enthusi~sm for the special princi

ples ari.d aims emerging from that philosopby and of press ing s t aff 
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'I 
and students into willing activity in accordan~e with them belongs 

to the Headmaster. At the time of the writer's visit to the UWC of 

South F.ast Asia in October 1976, Peter Jolley had been dead one year 

and his successor had assumed his responsibilities only a month 

before. One of Peter Jolley•s legacies was the School Council which 

he envisaged as a means of uni ting faculty and students in the 

spirit of the United Wo::Q:ld Colleges. The Council's purposes, as set 

out in Article II of its Constitution read as foll~ws: 

"Section I. The School Council functions mainly as an 
advisory body to the Headmaster of the UWC on matters of 
concern to the school community as a whole. 

Section II. It shall ta.~e as its ideal the fostering of a 
community spirit at UWC. It is therefo~e primarily a vehicle 
for pu:rsuing co-opsl ation and understanding amongst a.11.i with
in the various segm:nts of the school POF.llation .• 

Se::tion III. It shall provide a.11. atmosphere for student 
initiative 8nd leadership at UWC. Also, as an exercise in 
the dem•:>cratic pro::ess, it shall ensure the right of every one 
of its members to a ~earing. 

Section IV. It shall pro~ote by all appropriate means good 
relationships with the community-at-large outside the school, 
aiming to enable UWC to assume its proper place in general, 
and as an international educational institute in particular 
as a force for good in Singapore, and indeed in all of South 
F.ast Asia." 

Me:ribership of the Council comprised the Headmaster as President and a 

member oi staff selected by him as Vice President plus elected student 

members from all years, elected faculty mem~ers representing echelons 

of the staff hierarchy a~d functional groups, and one representative 

from the administrative staff. Chairma.'1, Vice-Chairman, Treasurer 

and Secretary were students. Not represented were members of the Board 

of Governors, and parents. 

There were members of this orga~ization who saw the Co;.i.ncil as 

a -.rehicle for fu:rthering the aims of the United World Colleges both 

within and outside the precincts of the . UWC of South F.ast Asia, however 

these aims ~ight be conceived by them. D.1t the leadership hiatus 

between October 1975 and September 1976 took its t oll. In a m2mora.11.dum 

Jated 22nd October 1976 and addressed to the UWC of South E-~st Asia 

Cvmmuni ty, the Vice President of the Co;..i.nci 1 i.·esigned his appoint.r;:ent 
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and in so doing ~ivised the members that,• ~ ••• for the goJd of the 

College now and in the future, the present Council should disband 

itself and all the Co:n:ni t'tees that are part of it." The Vice 

President, in noting that this was "a 1rastic action" observed: 

"To the overwhelming majority of our College community, 
however, it will probably not be seen as such, for the 
Council a;id its work, if the truth be squarely faced, are 
not considered as really making any positive, significant 
difference to their life in the College." 

Briefly summarized, the reasons given included alle6ed fai

lure on the part of senior members of the teaching staff a.~d of 

Governors to recognize a role for the Council other than as "a play

ground for students". More specific charges were that significant 

matters affecting the running of the College, which had been subjec t s 

of discussion in Council, had been ruled by upper-echelon faculty 

members as outside the Cou.~cil 1 s terms of reference and had been 

smothered. The plea for disbandment suggested that nc ~ to disband 

could lead to the Council's being used as: .. 
"a window dressing of .convenience, a plus as a PR :ac~tor, 
a means of getting certain necessary things done in the 
College (e.g., the selling of P.E. kits and sweaters in 
the Student Shop)" 

and added: 

"But service in the context of a 'playground for students' 
is not service at all••• it is a sham." 

Reference was made to ".An apparent lack of sincerity; a consummate 

ef:ort to •smooth things over', to mal::e things 'look go 0d 1 to the 

casual obse:::-ver ••• treating symptoms r a ther than causes; a seeming 

insecurity in ~he maintena.~ce of power; a patent lack of dir ec

tion and pm·pose • • • • • • • all these 'accusations' have been and con

tinue to be levelled at us by people who care and who have been here 

long enough to make a reasonable judgment." .And the memorandum, in 

concluding, swung the argument around towards the idea that the pro

posed breakdown of the Council had been brought about through fai l w::·e 

of the College's members to function in accordance with UWC princ~-

ples: 
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" "Our school as a UWC, I submit, is a sham if its primary 

reason NOW for existence is not the pur~uit ~f internati
onal understa."lding through ed{ication wi ~. all that that 
implies in staff and students working together (not in 
opposition!) towards that goal . The hierarchical command 
structures of schools'in the past (and even many in the 
present) become totally irrelevant ~n a UWC; yet, they still 
exist here. Indeed, the need for different functions at 
different levels exists••••• it is, then, not the bureau
cracy itself that I am calling into question, but the ante
diluvian attitudes with which the various roles within it 
are carried out." 

The memorandum concluded: 

"I am wi l ling to take part in a.ny proposal • • • a restructured 
Council, a totally new concept, whatever••• for setting up 
a means of actively purs uing the cooperation of the entire 
community (we cannot rely, as at the other two, 100 per cent 
residential UWCs, on daily personal contact) in working 
together towards the goal of international understanding 
through education. Thus, I welcome your comments and ideas." 

Following the Vice President's resignation and appeal for dis

ba.~dment of the Council, there were exchanges of notes between the 

Council Chairman, (a student) a.~d the Headmaster, and two Council meet

ings,.one on 26th October 1976 and one on 4th November. Delegates 

attending the latter meeting were given two possible lines of action by 

the Chairma"l: 

(a) To resume operations immediately; 

(b) To disba.~d ••• "••• as proposed at our last meeting. In 
doing so we would be saying that the College is not a UWC 
and our type of Council (as set up in the constitution) 
cannot function until the situation changes." 

The concluding motion at the meeting of 4th November 1976 was: 

"That the Council, i n its entirety, be disbanded immediately; 
that disbandment be a precursor t o the r eview, reorganisation 
a.~d r estructuring of the present system by all interested 
members of the College community." 

The motion was carried with a 75 per cent ma jori tyo 

In one light, this action could be seen as a release of steam 

from a student pressure cooker designed by Pe ter Jolley for just that 

Purposeo In another light it could r epresent a delayed climax of frus

tration felt over the dea th of the engineer of the Singapore Interna

tional School' s transformation into a United World College and a 

ler.gthy wai t for a new leader. But whatever t he r eal cause , the 
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action does appear to demonstrate a groping toward& a definition ., . ,,. 
of what a United World College should be, cS'l ixamination of what 

the Singapore institution was in October/November 1976, a comparision 

of the real against the ideal and an expression of dissatisfaction at 
the result of the analysis. 

The disbandment of the School Council was a matter of some 

embarrassment to the new Headmaster, active students and interested , 
staff members. By May 1977, the Head had designed a new structure to 

replace that drawn up in May/June 1974 by a staff-student constitu

tional committee. The new "Comrrrunity Council" was to be, in effect, 

an organ kept alive by business generated by five fairly significant 

"Section Councils", three for students and two for paid staff. The 

organization was tighter and the lines of communication more clearly 

delineated th2..11. before; and the ratio of students to staff on the 

Community Council was reduced to 7:S as comp~ed with 14:S for the 

previous model. 

In particular, the "PURPOSE" of the old School Council 

Constitution (see p.88) was discarded and in its place was intro~. -duced a six-point statement of the "FUNCTION OF THE COMMUNITY 

COUNCIL". The latter made no reference to: 

"matters of concern to the school community as a whole." 

the "ideal of fostering a community spirit at UWC. 11 

a "vehicle for pursuing cooperation and understanding •• 11 

"an atmosphere for student initiative and leadership •• " 

"good relationships with the community-at-large outside •• " 

or "a force for good in Singapore, and indeed in all of South 
East Asia." 

Instead it dwelt on: 

adYice to 11 the Headmaster on ••• sue ;,.~ matters which it 
considers to be of cummon concern, but for which there 
is no current channel for discussion." 

regularly stimulating "student innovation and student 
participation, overview of staff-student activities and 
provide a co-ordinat ing service f or on-going or new pro
jects for which there is no appropriate system of 
co- ordination." 
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"the task of communicating the vast body~of in.formation 
and ideas relating to the College, ••"'~ 

• 
"appropriate action on such matters as were in part or in 
full placed within the province of the previous College 
Council and which we a.re obliged t o continue." 

"assist in the translation of the stated UWC aims into 
practical activities•••" 
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It is fair to say that the new functi ons concentrate more on , 
the practicalities of administration a.~d communication; but one 

wonders what happened to the idealism reflected in the earlier sta te

ment of purpose. And one wonders to what extent any new set of rule s 

can cause the modification of attitudes such as those described by 

the ex-Vice President of the School Council as "antediluvian"_ 

When the writer visited the Uni t ed World College of South East 

Asia in May 1978, the ~eadmaster of 1976 had left, being replaced by a 

younger ex-Deputy Head and the ex-Vice President of the School Council 

was preparing to move into a job outside the College. The senior 

students who had been part of the movement to disband the old Council 

had moved on, and the surface of t he College ethos appeared smooth. 



CHAPI'ER 9 

PROLIFIBATION 

NEW'COLLffiES 

The frank universality of the aims of the United World 

Colleges project to "promote, through education, a greater under

standing between the peoples of the world and to make education a , 
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force which u.Ylites nations and races in ways suited to the needs of 

our changing times," implies a need for some urgency in the spread

ing of the word and the blossor..ing of the project in ma..>J.y places 

around the globe. The second part of the statement of the aim moves 

specifically to this point in the following words: 

"To achieve these aims the project will establish a chain of 
international schools/c olleges throughout the world, 
co-ordinated by the International Council of the United 
World Colleges." 

The form and nature and intended scope of the proliferation 

have been seen in different ways by different people at different 

times. The first reference to it was made by Kurt Hahn who said in 

1962, "The opening of Atlantic College in South Wales has come about 

at the right moment. Five other Colleges are to be established, in 

Europe and in America." (1) 

By 1973 it seemed that, apart from the Canadian College on 

which construction was about to start, plans were under way to set up 

United World Colleges in Europe and the USA. The British Council's 

Information Circular No . 57 dated 21 August 1973 states: 

"Another college is planned for the USA, in Northern Vermont. 
A college is also being contemplated for Eu.rope, possibly i n 
Germa.rw (Rhineland) or in Italy ( near Trieste). The possi
bility of future links with local initiatives in Thailand, 
India and Africa is being explo::::-ed. 11 

Successive editions of brochures publicizing the United World 

Colleges have ~entioned hopes, plans and intentions to establish new 

UWCs in Germany, Italy, Iran and South America. A parr.phlet produced 

in the mid seventies (The Hillingdon Press, Uxbridge, ~riddlesex) con

tains t he followin~: 

--------------------------------------···•· .... . -
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"A proposal to open a United World Colle~~ at Bienkoben in 
Rhineland/Pfaiz has been accepted by t~e~International 
Council. The necessary plans are now being prepared by the 
German UWC Founding Cammi ttee." 

, 
"The Regional Government of Friuli-Venezia Guilia in Northern 
Italy has agreed to build a United WOTld College on the 
Adriatic coast near Trieste." 

"Plans for further Colleges are being investigated in a 
number of countries, including Iran." 

At the time of the Seventh International Council meeting in 

Singapore in October 1976, the idea of a College in USA had all but 

disappeared (but see footnote) and the notion of Germany as a host for 

a UWC had receded (Germany was not represented). The representatives 

of Iran and Italy were there and presented reports respectively on 

progress tow~ds the creation of UWCs in their countries. 

The Iranian representative said that proposals for a UWC in 

Iran had originated from the personal wish of H.I.M. the Shah. As 

reported in the minutes of the meeting: 

"She said that the (Iranian) Ministry of Education was parti
cularly interested in the proposal, and two years ago had 
investigated the purchase of land and the provision of build
ings. However, although the changing economic situation in 
Iran had delayed progress, a site on the Caspian Sea could be 
made available through the Ministry of Natural Resources when 
the necessary finance for building was available through the 
private sector. A consortium would shortly be established, 
including :·epresentatives of the private sector, to investi
gate the possibilities of raising the necessary finance. This 
would be followed by the secondment of teachers to existing 
UWCs for training." 

l-1lans fo r the establishmer: t of a United World College of the 

Adri atic near Trieste were further advanced than those of Iran. In a 

"Submission by the United World Colleges to M. Francois Xavier Ortoli, 

President, Commission of the European Communities", Mr riObert 

Blackburn, the UWC International Sec:r·e tary, described progress and 

intentions as at November 1975 in the following words: 

Footnote: The US Commission's annex to the Minutes of the Seventh 
International Council meeting mentioned "Implementation of the first 
phase of the (feasibility) study as accepted a year ago and fililded by 
the Arthur Venning Davis Foundation." 
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"Detailed plans for the ·constructi~ of the College are now 
being drawn up by the Consortium, Jlllder . the Chairmanship of 
a leading Trieste lawyer, Avv P~coia, until recently Senior 
Legal Advisor to the Regional Government of the area. The 
plan envisages that the College will be based on and 
connected with Oastello Duino, one of Italy's historic and 
cultural centres. 11 

"A representative educational Conference has considered the 
educational blueprint of the College and it is proposed that 
the College will accommodate some 350 students with a simi
lar educational structure to the Colleges in Canada and 
Wales. J.'t; is proposed that English be the language of ins
truction but that a wide range of languages be taught. It 
is also proposed that all students be expected to acquire a 
working knowledge of Italian so that effective links can be 
developed with the local Italian/Slovene community. In 
addition to a demanding academic programme leading to the 
International Baccalaureate, the College will have an acti
vities progrannne based on community service to the local 
population. 11 

"It is felt both by the Regional Government of Friuli-Venezia 
Giulia and by the International Council of the United Wo~ld 
Colleges that the international characteristics of the 
Trieste area at the crossroads of Europe and at an historic 
meeting ground of Latin, German and Slav cultures, make the 
area particularly suitable for an international college." 

"Other special features of the College will be to develop 
close links with the countries of Eastern Europe and the 
Mediterranean and environmental studies in the area." 

Spealcing at the Seventh Interna tional Council meeting on 

behalf of the President of the Italian Consortium, Ambasciatore 

Migone: 

"expressed the thanks of the region of Friuli-Venezia Giulia 
for t he sympathy of the International Council over the recent 
disastrous earthquakes in the area. He assured the Inter
national Council of the f irm resolve of Arvocato Paccia and 
the Consortium for the development of the Col ~ege in Ital y, 
t o carry on with the project despite all difficulties arising 
as a result of the earthquakes . Following the elections and 
change of government in I taly , it would be necessar y to 
repi' esent the 3ill of Law required for t he f cu.ndation of the 
College , and discussions had already been held wi th a nwnber 
of Members of Parliament. Avvocato Paccia would hi~self be 
introducing a Bill into the Regi onal Council of Friuli
Venezia Giulia t o provide additional funds and allow f er 
purchase of land as well as buildings." ( 2) 

Subsequent news of the Trieste develo pment was given in UWC Ne twcn-~: 

Hews No . 4, December 1977. Jt read in part: 

"The Italian Communi st Party (Pel) has r eques t ed mo!.'e detai l 
ed information on UWC befcire allowing the Trieste plans t o be 
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"officially approved by the Italian Parliament. 
••• A definite answer is exp~,ted from the PCI 
before the end of 1977. 11 • 

A "Stop Press" entry in the UWC International Office newsletter 

Issue No 4 of :March 1978 under the heading: .Progress on Italian 

College recorded the following: 

"Avv. Gaspare Pacia, Chairman of the Consortium in Trieste 
responsible for the planning of the proposed College at 
Castello Duino: has reported that the Government edict 
(which provides the legal and constitutional basis for t he 
College) has been passed by the Parliamentary Commission 
in Rome . Once formal ratification has been given by the 
Council of :Ministers this edict will be law . A Bill will 
then be introduced into the Regional Parl i ament in Trieste 
by Ass Yuzzau to authorise the Consortium to use the capi
tal funds allocated for the project . It is hoped there 
will be definite progress to report to the International 
Council in April." 

The International Office Newsletter which co·1ered the International 

Council meeting of April (Issue No 5, ;,ugust 1978) carried the news: 

"A report on the situation over the UWC Trieste College is 
expected shortly now that the Swmner Regional Elections are 
over." 

Political dev '= l::ip:::ents in Italy during 1978 invohing the strength

,::ning of c:~1e PCI and other uncertainties imply that there coulci be 

further d~ lays beL>re the fi:rst students march into the United World 

College of the Adriatic . 

Annex II to the minutes of the Seventh International Council 

meeti!'16 reportec. that Professor Vladi:r:J.r Yackovlev wa s completing a . 
feas ibility study commiss ioned by -;,he Vene zue l an :tviinister of Educa-

tion on the questi on of establishing a UWC in t hat c 0u.~try. At the 

time of the writer's visit to the International OL~ice in London 

there had beeL ::o fu.:::·ther developments and the I nternati onal Secre

ta.:··y was standing by for contact from the Venezue:::_ :~, Viinistry of 

Educa tion. The latest informc:::."tion on the Venezue -2.an situation was 

prir1ted in a short note in Issue No 5 of the International Office 

llewsletter repo::.-ting on the new Presiden t 's visit t o Latin America . 

lt stated: 

"He described th2 conve::0 s 2. tior.s he had held \•:i th E .E. 
Seno::::· C2-1-'lo s A:-:dres Pe::0 e z , the .Preside1,t of Venezue l a , 
about the poss.:. oili ty of f ou nd i n,; 2. ·.J.-JC a,;-.:.' i cul turaEy 
orientated c::;l lege ." 

http:t.ui-a.l
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The account of attempts at proliferption .given to this point ,. 
indicates a number of instances of interrta.t!onal goodwill, of implied 

belief in the UWC philosophy, of attempts to set up new colleges, of 

false starts and of natural, political and economic upsets to the· 

plans of would-be initiators. In recognition of the need for new 

elements of the project to proceed on firm bases, the International 

Council meeting in April 1975 had agreed a formula for the "Assess

ment and AccreditaJ:;ion of New United World Colleges and Projects"o 

A summary of its essential points is as follows: 

1. Proposals to be submit t ed to the International Board 
of Directors for preliminary examination. 

2. Proposed site t o be examined by UWC Executive Committee 
Representative with local experts. 

J. Sponsoring body to visit an existing UWC for study and 
detailed discussion with Board of Governors and staff 
and to commission and finance a feasibility study. 

4. Feasibility study to be put to UWC Board of Directors. 

5. UWC Board of Directors decides. 

6. Board of Directors to be consulted on appointment of 
Principal. 

,., .. Board of Directors assu-,s ric~t of review. 

The formula observes the niceties of measured protocol and implies 

careful weighing of pro and con and gradual movement towards the 

consummation of duly endorsed and authorized plans for the estab

lishment of new United World Colleges. 

It was in December 1976 while the writer was visiting the 

International Office in London that there arrived by indirect means 

a copy of the "Prospectus for Establishing UNITED WORLD COLLEGE OF 

THE ORIEl.i!T IN JAPAN." It comprised a well-ordered and coherent 

rendering of sectio:·1s lif ted from p::·ospectuses of existing UWCs 

covering aims of the project, .s election procedures and scholarships, 

the International Baccalaureate, activities, the organization of the 

UWC, and national committees. In a section headed "Location and 

Premises", the United World College of the Orient identified itself 

as associated with the Nago:;:a Uni ve::·s i t y of Commerce "situated in low 

wooded hills 20 kilometres Nort h East of t he city of Nagoya." In t he 

fut ure tense, the prospectus promised coeducational and international 
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education for "about JOO students who would be recruited from all 

., 
parts of the world" for whom "scholarships from .a ,Jund in Japan will 

be awarded". The academic programme would prepare students for the 

International Baccalaureate Diploma. In a section entitled "Beyond 

the Academic Progrannne" the prospectus declared: 

"Students will design and build high speed rescue boats and 
work under the air-sea rescue organizations serving the Ise 
Bay area." , 

"Highly trained mobile fire t eams will work under the super
vision of t he Area Fire Service." 

"Students will work to the Japan Ski Patrol standards and 
offer a service to ski areas near Nagoya." 

"Trained Scuba divers will engage i n search and rescue 
operations in the mountains around the seminar house at 
Shirakawa." 

"Students will organise assistance in local homes for the 
aged, youth clubs, hospitals and other community organisa
tions." 

With reference to the I.B. requirement f or artistic and creative 

activity experience, the prospectus said that there would be an Arts 

Centre which "will offer exciting potential for developing the Arts 

in relation to one another - and the Cent r e will be open to the com

munity at large and not just to the studec : s of the College. This 

further integration of the College into the life of the surrounding 

community is an important tenet of the ideals of the college." 

By coincidence, the Headmaster of the UWC of the Atlantic, 

Mr David Sutcliffe, was in Japan when the prospectus arrived in 

London. Ee was contacted by telegram immediately and asked to 

"establish formal intentions of Nagoya Un.iv. Commerce and Business 

Adrnin ••• concerning interesting proposal t o set up UWC College in 

J apan ••• ". Mr Sutcliffe duly investiga t ed t he proposal and, on his 

return to London, presented his report. Not wi shing t o prejudice the 

development of further necessarily delicate negotiations between the 

Nagoya principals and the United World . Colleges Board of Directors, 

and bearing in mind that all reports indicate that finance would be~ 

minor obstacle to be surmounted, the writer can do little but specu

~ate on factors which would need to be opened out to eYllaustive €Xam

i nation before the UWC of the Orient mi ght be e:::: :, ~, j l i shed as an inte

gral el ement of t he Uri...i ted World CollegeE pr::i ject . 

--
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1. First is the question of general support within Japan for the 

-

establishment of a United World Colle~ there. rt is one 
thing for a wealthy enthusiast to . sat ?hat he wishes to buy a 
United World College: it is quite another for him to estab
lish that he has the necessary support of his national 
Government and its ministries ( especially F.ducation and 
Foreign Affairs) and of his countryJs national committee 
which has, for a number of years been raising scholarship 
funds for Japanese students and which legitimately sees 
itself as the store-front window of UWC affairs in Japan. 
Apart from the international network which can be fairly 
readily plugg¢ into by accredited United World Colleges, 
there is in the case of existing Col:eges a finely worked 
infrastructure of credibility which r eaches into the minute 
social capillaries of government and private sector of the 
host nation and which has usually taken many years to develop. 

Then there is the question of the world balance and distribu
tion of scholarships, not to mention their provision. Des
pite the statement on scholarships in the prospectus, it 
appeared that not all 300 plus scholarships were proposed to 
be raised from a fund in Japan. Apart from a slight boost 
via Lome Convention funds enabling a few of the forty six 
African, Caribbean and Pacific countries to send scholars to 
the UWC of the Atlantic, the total number of scholarships 
from around the world seems to be fairly static. Canada's 
Federal Government guarantee of forty scholarships out of a 
hundred places a year at Pearson was made in recognition of 
the fact that there would be empty beds there unless this 
gesture were made. If the placing of scholars at the UWC of 
South East Asia can be looked upon as an indicator of world 
availability of funds for scholarships, then the news is not 
good. Yearly admissions of scnolars there have declined from 
14 in 1974 through 13 in 1975, 12 in 1976 to 10 in 1977. The 
taking up of scholars from traditionally established sources 
by a new Japa..~ese UWC could be seen to threaten the viability 
of the others. 

3. A third question concerns the acceptability of the Interna
tional Baccalaureate in Japan. That nation is not listed in 
I.E. documents either as one presenting candidates for the 
I.B. or having universities which recognize it. Japanese 
students interviewed at the UWC of the Atlantic spoke of hav
ing to complete a further year of pre-university education on 
return to Japan in order to satisfy rigid university require
ments. Before setting up a UWC of the Orient committed to 
teaching I.B. syllabuses, it would be essential to gain 
national accepta..~ce for the I.B. Diploma by the Japanese 
Government and educational institutions. More recent indica
tions are that the Japanese position might be changing. Japan 
was represented at a 32 nation Inter-Governmental Conference 
held on the I.3. in London on 15/16th February 1978 and a 
report contained in the International OfL.ce Newsletter No . 
5 stated that Japan would "j oin the Standing Conference 3.Ild 
support IBO financially". 
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Further study would appear to be pecessary,-0n the potential 
for the practical involvement, on the graun~, in the proposed 
activities. As has been noted in the case of the 1'WC of 
South East Asia, it is one thing to have the potential for 
activities integrating a'College coIJJ.mUnity with its surround
ing social matrix, but quite another tg realize that potent
ial. The writer feels that a contributing factor in Pearson's 
relative inactivity in sea rescue is associated with the vest
ed interests of existing, official, salaried rescue establish
ments which are resentful of amateur intrusions into their 
areas of responsibjlity. Then, of course, there is the ques
tion of the siting of a Japanese College. The UWC Board of 
Directors and "local experts" (presumably including members of 
the Japanese National Committee) would have to be satisfied 
that Nagoya was the most appropriate place within Japan in 
terms of opportunities for rescue and comnrunity service. 

5. Staffing by appropriately qualified teachers of the right 
calibre in a ratio of 1:10 would also bear further careful 
consideration. While there appears to be developing a world 
surplus of generally-trained teachers, the number qualified to 
teach the International Baccalaureate and who also have the 
dedication to pursue UWC philosophies in practical teTIIls is 
limited and appears not to be increasing appreciably. 

6. A final question, touched on by a number of leading UWC 
identities in London, would be the degree of enthusiasm in 
those countries which have national committees to send repre
~entative numbers of scholars to Japan. 

It is expected that these questions will be seen by the London Office 

as requiring exhaustive treatment by the N,S,£oya proposers, the 

J apanese National Committee and the UWC Board of Directors before a 

firm decision is taken to proceed with the establishment of a United 

World College of t he Orient. 

OTHER AVENUES 

The business of proliferating UWC philosophies with the 

degree of urgency and at the rate implied in the project's aims via 

new Colleges has been shown to be fr aught with difficult ies a...11d t o be 

a very slow process. Another approach to proliferation might follow 

the procedure used in the case of the Singapore College, viz to bring 

existing internat ional schools into association with the United World 

Solleges and then to assist them in moving t owards shapes and f orras 

~cceptable for the eventual assumption of full UWC status. 
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In the words of Sir Ian Gourlay: 

"Progress could well be quicker if UWC were to recognize what 
could be a growing demand by international schools to join ,, 
the UWC movement, and to accommodate in some way such sch-
ools within the UWC family. If a significant number of them 
established links with UWC, means would at once be at hand 
to increase the spread of UWC aims and ideals at a speed and 
with an effectiveness unlikely to be achieved by waiting for 
new fully fledged United World Colleges to be established. 
Through the Ql)ening up of associated status to a larger num
ber of very varied international schools there could be a 
real risk of devaluing the UWC label. It would be essential, 
therefore, that these affiliated schools were obliged to ob
serve certain conditions even if they were not exactly those 
governing existing UWC Colleges." (J) 

At the time of the writer's visit to the London Office there 

were on the boards three proposals from such schools for affiliation. 

They were from: 

The British Schools , Montevideo, Uruguay. 

The Waterford/KaMhlaba School, Mbabane, Swaziland. 

A proposed "Satul International Centre" in South Thailand. 

- The British Schools, Montevideo, occupy separate buildings on 

a common campus and are under one administration. They serve a total 

of about 1,200 students of some 20 differ ent nationalities. Teachers 

working at I.E. levels are from six different countries. The schools 

assisted in pioneering the International Baccalaureate and averae;e 70 

I.B. candidates a year. They are reported to be well located for the 

establishment of a beach rescue service. (4) 

The Waterford/ KaMhlaba School provides education for about 300 

girls and boys, mainly boar ders, f ::.0 orr. 23 countries. Half of them are 

from African and Asian "Third World" countries, half are black and 

half are white. The staff of 20 are f r om five countries. External 

examinations presented are 3ritish GCE 'A' 2.11d '0' levels. (S) 

The proposed Satul International Centre is the brain child of 

the Principal of the Songkhala Vadhana School near Haadyi in Southern 

Thailand, encour a,ged by Adr. i ;·al Hoare and receiving some financial 

support from the East Asiatic Company Limited and Lever Brothers . 
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Its aims would be: 

, 
"to provide a situation where international understanding 
can be created and nurtured between boys and girls of teen
age from different countries and cultures, and to provide a 
mea.~s whereby students from Thailand can learn skills and 
engage in activities which will be of benefit to themselves, 
to the local community and to the country generally." ( 6) 

, 

ASSOCIATED STATUS 

The writer was fortunate enough to be able to attend a meet

ing of the International Executive Committee held in London House on 

13th January 1977 when the question of UWC associated status for 

international schools was the central subject of discussion. A memo

randum entitled "UWC Assoc i ated Status for Schools" was issued on 23 
December 1976 to "help focus on the main issues" associated with the 

question. The memorandum reminded members t hat "There is as yet no 

approved definition of a UWC associated school" and proposed: "if we 

wish to speed the spread of UWC aims and ideals we must be prepared 

to harness the efforts of like minded schools everywhere and bring 

them into linked association with the movement subject to certain 

safeguards." The immediate aim of the meeting as expressed by the 

Chairman of the Committee, Sir Ian Gourlay, was 11 to decide in princi

ple whether there should or should not be UWC associated colleges" 

and, in the event that there should be , the further aim was 11to formu

late draft policy for consideration by the Board of Director s." 

Early arguments expressed the belief of speakers that t he need 

for international unde :!_' Sta.nding \·las pre ssing . The v iew was put f o.::·

ward that if the only path to spreading the UWC phi l osophy throughout 

the world was through the separate establishment of five colleges 

~dditional to the UWC of the Atlantic, then progress promi sed to be 

slow indeed. Proliferation in this way was p~oving to be more expen

sive, and there was majority agreement that a cheaper way was through 

the granting of associati on with UWC to selected inter nati onal sch

ools. Against the maj ori t:r, a r..inori ty exp:cessed the following 

reservations: 

1. Fir st was the -:: ues ti on whe the r the tot al s t rat egy of 
prolif eration had been su~·.:i c iently wc~:ked out . 
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From this question flowed doubts whether any school 
~ . 

which proposed association and ~.r,f', accepted would be 
in the right position geographically or would be ap
propriately sited via-~-vis opportunities for service 
activities . ~at was needed was a global examination 
of optimum locations for UWCs and then the project 
should invite candidates to a1Jply for associated UWC 
status. 

J. Concern was expressed also that the elitist image of 
UWCs might be sullied by too easy association with non
elitist•schools and again that too rapid proliferation 
might lead to dissipation of resources. 

Despite these reservations, however, there was soon ag~eement 

in principle t o the proposal. This having been established, the 

meeting then directed its attention to criteria needing to be satis

fied before association could be granted. Paragraph 12 of the memo

randum proposed seven points, all of which would need to be fulfilled 

before associated status might be offered: 

"(a) The school must be pursuing a genuinely international 
programme and curriculum with the expressed aim of 
developing international understanding. 

(b) The student body and the teaching staff must be signi
ficantly international in content. 

(c) Entry of students and teaching staff must be arranged 
irrespective of race, nationality and religion. 

(d) There must be an integrated social and community ser
vice programme. 

(e) If the school offers a pre-university examination at 
the age of 18, it must be the International 
.Baccalaureate . 

(f) The school must accept affiliation with UWC for the 
whole school and not just part of it. 

(g ) The school must agree to pay an appropriate annual 
affiliation fee. 11 

Discussion of these criteria led t o general acceptance of points (a), 

(b) and (f). 

On point (c), the question was raised whether mention should 

be made of ideologi cal, social and economic factors . The consensus 

was that these factor s could not be imposed on local entrants to 

2..ssociated schools but that i f such a scho:::i l .::·ecei ved UWC schol a:s , 

r,one should be barred on econorr:ic 01· s cc i al g:::·ounds . The q_uestio:1 
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of political ideology would be ::me wh'ich would be resolved by the 

,, 
government of the country in which the· school w~~ situated and 

• 
should not, therefore, be nominated in the criteria. 
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On point (ct) it was ~eed that there should be a definition 

of "community service". The suggestion that -.i. t should include life

saving was countered by the pr-oposal that that particular skill 

should be left out but that coITu~unity service should be specified as 

a kind of activity whic~ involved disciplined training towards self

sufficiency. 

Point ( e) raised the question whetr~er any school which did 

not prepare students for university entry could qualify for ass oc~a

tion. This question brought the respons e that a ruling which would 

exclude every such school would exclude schools preparing young peo

ple for, for example , agriculture and might bar a number of third 

world institutions such as Satul in Thailand . 

Point (g) raised the question of the purpose of the proposed 

associati on fee and brought the ::'esponse that as existing UWCs paid 

agreed amounts to facilitate central running expenses , so should any 

affil~ated school in recognition of its associated UWC status. 

Finally, it having been agreed in principle that there could 

be UWC-associated schools, the Chairman of the International Execu

tive Committee undertook to put the association criteria to the Board 

of Tiirectors for ratification . Applications for association could 

then be put to the Ex:ecu-vive Committee for recorrm1endations on parti

cular cases . Associated status would be g::-- anted on the understanding 

that aflili a ted sct Jols could work towards full UWC status as time 

went by . 

A flow- on development of this deci::- ::.0 ::1 has occurred. The 

Mar·ch 1978 Issue of the :;:nternational Office News2.e tter accompanied a 

photog~-·aph of the Waterford/ ~:a1'1hlaba School 1-1i th , in tel.' ali a , the 

following words: 

"Si r Ian Gourlay and Mr David Sutcliffe visited Water.: :i:-d/ 
Ka!Vfulc1,ba School in November . The object of the mission , 
fi::ianced by a grant from the Commonwealth Fnundatio:1 was to 
.inves tig :1te links between Waterfo:·d and 1.JwC , to advise on the 
introduction of the Ii and establish school to school l in.1<.s. 
••• It is felt that the fut<B'.'e inc lusion of Waterford in t he 
UWC Jrga.nisation as aL Associatei Scho ol would be a sif;nifi
cant development for UWC and i r,_ a vi tally ir::portant pa.:"t of 
the worl ci ." 
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The International Newsletter No. 5 ·of August'"J978 reported: 
~ 

"One of the highlights of the first day of the Council 
ing was a report f::com Nr Christopher Newton Thompson, 

meet
Chai:c

The man South African Trustees, Waterford Ka.Mhlaba School. 
origins and development of the sc~ool were described in 
detail and Mr Newton Thompson said that Waterford was eager 
to further, in their part of Africa, the great aims for 
which UWC and the school stood. 

A motion by J-,ord Mountbatten to welcome Waterford/Ka.Mhlaba 
School into the UWC movement as an Associated School without 
deleywas . later passed unanimously and with acclaim." 

The idea of accepting international schools into association 

with United World Colleges carries with it the potential to fly the 

UWC banner in increasing numbers of countries around the world; and 

it might have the effect of attracting broader interest in UWC ideals 

and objectives which in turn might bring increasing support from in

fluential quarters. But proliferation through such means will have a 

number of detractors who are conscious of dangers in diluting the 

essential UWC experience and in compromising the philosophical prin

ciples upon which Atlantic College was founded. 

- In spite of the Singapore precedent, there are members of the 

UWC establishment who firmly believe that the UWC experience should 

be available only to young people finishing their secondary education. 

Sir George Schuster reinforces Kurt Hahn's dictum that the "right agP" 

is 16 to 18. These young people, he says, are still open to new ideas 

and yet have attained a level of intelligence enabling them to "digest 

and ttunk properly". Sir George described the kind of thinking which 

preceded the acceptance of the Singapore International School as a 

full United World College. He said; 

"We had a chance of getting a start in Singapore by associa
ting ourselves with the Singapore International School. 
People were doubtful about it. ~iY own view was 'for heavens 
sake, let's take a chance and see what we can make of it.' 
But all the time from the beginning our whole objective was 
to develop the sixth form of Singapore as a United World 
College and regard that as the unit which was part of our 
project. We then took the line that it would be very sad to 
try to introduce the element of international understanding 
combined with activities and social service and to confine 
all that to the sixth form. We recognized that the advant
ages of that should all be allowed to spread into the lower 
classes. (7) 
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But in hindsight, Sir George Schuster·still 
., 

bNeves that United 
• 

World Colleges should be "all sixth form" and he refers to "a danger 

of losing ourselves" if proli:feration via the Singapore model should 

become the norm. 

It is likely that, deep down in their hearts, most of the 

older-established members of the United World Colleges would prefer 

to see the second part,of the statement of the aim achieved through 

the creation of new colleges in various countries attracting the 

elite of the world's sixteen and seventeen year olds as their stu

dents and starting with staffs selected for their dedication to inter

nationalism and service to rr.ankind. But the fact that proliferation 

via the Singapore model has been ratified at the top level of the 

organization and now confirmed by the admission of Waterford/Ka.JVfulaba 

implies recognition of failure to proceed expeditiously enough in the 

preferred manner. 

The prefc-red manner is to identify members of the world's 

social, political, commercial and industrial elite with the UWC's aim 

to "make education a force which unites nations and races in ways 

suited to the needs of our changing times" and to inspire them both 

to subscribe and to work at attracting such private and public con

tributions as would enable another United World College to be estab

lished in another country. 

But the magnitude of t he resources required to "establish a 

chain of international scho ols/colleges throughout the world" is now 

recogni-zed as being enormous and, perhar:s, beyond the capability of 

the pockets of the world's elite. Writing in "Hand in Hand", the 

International Journal of the Commercial Union Assurance Company in 

197 6 , Lord Mountbatten wrote: 

"We a.re a.2. ready gaining increased Governmental support and 
interest as well as help from the business world, many of 
them large multinati onal corporatims, and FounQations and 
Trusts and wealthy individuals who believe the United World 
Colleges are playing a constructive part in building a better 
tomorrow. But we desperately need more support in the form 
of scholarships and teaching fellowships, particularly for 
students from t he developing nations and once we have six 
colleges around the world in full operation I am sure this 
will be sufficient to convince all Governments that the 
scheme really wor ks . 
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"I hope that this will prompt them to open up boarding 
schools in their 9wn countries and offer places freely to 
boys and girls from other nations so that we shall soon 
have not just six colleges, not ~ixty, not even six thou
sand but a whole string of international school3 where stu
dents can come toge ther to l earn how to become good 
citizens of the world." 

• 
The paradox in this statement is, of course, that the govern-

ments of the world's wealthiest na tions are generally spending more 

on defence orgarcizations and a.._vmaments than they are on education. 

At rock bottom, the ultimate question which must be posed is whether 

the transfer of government funds increasingly from preparation for 

war to the preparation of tne your..G for the global future through a 

UWC-type education will ever be seen to be a realistic proposition. 

-
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CH.API'ER 10 

PROBLEMS 

, 

The problems which face the UWC project can be divided into 

two main areas. There are those related to external factors: the 

problems of maintaining momentum and advancing on a global scale; and 

there are those related to internal factors such as remaining finan-, 
cially viable, ensuring that students are selected in strict accord-

ance with the open selection philosophy which the project boasts, 

attracting the most appropriately identified teachers, interpreting 

and pursuing the UWC's objectives in as pure a way as possible, etc, 

etc. A range of internal problems will be dealt with before a review 

is made of the wider obstacles to progress on a global scale. 

Accountability 

The question of accountability is one which has only recently 

begun to be faced seriously by members of the administration of the 

UWC project. It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to measure 

the sl!Ccess of a system of education whose objective is to "promote••• 

a greater understanding between the peoples of the world and to make 

education a force which unites nations and races in ways suited to the 

needs of our changing times." What do UWC graduates have to do to show 

that they have or have not benefited in ways in which they were suppos

ed to benefit? 

Speaking in his office to the writer on 17th December 1976, the 

Chairman of the Board of Governors of the UWC of the Atlantic, Dr David 

Atterton said: 

"One area where we are weak at the moment is to produce an up
to-date r ecord of what's happened t o the students. They're 
t te end product of the operation, they're the indicator of t he 
success. Of course, some of our first students are just hit
ting their thirties; it's still early days. But I think 
increasingly we want to find out what's happening to them, what 
they are doing - are the ideals we fostered in them still witn 
them some ten years after they've left? (1) 
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Writing her own thoughts on this subj~t in-September 1976, . ,. 
'I 

the then Secretary of the UWC Network, Carol Ross suggested: 

"On the whole UWC seems to turn out a group of highly moti
vated people who s;ek a high level of academic, social and 
artistic involvement. There is a~high proportion of doc
tors, lawyers, engineers, researchers (scientific), econo
mists, teachers and managers, sometimes established, some
times in training through government or business programmes, 
sometimes training managers. On the other hand there is a 
large group.,i.nvolved in working abroad, many in underdev
eloped countries such as teaching English in Sierra Leone, 
working on a rehabilitation programme in Ethiopia which has 
suffered for many years from famine, teaching in Sabah 
Malaysia, doing soil surveys and land capability studies for 
resettlement sites along the trans-Sumatra Highway to aid 
redistribution of Indonesia's population, working as pretty 
much an independent engineer in New Guinea, mainly focussing 
on building roads and bridges to improve communication and 
industrial possibilities. Environmental studies, geography 
and marine science seem also to have a large guiding hand in 
direction. Many have gone into related areas." (2) 

One of the recommendations made by Miss Ross to the Seventh 

International Council meeting (Singapore, October 1976) was that "A 

statistically valid objective survey needed to be made••• to know 

whe1her the UWC aims were being met (and) to guide decisions on the 

directions the project should take." 

At the time the writer was in London, there was talk in the Secreta

riat of commissioning a research project into these questions. 

Selection of Students 

Doubt s about the steps taken by national committees to ensure 

that young people are selected purely on the basis of merit regard

less of their parents' financial means h .:::;e frequently been expressed 

over a number of years. The December 1974 Network Newsletter carried 

this corrnnent in its editorial: 

"Workin6 from the assumption tha~ a poor social mix was at 
least s omewhat understandable in the early years when the 
College (Atlantic) was not on a firm financial footing and 
it was not · easy to turn down the son of a rich man who ,just 
mentioned that he'd throw in a dorm block if his kid was 
selected, Messrs Hemery and Sutcliffe decided to see how the 
situation looks now that the school has close t o 80,c, 
scholarship entry. 
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"The answers they came up with are nothing to wri~e home 
about, I'm afraid. They found ou~ that th~~e is little or 
no measurable difference between the mix\hen and the mix 
now. While the figures are too long to cover exhaustively 
here, a sample might do tp make the same point. From 
Germany, the U.K., the U.S.A., Holland , Spain and Finland, 
between 1972 and 1974, came 161 student~ from middle-class 
or upper-class backgrounds (parents were doctors, lawyers, 
educators, business executives, politicians etc.). During 
the same period there were 39 students from working-class 
backgrounds (parents were farm labourers, clerks, cashiers, 
process workers, secretaries etc.)" 0) 

The sa~e problem was aired again by Dr David Atterton at the 

Seventh International Council meeting when he said, as reported in 

the minutes: 

"The slightly haphazard operation of some National Committees, 
with the resulting UJU'eliability of student entry, would be 
greatly helped by the laying down of guidelines by the Inter
national Executive Committee. 

"It was one of the aims of UWC to bring together as wide a 
range of social mix of students as possible, but there was 
still a preponderance of entries at Atlantic College from the 
middle classes. This could be improved by better circulation 
of in.formati on about the project by National Committees." 

During that meeting, the writer recalls that the International 
.-

President, then Lord Mountbatten, added his support to Dr Atterton's 

comment and invited the attention of all present to the Articles of the 

United World Colleges National Committee of Norway which included the 

following statement: 

"The Selection Committee , which is independent and autonomous 
in order to ensure a fair selection of students. Selection 
and distribution of scholarships shall solely be on the basis 
of ~haracter and academic standards, as well as on parents • 
pecuniary circumstances and their need for financial support." 

National Committees 

The provision 0 1.' s tudents representing rr:a.1,y diffe:cent nations 

can only occur if there are people in those countries so identified 

with UWC ideals that they a.re prepared to spend time and effort and 

money on publicizing the project, obtaining scholarship funds, canvas

sing schools fo r candidates and selecting suitable schol ars from t he 

applicants . One of Lord M01u1tbat4:.en ' s maj or cont:::-i but ions during his 

term of office as International President was his success in att:::·act

irig increasingly wide national representati on at UWCs and setting up 
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increasing numbers of national comrrJttees. 

But the quality of functioning of national committees is 

aclmowledged as being uneveb. The impression that the writer gained 

from members of the UWC establishment in London was that the older

established national committees, particularly those in Northern 

Europe were generally reliable in terms of canvassing and selecting 

appropriately and in accordance with the project's underlying social 
# 

philosophy. Their administrative machineries worked smoothly, they 

nominated and moved scholars on time and they paid their bills. Some 

of the newer national committees were experiencing difficulties in 

these areas. 

Lord Mountbatten had referred to these problems during the 

Seventh International Council meeting in Singapore in October 1976 

listing as the first of four problems: 

"The consolidation and strengthening of National Committees, 
where necessary, to ensure adequate student entry to the 
existing Colleges." 

This point was reinforced in a Secretariat note appended to Annex I 

of 'the minutes of the meeting in these words: 

Elitism 

"Following the reports from National Committees to the Inter
national Council (Agenda Item 6), it has been agreed that 
the International Executive Coll1Il'~ttee should consider at its 
next meeting on 4 November a detailed plan of action to 
assist strengthen (sic) the work of existing National Commi
ttees, to found new Committees and develop international 
scholarship support." 

A generation ago, the princi~2.l s of elitist institutions were 

not sensitive to a need to apologize for their elitism and so this 

could not have been seen by them as a :; ~··oblem. Today the fashion has 

changed and the suggestion to leaders o.::.~ the UWC that the project is 

elitist produces a self-conscious frown or smile. The thought seems 

to be that t here is nothing wrong with being elitist if you can pay 

your own way; but if the rnear..s for your financial viability lie 

incr easingly in the hands of governments committed to equality in 

education, then you have t o adjust your pos i tion a little . 
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" Lord Mountbatten is unashamed when he responds to a question on the ., 
subject. Quoted by Roger Berthoud in an article .,-,hich originally 

appeared in The Times he said: 
, 

"Of course it's an eL t ist apprcach. But it's an elite not 
of birth, wealth or _;:-.::- ivilege , but of erains, ability and 
character potential.... I don't think you can expect every 
single child to be educated internationally but, by God, the 
potentially elite should be. 11 (u) 

Dr David Atterton~ Chairman of the Board of Governors of the 

UWC of the Atlantic, goes a little further. Speaking to the writer 

on 17th December 1976 he said: 

"On the other hand I think we have to recognize the fact that 

-

( and I think the student will argue against me here) we• re 
r eally looking towards people who are going to move towards 
positions of leadership in whatever profession they move into 
ultimately. And I think the world is going to be short of 
leaders and hope some of the students will move into positions 
of leadership. They won't l i ke that because it savours of 
elitism. :But pe::-sonally I believe tha t one of t he problems of 
the world today is that there are not sufficient people of 
ability and good background who are prepared to take on the 
demands of leadership." (5) 

Against this stand is that of Sir George Schuster who, in an 

interview on 16th December 1976 said: 

"I've always been against the idea that we are going to try to 
produce a number of leaders; that our success can be measured 
in terrr,2 of numbers of leaders. My idea is that we are send
ing out into the world people who are imbued with the idea 
that whatever j ob they do they've got to do it just as well as 
i t possibly can be done with a s ense of s ocial responsibility 
and one's being involved in human relations. To put that 
spirit into people 's work s eems to me to be of terrible impor-
tance in the \,orld today." ( 6) 

Value Conflict 

Loni Hcuntbatten' s refere:1ce to the "potent ially elite" was 

recalled by the writer during a discussion with the Deputy Director of 

the Pearson College of the Pacific and negi onal Officer :or Latin 

America, Larry nuddart, on 17 tn. January 1977. Having remarked that 

"Latin Americans come from the elite and return t o the elite," and 

added, "We don't have any pool · pec}:•le .:·rom Latin America," Mr Huddart 

outlined four types of re-entry p1°oblem which had been brought to his 
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attention by numbers of Pearsorr's first ~duates during his late 

1976 tour of Latin American countries. 

"It seems to me that there are four basic areas that cause 
problems to students returning aSter two years in a United 
World College •• : and this is from observations in talking 
to twenty-seven former student~ in Latin America. 

First, on return to their country, they find that their 
former friends seem superficial. Friends they have known 
before have gone on with their own lives and diverged from 
the path ihey shared with our student. Further, our stu
dent has grown mentally more than the two years of time he 
spent here, perhaps as much as five years in some cases, and 
is very mature. And so former friendships are hard to pick 
up again. 

Secondly, there's a question of parental va.:tues. Part of 
that is inevitable, but this again is compounded partly 
because the parents themselves i magine that it's the same 
person returning who left for a UWC two years ago and tend 
to treat them then as the same age or only two years 
different when in fact they're more than two years different. 
Parents who've found satisfaction living under a military 
government, as in Uruguay, and who've made their rationali
zations and adjustments to that sort of life find it perhaps 
difficult to defend against an attack from one of their o,m 
who has had a broader look at the world and has learnt more 
about alternative life-styles, styles of government and or
ganizations of society. This can create conflict. I have in 
mind particular instances. 

Next I woulds~, related to that, questioning of the values 
of the society in the country. If you've been at Pearson 
College and , like last year, found yourself involved with 
the Amnesty group wr i t ing letters internationally to govern
ments and so on protesting against imprisonment of citizens 
and then go back to a country that does just that, this 
causes a certain :rustration and makes it difficult to read
just and to find your place in that society again. 

The final point, on entering univers ity in s ome countries , 
particularly in the developing countries, and being held t o 
entry in no more than first year in that university, our 
students have sometimes f ound that the work is r epetitious 
and puerile, that they've already done it and they have to 
wait there for a year or two years to continue their educa
tion from where it left of{ in a UWC. The answer t o that 
point I think lies wi th the National Committee, perhaps a 
sub-committee that's r esponsible for IB appr ovals and uni
vers i ty entries, in persuading local governments t o let our 
students enter second year university , where appropriate." 

Mr Huddart added: "My suggest ion to Jack has been - and he 
agrees - that when t he bus l eaves here on the last day, we 
can't j us t wave goodbye and wash t hese people out of our 
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"lives. I think we have to help them in this bridging process, 
re-entering their own societies; -that one VY of· doing that 
is to warn them beforehand that they're g~ing to face these 
problems. Then perhaps two months afterwards they should be 
written a personal letter,over Jack's signature with some 
further comments to help this bridging process." (7) 

~uality and Supply of Teacher s 

One of the most significant admitted difficulties to be faced 

by the Colleges is to attralt teachers with appropriate qualifica

tions, the right degree of dedication to the ideals of international 

education, a sufficient professional flexibility to quickly come to 

terms with the special requirements of the International Baccalaureate, 

a readiness to take responsibility in furthering the physical and 

social activities programmes with all that this entails in terms of 

sacrifice of private leisure time and a preparedness to do all these 

things for quite modest financial rewards. 

Speaking to the writer in London on 17th December 1976, Dr 

David Atterton said: 

"It is very difficult to find foreign teachers prepared to 
r,a.rticipate in extramural activities. It is also difficult 
to get them to take up a (boarding) house. I think what 
we're likely to get for a period is one or two key staff who 
provide a sort of framework of continuity and I think we 
should encourage that more than we've done in the past. Then 
we're going to bring in teaching staff from other new Colleges 
coming along who will spend a couple of years there learning 
what it's about and I think we should have an increasing flow 
of foreign teaching staff. On the activities side, they won't 
be able to play much of a role in their first year, but one 
hoµes that by their second year they will be doing- so." (8) 

The Headmaster of the UWC of the Atlanti c, Mr David Sutcliffe, 

said in an interview at London House on 1J th January 1977 that there 

were three sources of foreign teachers at present at his College. 

They were: 

1. Thos e selected and seconded, usually for two years by 
foreign ministries of education; 

2. Those financed by special fellowships; for example an 
Egyptian maths teacher had been sponsored to At.lantic 
Co~leg.e by Barclays Bank; · 

3. Others were recruited as a r esult of advertising in 
overseas countries with Atlantic College paying their 
salaries. 
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At that time, the current t ·eaching st~f at the UWC of the 

Atlantic included teaching fellows a,s follows;, 
• 'I 

Two Germans, one teaching German the other French; 

One Spaniard teaching Spanish; 

One Russian teaching Science; 

One French-Canadian sent by the Quebec Mini s try of Education 
in return for two free student scholarships; 

One Polish teacher, there by means of a fellowship paid for 
by IBM; , 

One Norwegian sel ected and paid for by the Norwegian 
Ministry of Education; 

There was a possibility tha t a Belgian woul d shortly be made available 

under similar arr angements to those applying to the Norwegian. (9) 

Both Mr Sutcliffe and Dr Atterton were strongly in favour 

of such fellowship arrangements not onl y because they helped reduce 

running costs but particularly because of the UWC spin-off value when 

these teachers returned to their own countries. Dr Atterton said: 

"But I hope we can get an increasing number of them paid by 
national governments and paid higher salaries to encourage 
them to come here. Take an area like the Philippines: I'd 

- like to feel that we had, say, two Filipino teachers at the 
College. This would achieve various objectives. I t would 
help the Philippines as a country to have teachers who know 
a great deal about the UWC and this would be a good step for
ward from our point of view. And I think one is going to 
help countries of that type if we have their teaching staff; 
I think it would upgrade them. I think the Board of 
Governors would recognize that one of our duties is to play a 
key role in the training of future UWC staff but also of 
t eaching teachers from all over the world what United World 
Colleges is all about; so that although they might not nec
essarily go to a UWC College they would at least be imbued 
with some of the ideas that we 've got." ( 10) 

In terms of s el : -sacrifi ce on the part of the teachers vi a-'a

vis a modest salary, the writer was prepared t o be most i rr.pressed by 

the 3r itish teachers at the UWC of the Atlantic. The Canadians were 

reticent about what they paid thei r teachers, but salaries were under

stood to be on a par with or slightly superior to those offered by 

Provincial Governments. Salaries paid t o teachers at the UWC of South 

East Asia are generous and refl ect the Foreign Service Allowance and 

Accommodat ion All owance factors which used t o put Br itish Ar rey School 

teachers on salaries appr oximat ely twice t hose t hey would be paid in 

the United Kingdom. 
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But although British teachers at the Uni te<i-"'World. College of 
• 'I 

Atlantic were not· complaining, in terms of what they had to do 

writer believes that they were being underpaid, even though their , 
were on a par with National scales. A 1oung teacher would 

£2,400 and, as an assistant, would progress to £5,700. One 

who was ready to take on the additional responsibilities of house-

' master would gain an allowance of up to £800 together with f ree acco

free light and c!omestic heat and, if he chose to eat in 

the dining hall, free meals. (11) 

Financial Problems 

Sir George Schuster's 1963 annual student's fee of £500 which 

should have been £1 550 has now been raised through inflation to £2995 

with a two-year Atlantic Colle6e s cholarship costing £5990. Two-year 

fee_£igures for the Pearson and South East Asian CollP.ges respectively 

are Canadi2.n $12,800 and Singapore $21,550. 

Observing straws in the wind at the Seventh International 

Council meeting in Singapore, the writer was able to discern three -main causes for worr y about keeping the existing United World Colle-

ges functioning as they were: 

1. Global inflation. 

2. The effects of individual nations' attempts to solve 
their own inflation problems - devaluation. 

J. The drying up of 11 tradi tional" private and commercial 
company funds for UWC bol s tering , leading to stronger 

• attempts to com~i t national governments. 

The following quotes i'rom the_ minutes of the Seventh International 

Council meeting are relevant: 

II i) Consolidation 

Lo~i Mountbatten sai d M. Bes se would deal with this point 
but stressed the problems created by the current period of 
worldwide inflation and recession, with the inevitable 
rise i n College costs and fees. It was vital, therefore, 
that National Committees net only maintained but increased 
their supply of students and scholarships to thE Colleges . 
without this support from the National Corr:..~ittees, the 
Colleges could net exist." (12) 
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''M. Besse, as Vice President of the International Council and Chair-
., 

man of the Board of Directors of UWC ·(Intern~ti~nal) Ltd., reported 

on the finances of the project. 

i) The Colleges 

Both Pearson College and Atlantic College had considerable 
financial problems. Pearson College was still in the posi
tion of raising funds to pay off a considerable bank over
draft and Atlantic College was faced with ever rising costs, 
a particularly difficult fund-raising climate in the United 
Kingdom and no' endowment fund. 

The s olution to these problems was not immediately apparent; 
increasing efforts were being made to gain long term govern
ment support, but much still depended on the private sector 
for the provision of scholarships. It was vital that a high 
level of scholarship entry be maintained in order to ensure 
both a sufficiently high quality of entry and the necessary 
social mix, and a heavy responsibility rested on National 
Committees for maintaining the scholarship level." (1 3) 

ii) Government Suppcrt 

Lord Mountbatten said that the first step in obtaining con
tinuing Government support was the joint appr oach now being 
made by Canada, Germany and the UK through their Ambassadors 
and High Commissioners in a number of countr ies, in co-opera
tion with local National Committees. The Diplomatic Rep-

- resentatives had been instructed by their respective Minist
ries of Foreign Aff airs to investigate making joint approach
es to obtain support not only from local governments but also 
from industry and private source,s." (14) 

"There would be a reduction in the number of scholarships 
available f1·:Jm Local Education Authorities in the UK in 1977 
due to the current economic situation, and increasing efforts 
would be made to supplement scholarship funds for British 
students, as well as for students from developing countries, 
from other sources ." (15) 

:Mr Leonard Mayer, Mexican National Committee: 

"Finance was a common problem t o all countries, but this pro
blem had escalated in this country through the recent 601J 

devaluation of t he Mexicar1 peso with the resul ting 60% r ise 
i n the cost of a sch:Jlarship. Raising scholarship support 
from governments in the develop~ri.g countries was also a 
particular pro blem; it was difficult to justify the cost of 
up to 86 ,000 for a scholarship when there were such real 
basic educational needs in these countries." (16) 

J1r Blake Pelly, Chairman, Australian National Committee: 

"Our main problems are : 

1. The increasing diffi culty of rais ing funds L.·om p:::i vate 
and Company sources. ••••••• 



' J. The present rate of inflation is givi!)i us considerable 
financial worries. A schol'arship to Singapore used to 
cost us $Aust 6,000 includin~ two ret~~n air fares. 
Today it is costing us over $8,000 •• wi may be f orced to 
make some contribution from parents a condition of 
scholarship or alternatively r educe the number of awards. 
Unless costs can be ~ontained there is a danger of gov
ernment and public donors shying off from support. More
over, in the possible event of a devaluation of Austra
lian currency, this Trust could become insolvent." (17) 

Mr J.M. Howden, Chairman, New Zealand National Committee: 

"Canvassing of CorruKercial Organizations: 

This method is proving increasingly difficult in our society. 
The majority of major countries receive many calls for 
charitable donations and it is difficult to get firms to set 
aside a set amount each year. They like to spread their 
limited charitable donations around. 

Future Policy 

Our Committee is coming around t o the vi ew that we will need 
to promote fund raising exercises rather than rely on solely 
canvassing commercial organisations." ( 18) 

Warren Elmer, President U.S. Commission: 

"Though the raisir,g of funds for scholarship and operation 
support is still an extremely complex problem, especially 
as no U.S. Government support whatsoever will be forthcom
.:t'hg in the foreseeable future, it is encouraging to note the 
payments sent forwc.rd or i n process do indicate that for the 
first time the U.S. Commissi on will be able to meet obliga
tions at or very close to the deadlines spelled out." (19) 

In the light of these comments on t he effects of world infla

tion on the potential to maintain the supply of scholars to existing 

United World Colleges, one begi ns to wonder what miracles will, if t he 

current econ~mic climate persist, enable the chain of UWC institutions 

to incrase in number t o six. 

F:::'oblems of Lar,guage and Culture 

One point which has not yet been touch2d on in this paper .is 

the fact t hat the Uni t ed World Colleges project can be seen as a late 

attempt by the proponents of i.;he British li beral philosophy to proli

ferate a range of their o,m values on a global scale . This point 

might be objected to by members of the UWC establishment , but an exa.'11-

ination of the realities of the organi:::c.tion woul d tend to support the 

proposition . Putting to one side the International Baccalaurea"e with 
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its clearly evidenced Anglo-French o~igins, the fact is that the 

existing Colleges are English-speaking ins'c:futions first, providing 

other tongues on a second-langu2€·e basis. The UWC of the Atlantic 

is the prime example, and the suggestion has earlier been made that 

the UWC of South East Asia is a British comprehensive school removed. 

The Pearson College of the Pacific is a slightly different case in 

that it is situated in an American sphere of influence and is af

fected by a French c,.olonial heritage. Pearson offers the opportunity 

to its students to learn some subjects in Frer.ch ; but its general 

language of instruction is English. In the case of the proposed 

United World College of the Adriatic, Tr ieste, the prcposed language 

of instructi on will be English with the proviso that all students will 

be required to study the Italian language and Italian civilization as 

compulsory International Baccalaureate subjects. The two major can

didates f or UWC associated status , Ka.Mhlaba and Montevideo are both 

English-speaking institutions. Satul is sometr~ ng quite different, 

so differ ent in .:·act that it will be interesting to see whether its 

association can ever be seriously entertained. 

In this regard, it was interesting at the Seventh Interna-
.-

tional Council meeting t o hear the view of Mr Leonard Mayer, Chair-

man of the National Committee of Mexico. The minutes of meeting 

report him as saying: 

"The developing countries of the world were reluctant to 
accept that their mm nat ional educational schemes could be 
bettered; the use of the I.B. was of considerable help in 
solving this problem but even more progress would be made 
with the establishment of a UWC with a teaching language 
ether than English." (20) 

Sii· &·ic Berthoud took up the same point when he was inter
viewed by ti: e writer at London Hous e on 9th December 1976. He said: 

11
::. don 't think the UWC has r eally proved itself as having 
world-w:de potential in :ts pr esent form until we have set 
up at least one or two Colleges which are not based on the 
Bri tish la..~guage and which are in countries which have quite 
different educational traditi ons . We haven't done that yet. 
All we have done is t o get a very wide range of countries 
from all around the world t o feel that our philosophies are 
those - as presented now and adapted as they are to ideas 
receivet from a wide field but still basically centred on 
ours . We have proved that they are viable and they are .ery 
accentable with only one ouesti on maJ::l: and that is the 
fina,;.1 e: ial one . Are· they (financially) viable? Will count
ries, as their nationaJ. educational programmes develop , 
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"become sensitive or ramified? ·Are thej'a;oing to be prepared 
to put up the money, to spend so much on individual students 
for this kind of thing? That has not been proved over a 
wide field." (21), 

And so the question swings back yet again to a question of 

money and ultimately again back to the kind of question that was posed 

at the end of the previous chapter: "Will the major nations of the 

world ever reach the position where they are prepared to take that 

kind of leap of faith necessary to divert funds from the machines of 

mutual destruction to the preparation of young people for the global 

future which is their innnediate prospect?" 

Henry Schoenheimer has written that there are only two opti ons 

for tomorrow's world citizens: 

"If our children are to survive at all it will be as members 
of one kind or other of global community; they will inherit 
either a global fascism, with the affluent technologised and 
hyper-militarised master races furiously antagonistic amongst 
themselves••• or they will inhabit a universally humanistic 
earth on which concern for all mankind has been translated 
into an era of peace and reasonable plenty. There are no 

- other alternatives. ( 22) 

Does it matter then whether the aims of the United World 

Colleges represent, perhaps, a last gasp of British liberal traditions 

translated into an educat i onal programme? Kurt Waldheim, Secretary 

General of the United Nations, appears to think not. In a message to 

the International President on the eve of the opening of the Seventh 

InternatiDnal Council meeting he wrote: 

"Today the importance of fostering such understanding is more 
apparent t h an ever by linking the process of education to the 
community and the disadvantaged. The objectives of each of 
the (United World) Colleges, sponsored by the International 
Council are in conformity and entirely compatible with the 
aims and goals of t he United Nations. Education has a vital 
role to play in the furtherance of international co-operat ion 
in a world whose problems are all inter-r elated. Each contri
bution towards reaching a better understanding among nations 
is of great importance to the achievement of these objectives." 

The writer took the opportunity of put ting to that venerable 

B::-itish Liberal, Sir G€ orge Schuster, the q_ue s ti on whether the drop in 

t he ocean t hat represents the abs olute number of UWC graduates as 
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against the masses of the world's school children could make any 

., 
difference to the future of the world and i~ people. He replied: • 

"I myself am convinced t hat we have started something which 
is of unique val1',e in the whole system of the education of 
the young. We cannot expect it immediately to transform 
the world, but there would be n~ progress in human life if 
no new ventures were to be undertaken unless there were a 
prospect that even in their early days they might have 
effects on the whole world. I feel strongly that what we 
have start ed represents one of the most significant new ven
tures in tile field of education and that it is vitally 
important that it should be supported by all the developed 
countries of the world, in particular by Australia and New 
Zealand as representing part of the British tradition." (2 3) 

Lord Mount::;atten' hope that "we shall soon have not six 

colleges, not sixty, not even six thousand but a whole string of 

international schools where students can come together t o learn how 

to become good citizens of the world," brings to mind an earlier plea 

by Lewis Mumford: 

"In time, these planetary student migrations will, let us hope, take 
place on an immense scale, comparable to the comings and goings of un
skilled labour from Europe to America at the beginning of the twen
tieth century; but now worldwide in scope and with teachers, not 
labour bosses, to lead them. The result of such transmigrations would 
be to enrich every homeland with mature young men and women who knew 
the ways and farings of other men, who would bring back treasures with 
them songs and dances, technical processes and civic customs, not 
least, ethical precepts and religious insights, knowledge not taken 
third hand from books, but through direct contact in every village and 
city, a touch of the unive~sal soci ety of which they form an active 
part. 

Such people would be ready fo r further study, further travel, 
further research, for further tasks and adventures, as the harried 
youn~ people of today, threatened with the horrid compulsions of war, 
caught i n the bureaucratic r o~tine of school, office and fact ory, are 
not. They would no longer live in their parochial world; that worl d 
whose narrow limits are not in fact extended by the vague dribble of 
information and suggestion that reaches them by way of books or radio, 
filter ed through many poli tical and ideological sieves. 

The present t c·ickle of s tudents al read;y passing back and forth 
between certain par ts o;~ Europe ax1d America 1.mder the Fulbright Act 
a.re still caught by the r outines of conventional education. But in 
time, their studies, their civic responsibilities and their vocational 
interest will be united in a new kind of education; and mighty 
streams of such students, fl owing back and f orth along the seaways and 
skyways, wil l eventually i r r i 5ate the parched cultural s oil of many 
lands." (24 ) 
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The United World Colleges project has been shown to be an 

idealistic educational venture which takes sixteen-year-old and 

seventeen-year-old scholars selected on the basis of intellectual and 

social merit from as m~ national and racial groups of the world as 

possible through two years of pre-university education involving 

rigorous, globally-focused and future-oriented academic endeavour, 

challenging physical activity and conscientious, caring social service, 

all carried on within and without culturally-heterogeneous boarding 

institutions. 

It had its origins in dialogue between a German schoolteacher 

and a .British air marshal and got going through the zealous and dedi

cated efforts of a British admiral supported by representatives of the 

upper echelons of British society and big business. It benefited from 

immediate financial assistance provided by a r ich Frenchman and has 

since ~ttracted the support of aristocratic and upper-echelon Anglo

philes in other, mainly European, countries. 

It started in that part of the world where war had wrought the 

greatest havoc over a period of six years and where post-war reflection 

had led to practical pursuit of the thought that rampant nationalism 

ought to be trimmed in fav~ur of regional co-operation moving, in time, 

towards 9conomic, social and even political inter-dependence. 

The proj ect subsequently became more ambitious in its object

ives and more global in its orientat i ons under the leadership of Lord 

Mountbatten. His lifetime of world experience through top-level Ser

vice and diplomatic i nvolvement combined with post-war reflection on 

conflict and the state of the world had persuaded him that the unique 

scheme of education being practised at Atlantic College carried with.in 

it a potential for uniting the nations of the world. 

Lord Mountbatten's aim to have established six United World 

Colleges around the globe had not been realized by the time he retired 

as President of the United World Colleges' International Counc~l. 
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The additional one United World College which came into existence 

during his period of leaderphip can be seen to be largely a 

national tribute to the memory of Canada'S:_. well-loved, internation

ally-aware Prime Minister, Lester B. Pearson. 'I'he other College, 

the United World College of South East Asia, has been shown to be 

essentialiy an overseas-located British comprehensive school owing 

its existence to a stt of factors totally different from those which 

brought about the creation of the College of the Atlantic and Pearson 

College. 

At this time, the force of latter-day British liberalism 

pointed in the direction of international unification through educa

tion has not been sufficiently strong to inspire internationally

oriented groups in other nations to create new colleges on the 

Atlantic model. The one exception to this assertion is the still

awaited United World College of the Adriatic in Trieste which, despite 

numerous physical and political setbacks, will probably get off the 

ground during the next year or two. Because of the problems besetting ., 
His Imperial Majesty The Shah, it is most unlikely that a UWC will be 

started in Iran. Despite occasional protestations from the U.S. 

Commission, it is quite unlikely that the UWC will establish a beach

head in the U.S.A. because the Americans are not inclined at this 

time in history towards following any British initiative, especially 

in the field of education; and they have national and international 

problfms enough. Germany is unlikely to make available the castle 

originally proposed as the home of a UWC and cannot be expected to 

find a suitable alternative property. Venezuela should not be expect

ed to set up a college in any form which might have been envisaged by 

Professor Vladimir Yackovlev in his feasitility study. In the case of 

Japan, the Chairman of the International Executive Committee, Sir Ian 

Gourlay told the author in a letter dated 19th April 1978, "••• there 

is nothing to report on progress of the United World College of the 

Orient. I think it is a dead duck." 

In the case of Venezuela, there is a possibility that a UWC 

of a different form might take off as a result of the first visit to 

Latin America by the ~ew International President, H.R.H. the Prince 
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5 of August 1978 

"He described the conver~ations he had held with H.E. Senor 
Carlos Andres Perez , the President of Venezuela, about the 
possibility of faunding a UWC agriculturally orientated 
college. The Prince of Wales said he fe l t that the United 
World Colleges had a better chance of expanding more rapidly 
in the world and making an even better contribution if they 
diversified their activities and developed a real effort 
towards the undeYstanding and tackling of some of the world's 
obvious needs such as the global food shortage. He therefore 
hoped that the International Council would be sympathetic to 
a degree of diversification along these lines and would be 
prepared to see the necessary enquiries and feasibility 
studies set up." 

On the question of the provision of funds for UWC scholar

ships, the future seems to be fairly bright. Whereas the UWC of the 

Atlantic has traditionally relied on between 20 and 25 per cent of its 

beds to be filled by paying students, that figure in the case of the 

1977 entry dropped to 5 per cert only. The College's News-sheet of 

October 1977 stated: 

... "Ninety-five per cent of them (students) have been nominated 
by our National Committees or by Ministries of Education, our 
highest scholarship entry to date. This encouraging level of 
support has enabled the Eoard of Governors to take the policy 
decision that all students entering the College from 1978 
onwards must do so sponsored by scholarship programmes which 
ensure beyond any question of doubt that every place is 
awarded irrespective of the scholarship winner's financial 
circumstances ." 

The writer understands that t he one- hundred per cent scholarship has 

been achieved for the September 1978 entry . This feat has undoubtedly 

bee~ accomplished through the EEC/ACP/Lome Convention connexion which 

carries the potential of enabling future leaders of the forty-seven 

associated African, Caribbean and Pacific countries to receive an 

expensive finishing education at the United Worl d College of the 

Atlantic. If this sou.::-·c: e of scholarships remains a viable supplement 

to that provided by national committees and ministries of educati on , 

it should enable the divers i on of an over-supply of scholars from 

es tablished sources to Pearson and the United World College of South 

:2ast Asia. It could even lead to more positive encouragement from 
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• spea..~ing environments outside Europe and in countries other than ex-

British colonies. In these circumstances, Japan might qualify. , 

BROADER PERSPECTIVES 

As one looks at the world in this last quarter of the 20th 

century, the future for the proliferation o~ the British-inspired 

venture into the use of education for the purpose of uniting mankind 

appears paradoxic~lly to be both dim and bright. 

Among the f orces that dim the prospects are world economic 

trends which seem t o be pushing nati ons unwillingly but increasingly 

towards economic i3olationism. This phenomenon, when it occurred 

between the two world wars, f ostered the development of nationalism 

and might be expected, now, to do the same. 

Again, there is some evidence that certain countries are 

creati ng policies deliberately designed t o draw their yo1mg away f r om 

other-than-home-nation influences and inwards for the purpose of 

national/cultural indoctrination. The motives behind the decisions 

of t he Federal nepublic of Gerrrm .. '1Y , Fr ance and Singapore not t o re

cognize t he International Baccalaureate for tertiary-entrance purposes 

in respect of their own nationals educated at home are clearl y asso

ciated wi th determinat ion that the nations' young shall be imbued with 

knowledge of t he nations' culture. (See p. 17) 

Evidence from J apanese s tudents at the United World College of the 

Atlanti c was that, on r eturn t o J apan, they would have t o undergo 

further education in J ap211es e history and culture for a year or per

haps two before they would be admitted t o J aparlese univer siti es. 

:;-;-,dcnesis., d s o , i s taking s teps along these lines. Singapore 's "The 

S-;:-,:::-ai ts Time s II of 9 May 1970 'iUoted .Mr Abdul I r san, Fi r st Secr etary of 

I nformation and Cul ture at the I ndones i an .Embassy as s aying: 

"By the end of 1979, all our s tudents below coll ege leve l 
should go back to I ndone .s ia. They have t o , by law, go 
through t he national educational programme at the pr imary 
a..'1.d secondary l evel s ." 
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, Such trends as these might be expected to strengthen.,in future, parti-.,. ,, 
cularly in the case of nations whose governments a~e strongly influ-

enced by national religions, especially Islam. 
, 

Then there is the question of which countries would on the one 

hand wish, or on the other hand be seen fit, to host United World 

Colleges and become party to an international education movement so 

frankly liberal and democratic in the broadest British sense of those , 
words. A glance at an Amnesty map of the world will show that the 

vast maj ority of the earth's surface and peoples are now under the 

control of regimes classified as: 

Category 1 : Reign of terror and mass murder; 

or Category 2: Widespread torture; 

or Category 3: More than 10,000 political prisoners; 

or Category 4: Non-violent dissent severly restricted. 

Appearing in white and :·ated "Category 5 - basic freedoms preserved", 

are a handful of countries including: 

All the countries of Western Europe, with Greece, Turkey and 
Is.r-ael; 

Iceland and Greenland; 

U.S.A., Canada and Venezuel a; 

The Caribbean countries minus Cuba; 

J apan, India, Malaysia and Papua-New Guinea; 

Australia and New Zealand; 

Botswana - the only country so classified in Africa. 

In an article syndicated in "The Fiji Times" of 31st Jul y 1978 and 

entitled "Reign of Ter ror", Ni cholas Bethel of London wrote: 

"Generally, though, the forc es of barbarism are clearly 
advancing across the map. And a complacent Western world, 
which for all its faults remains the fortress of human 
dignity, does not seem to be resisting the invasion." 

Insofar as this is true, future homes for United World Colleges would 

seem to be decreasing in number rather than increasing. 

The final dimming force to be deal t wi th here is the trend 

t owards increasing expenditure on weapons of war and, latterl y in USA 

and USSR, on civil defence. In a "Fiji Times" article published 

= 
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24th October 1977 (United Nations D~y) , Milt<;_.o Lettenberg of New 
~ 

York quoted the Stockholm International Peaee Research Institute 

(SIPRI), 1977 yearbook on worl d armaments and disarmament as 

f ollows : 
, 

"The increasing amount of resources spent on arms races in 
. in the world today , particularly on the arms race between 
the United States and Russia , together wi th the uncontrolled 
international trade in arms and the proliferating capability 
t o produce ~uclear weapons will probably make t he next decade 
an exceedingly dangerous period . " 

With reference t o the increasing involvement of developing countries 

in significant a:cms deals , Lettenoerg quot es SIPRI as reporting that : 

"In 1956 , NATO and the Warsaw Pact countries accounted for 
85 per cent of total world military expenditure while third 
world countri es accounted for about 5 per cent . Twenty years 
late r , NATO and Warsaw Pact military spending was just over 
70 per cent of the world total while third world spending had 
climbed to 15 per cent ." 

On the question of nuclear power potential , Let t e nberg notes : 

" ••• it is revealed that by 1984 no fewer than 29 non
nuclear weapon countries are likely t o have nuclear ..:·eactors 
with a potential plutonium production rate sufficient t o 
make 20 kiloton atomic bombs a day ." 

And in compa::·ing nati :::mal defence expenditure with expenditure on 

inter:,ational aid , he wrote : 

".In 1976 , world military expenditure was about US~J34 , 000 
million ; in comparison , the total official development aid 
t o third world countries in that year was some US$ 25 , 000 
million - or less than 8 per cent of total world expenditure 
on arms ." 

The factors di3cussed above have t o be recognized as operating 

s trongl y against the establishment o:~ a world climate conduc ive t o the 

sp~eading of t he United World Colleges ide~l . 

Are there any grounds for hope of the type expressed by Sir 

George Schuster as r eported or; page 121 ? There may be some - even 

some associated with the factors whicr. appear to be working in the 

opposite directi on . 

For example , there does seem t0 be a ~owin,s- awa:::·eness -:>f the 

physical oneness and sr.:allness of the eart h as a self- s..;.staining 

planetary machine whose partial o~ even t otal destructi on by man ' s 
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mismanagement is now distinctly possi bl'e. This flct is probably 

coming more to be realized in developed countries,\han in others 
• and places a heavier responsibility on them than they have ever 
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shouldered before. Insofar as they can be considered genuine and , 
not cynical theatrical performances acted out .:f'or world Public 

Relations purposes, the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks between the 

U.S.A. and Russia might be taken to imply a sense of global respon

sibility on the part of the world's two most powerful nations. 
, 

The current trend towards economic isolationism also might 

not be as narrowing an influence this time as it was before. It is 

possible that nations will not so much draw within their own national 

frontiers as within the boundaries of the regional economic groupings 

they are forming. The idea of Europe does seem to be catching on in 

other areas of the world. Asean is a case in point and a similar 

tendency is observable amongst the new nations of the South Pacific. 

The mass media, too, which now envelop the world and which 

might be seen as the network from which will proceed the realization 

of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin 1 s noosphere, could have a world-unifying 

influence. It has been suggested that the U.S.A's face-losing with

drawal ffom Vietnam was connected with national revulsion against the 

jungle and paddy-field battles brought by television into the living 

rooms of middle-class Americans. Again, the tremendous increase in 

tourist-miles travelled around the world by more and more of both the 

affluent and the not-so-affluent of the world's developed nations and 

increasingly into third world countries could lead to greater aware

ness and more sensitive world-caring attitudes on the part of those 

who undertci.ke such journeys. 

Maybe the phenomenon of the growth of the world population 

which, according t o the U .lJ. Demographic Yec:;.rbook will double from 

4040 milli on in 1976 to 8080 million i n 2013, wi l l provide the s pur of 

urgency necessary for more attention to be paid to international and 

6·lobal su....-ryival and l ess to individual nati or:al 3€grandizement. 

From these brief remarks it becomes ojvious that the future of 

the world must be seen t o be ultimately the responsibility of the 

developed nations of the world and, if Henry Schoenheimer's "gl obal 

facism" is to be avoided, the responsibili ty of the deve l oped liberal 

democracies. 
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And the developed liberal democracies ~e the very ones which 

can, in truth, answer, "We are already practi:;.!ng iriternational edu• ., 
cation. Are not large percentages of the places in our universities 

and technical colleges given over to students from such and such ,, 
countries both neighbouring and distant?" 

Here is raised the question which can slip away unnoticed un

less one is very careful to keep it to the fore. It is a deliberate 

part of the United Wor~d Colleges' philosophy that its students should 

be pre-university school students. The point is maintained on the 

basis of Kurt Hahn 's thoughts (seep. 25) that human beings of such 

an age are more susceptible to guidance towards passionate involve

ment in that which is good than those who are preoccupied with train

ing for jobs. Professor Arnold Toynbee has already been quoted as 

saying the same: 

"The period of life at which it is easiest to fraternize is 
childhood and youth. In those earlier stages of human life, 
human beings are conscious of their common humanity . They 
are not alienated from each other by differences of race or 
nationality or religion." ( 1 ) 

Lord~Mountbatten also found early encouragement from U Thant, then 

Secretary General of the United Nations . In his article for "Hand in 

Hand", Lord Mountbatten wrote; "He strongly supported the project and 

said that we were tackling the problem at the right age." (2) 

These suggestions that the United World Colleges' age is the right age 

seem to be borne out by the actions of some governments in insisting 

that their school children go through national schemes of education 

before•moving on to tertiary education, as reported on page 125. 

The other factor which can move out of focus unless one 

deliberately keeps it in view is that of elitism. Professor Toynbee 

again has written: 

"Exceptionally able individuals ought to be given , I should 
say , the best education from which they are capable of 
profiting. I also think that these able individuals should 
be required, in return for being given this opportunity by 
society, to use their exceptional personal gifts for the 
benefit of socie ty." (J ) 

Trends set in this chapter have suggested that the responsibi

lity foe:· the survival of the human race living under regimes other 
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than local varieties of fascism lie squarely with the re~aining ., ,,. 
developed liberal democracies. And it i~ the aui;h~r's firm belief 

that education of the type practised by United World Colleges can 

strengthen the force of liberal ~emocracy in time perhaps to the 

extent of turning the tide against the "forces tif barbarism". 

And here, an acknowledgement must be made and a warning 

sounded. 
# 
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First, the liberal democracies are probably those which have 

over the past decade or two already broadened their national educa

tional programmes to take into account non-national and global issues 

particularly in studies of the arts, literature, art and music; the 

sciences, ecology/environmental science; and, perhaps in some cases, 

human geography, history and even religion. 

Second, it is possible that some of the world's liberal demo

cracies might not be prepared to be seen to be taking a lead from 

Britain in moving towards more international styles of education. The 

author did seem to detect just a hint of resentment at Pearson College 

over the thought tha~ Pearson was a British venture directed from the 

London Office. And Peter Jolley, in fighting his case for full UWC 

status for the then Singapore International School said: 

"I have always envisaged the Central Organization of the 
United World Colleges not as the guardian of a fixed model 
but as a powerhouse of ideas, a kind of resources centre for 
those who want to venture into international education." (4) 

And, of course, it has to be acknowledged that the Governors, the 

Headmaster and staff of the United World College of the Atlantic see 

as one of their most important roles that of exciting the imaginations 

of visiting VIPs with a view to t hei r catching the idea and, hopefully, 

sending teachers and fell ows there for training involvement. When 

Lord Mountbatten wrote "not just six colleges, no t sixty, not even six 

thousanc. but a v:hole st:!"ing of international schocls", he was obviously 

not thinking of UWCs directed from the London Office, but rather of 

foreign-government-established internati onal s chools set up in liberal 

democratic countries, espousing UWC ideals and encouraging these 

throughout their spheres of influence - j ust as Britain is now doing 

through the Commonwealth Offi ce and its embass i es and high commissions . 
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In the author's view, the danger at this time in the develop-. ,. 
ment of the United World Colleges project is•t~at it might become 

proliferated not through new tailor-made colleges based in other 

countries on the models of the Atlantic and Pearson Colleges, but 

rather through already-established interna~ional schools owing their 

allegiance more to parental/national influences than to international 

idealism. The breakthrough in this direction has already occurred as 

reported on pages 102,et seq. Such proliferation would spread the 

name "United World Colleges" around the globe more quickly than has 

been the case since 1962. But the author doubts that the s e lecti on 

of students for international education on the basis of their parents• 

having been posted overseas by a fim or a government is necessarily 

the most valid form of selection. And having said that, he must 

immediately add that these remarks should not be taken to imply 

either: 

a. that children accompanying pa.rents on overseas postings 
should be denied the best form of international education 
that ca.~ be provided for them if their parents prefer 
this to a form of national education provided overseas; 

b. that the safeguards built into the conditions applying 
to the UWC's admission to associated status of existing 
international schools is in any way inadequate. 

The new International President, the Prince of Wales's sug

gestion that "the United World Colleges had a better chance of expand

ing more rapidly in the world and making an even better contribution 

if they diversified their activities and devel oped a real effort to

wards-the understanding and tackling of some of the world's obvious 

needs such as the global food shortage," ( p . 124) is obviously a 

wor thy thought. This would ma.1<.e more apparent t he world-caring 

philosophy of the United Wor ld Col leges projec t as we l l as salving the 

consciences and perhaps enabling t he practical involvement in third 

world probler:;s of UWC st-u.dents and graduates. But t he author believes 

that such diversification, if it became the norm, might well lead to 

t he dissipation of the academic force of t he United World Colleges 

which is just as relevant and necessary t o the future political , 

administrative and professi onal leade :·s of t he world, especially those 

of the developing ccuntries, as is knowledge of agricultural science 

to the world's future farmers . 
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As one born in Australia, having served in the Australian Army 

for more than twenty years and now'finishing this paper for an award 

from an Australian tertiary institution, the writer must direct his 

final trumpeting at the home country. 

The word~ of Sir George Schuster come to mind, particularly 

the last sentence of his pa,agraph reproduced on page 121: 

"I feel strongly that what we have started represents one of 
of the most significant new ventures in the field of educa
tion and that it is vitally important that it should be 
supported by all the developed countries of the world, in 
particular by Australia and New Zealand as representing part 
of the British tradition." 

What are the chances of Australia becoming the home of a 

United World College? Is there a need for one there? Would anyone be 

interested in encouraging such a s tep into the world future? Would 

there be any benefit to Australi2 - would it be cost-effective? Could 

it provide the right climate for the finishing education of youngsters 

from many ~different nations? 

First, there is no doubt that in the author's mind that if 

H.R.H. Prince Charles should ever become Governor General of Austr a

lia, intense interest would immediately be shown in the idea of found

ing an Australian UWC with support from the establishment, Federal and 

State Governments, big business, the land, etc, etc. 

There are minor indications that Australia is marginally 

i ,,terested in internationalism in education. For example, at the time 

when the flush of educational innovation was still fresh on the cheeks 

around the end of 1975, a number of public meetings were held in 

Canberra "To Propose an International School". The A.C.T. Schools 

Authority, the Department of Foreign Affairs and the Commonwealth 

Teachers 1 · Federation were interested and sent representatives to the 

meetings~ Further developments are not lmown. Australia's attendance 

at the IBO Conference held in London in February 1978 and, it is 

believed, ·subsequent acceptance of membershi p of the "Standing Confer

ence of Ministers of Education to help 'guide and review' the progress 

of the I. 3.," (5) is encouragi ng. 
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However, indications generally are no! bright. The author 

remembers at the end of 1975 discussing with..the then Chairman of 
~ 

the Australian UWC National Corruni ttee, 11r .Blake Pelly, the possi bi-

li ty of ever establishing a United World College in Australia. His ,, 

answer was that there was no intention ever of taking such a step as 

it was in Australia's interests to send scholars out to experience 

overseas cultures and not to bring overseas scholars in to experience 

Australia. 

lf the incidence of school children learning foreign langua

ges can be taken as a measure 0f the interest of educational authori

ties in internationalism then, once again, the picture is dim. In 

his key note address, "The Relevance of a Multi-Lingual Approach to 

Australian Education" presented to a symposium at the Australian 

National University in August 1975, the Corrunissioner for Community 

Relations, The Hon A.J. Grassby, gave some rather depressing stat

istics. In following up his opening statement that "Australia is the 

last major bastion of monolingual education in the developed world 

today", Mr Grassby enlightened his audience with the following facts 

and opinions: 

"There still survives in some places the xenophobic view that 
for an Australian to have a second langu~e is some kind of 
treason ••• " 

"In 1952 (in N.S.W.), 51 per cent of leaving certificate can
didates studied French - 20 years later in 1972 this was 
r educed to 11 per cent and Latin in the same period almost 
disappeared, dropping from 11 per cent to 1 per cent •••• and 
although nearly 1,000 students are taking Indonesian in 
N.s.w. this year they still only represent in the leaving 
certificate examinations taken together with Japanese stu
dents no more than 3 per cent." 

"A survey by the Universities Commission has given rise to 
the estimate that the accelerating decline of languages in 
Australian schools both public and independent is so great 
t hat languages will have disappeared from Australian schools 
in eight years." 

"Whatever the reason, the facts speak for themselves that 
Australia is flying against the world in killing language 
studies when every developed country on earth is giving 
them a new importance." 

"So the world shows a new multilingual face t o an Australia 
retreating further into cultur al and linguistic insularity ." 

( 6) 
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In the writer's mind there are many things wrong with A~stra-., 
lian education. As implied by Mr Grassby, in re£~d to other langua-

ges and cultures, it is isolationist. Generally, it seems to have lost 

its way and now to be lacking in a sense of purpose. Once, it was gui

ded by a blend of the forces of Empire and util~tarianism. These main

springs fitted will within the strait-jacket of heavily-centralized 

State bureaucracy; but they did provide sets of standards and a sense 

of purpose, albeit purpose of a lower rather than a higher order. Now , 
there is bedazzlement in diversity; teachers and students alike are 

pointing in seventeen different directions at the one time; a f.cantic 

smorgasbord of elec tive "involvements" to be superficially experienced 

rather than studied in deep and disciplined fashi9n temporarily excites 

the weaker students and insults the intelligence of the serious; the 

pursuit of equality in education has led to the fulfilment of Henry 

Lawson's wish t hat "the rich shall be educated down". (7) Professor 

Harry Messel deplores what he considers to be the facts that "Austra

lia's present educational system (is) creating a nation of 'undiscipli

ned, selfish guitar players"', that "permissive education (is) destroy

ing standards throughout Australia", and that "Young people (are) being 

betrayedr 2nd their lives stunted rather than fulfilled." (8) Over 

the whole scene of Australian education there seems to be spread the 

cheapness of ephemeral materialism and an unwillingness to acknowledge 

that there are values other than those of the supermarket and the used

car sales yard. 

If there is any truth in these allegations, it would suggest 

that there _is need for serious reflection along the lines of that 

undertaken by Kurt Hahn and detailed in Chapter 4. And perhaps a 

United World College receiving the crEam of the ycuth of the nations 

of the w:::i r ld and set up in a location where acaderr.ic learning and sEr

vice activities could be pursued to maximum effect might have a salu

tary effect and provide a mode: inspiring emulation. 

Professor Charles Birch has proposed that Australia should use 

its unique situation and condition deliberately to reorganize itself 

along the lines of a "sustainable society for the future". using the 

phrase used earlier by Kurt H~m and attributed by him to Leslie 

Weatherhead, he says: 



• "The 'moral equivalent of war' for Australia could be the 
vivid image of a new sort of s :.:ciety and a new sort of 
human being in this,southern continent. Imagination is 
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the mainspring of a new motivation. We ha·; e to break the 
imagination barrier and crash out of our convention ridden 
views into a revolutionary new ideology for the future." (9) 

And on education he writes: 
, 

"Our most important educational task is to bring a global 
awareness of the interdependence of all countries to all 
people in our country, especially the younger generati vn 
whose minds are being moulded now. Time is running 
short." (10) 

Perhaps the purpose vacuum which now exists in Australian 

education could be filled by the creation of an awareness and the 

pursuit of new values associated with the oneness and smallness of 

the earth and the interdependence of all of us who are travelling on 

it. Perhaps Aust~alia as a whole would benefit from having its young 

introduced by direct contact to the vast variety of cultural richnes

ses of which it is hardly yet aware while at the same time accepting 

resp;nsibility for fostering the liberal democratic values to which 

it owes its origins. And perhaps one way of moving in this direction 

would be to set up a United World College of Australa$ia. 
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Arab Republic of Egypt 

A::-gentina 

Australia 

Austria 

., 

University of Sofia 

All universities· 

" 
" 
ti 

ti 

ti 

All universities 
II 

II 

Belgium 

Brazil 

Bulgaria 

Canada 

Denmark 

Ecuador 

Eire University College, Dublin, University of Dublin 

+ Fed Repub Germany 

Finland 

+ France 

Ghana 

Hong- Kong 

I;dia 

Iran 

Israel 

Italy 

Malaysia 

Malta 

Netb.erlands 

New Zealand 

Nigeria 

Eorway 

Philippines 

+ Singapore 

Spain 

Sri Lanka 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

Turkey 

Universi ty of Helsinki 

University of Ghana 

University of Hong- Kong 

Hebrew University of Jerusalem. 
Barllan , Negev , Tel-Aviv 

Universiti Malaya 

The :S~yal Un.:versi ty of .r-:al ta 

All universities 

All universities 

Universities of 

All universities 

Al l univereiti es 

All universities 

Ahmadu Bel l o Uni, Zari~ . Uni3 Ibadan, 1% Js 

Fribourg , Geneva , Lau sanne 

All universiti es 

All universities 

All universities 

All universities 

All universiti es 

All universities 

United Kingdom All universities 



APPENDIX A (cont) 

United States of America All major W1iversities level CEEB 

Urguay All universities 

Venezuela All universities 

+ indicates acceptance of IB foreign student s and own nationals 
living abroad . 



., 
UNITED WORLD COLLEGE OF 'I'HE ATLA(''NC 

PUBLIC APPEAL FUND 
, 

AMOUNTS OVER £5,000 

Dulverton Trust 
Mr and Mrs P. Ma.resi ($600.000) 
Bernard Sunley Cha.ritai1e Foundation 
H.M. Government -(Foreign Office) 
Sir George Schuster 
Anonymous. Science Block Donation. 
Federal German Government 
M. Antonin Besse 

{

Steel Co of Wales · 
John Summers & Sons 

British steel Corp United Steel Companies 
Stewarts and Lloyds 

Ford Foundation ($140,000) 
Grant Foundations (For Extra Mural Dept) 
The Hon E.H.R. Wills 
Drapers Company 
National Westminster Bank Ltd 
Mr E. Weiss 
Anonymous 
Sir J,ames Whitaker 

· Guest, Keen & Nettlefolds Ltd 
Imperial Chemicals Industries Ltd 
Anonymous 
Daily Mirror Newspapers Ltd 
Goldsmiths Company 
s.G. Warburg & Co 
Dunlop Company Limited 
B.K.L. Alloys (in memory of Mr Rudolph Hahn) 
Joseph Lucas (Industries) Ltd 
Massey .Fergus.on & Perkins Group 
Barclays Bank Ltd 
Cammell Laird & Co Ltd 
Marks & Spencer Ltd 
Shell Petroleum Company Limited 
Cadbury and Fry 
Cortaulds Ltd 
King George's Field Foundation 
The Hon Lady Schuster 
Unilever Ltd 
Wolfson Foundation 
Lloyds Bank Ltd 
¥.idland Bank Ltd 
H.D.H. Wills Charitable Trust 
Pilgrims Trust 
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation 

APPENDIX B 

As at 1 Nov 76 

365,000 
257,960 
210,000 
100,000 
88,795 
81,500 
72,000 
65,000 

70,000 

50,000 
50,000 
36,000 
35,500 
31,750 
30,251 
30,000 
39,430 
28,000 
26,000 
25,000 
20,400 
22,200 
23,500 
14,000 
13,150 
15,960 
12,928 
10,500 
10,500 
10,500 
10,500 
10,000 
10,000 
10,000 
10,000 
10,000 
10,000 
9,000 
9,000 

10,007 
8,000 
7,500 
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APPENDIX B (cont) . 
"I , 

qrporation and Members of Lloyd's & Lloyd's .Brokers 

£ 

1,-soo 
1,000 

1,000 

: Foseco Minsep , 

The Summers• Charitable Trust 

British Nylon Spinners Ltd 

International Computer and Tabulator Ltd 

British Petroleum Co Ltd 

.Anonymous 

Mrs Evelyn K. Staines' Will Trust 

.Anonymous 

Rubinstein Concert 

AMOUNTS lJNDER £5,000 

Grand Total 

TOTAL 

17,500 
6,450 
5,005 

5,005 
5,000 

5,000 

5,000 
10,060 

5,932 

2,046,283 

175,323 

2,203,606 
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APPENDIX C 

., . ,. 
UNITETI WCRLD COL~Ex:;.ES OF rHE ATL.A)JT1C 

NUMBERS 0F STlillEl.'JTS BY COillJTRT OF ORIGIN PRESENT 1976/77 & 1977 /78 

Z0NE/COlrnTRY 

EUROPE 

United Kingdom 
Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Eire 
Finland 
Fra-ice 
Germa..vzy 
Greece 
Italy 
Malta 
Netherlands 
No-rway 
Poland 
Portugal 
Spain-" 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
USSR 

NORTH AMERICA 

Canad.a 
USA 

LATIN AMERICA 

3:razil 
Mexico 
Venezuela 

1976/77 

73 
1 
4 

10 
2 
7 
5 

29 
2 

1 ,3 
1 

18 
15 
1 
1 

11 
12 
3 

213 

18 
24 

42 

4 
5 
5 

14 

1977/78 

73 

5 
8 
1 
6 
8 

30 
4 

16 

18 
16 
3 

7 
12 
5 
1 

213 

21 
15 

.36 

4 
3 
6 

13 
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APPENDIX C (cont) 

... , 
: : ZONE/COUNTRY . 1976h1 ,, 

. 1211hB 
·, • y 
, 

, 
THE CARIBBEAN 
Bahamas . . 2 - 1 
Bermuda 3 2 

Jamaica 1 
Trinida & Tobago 1 1 

6 5 

THE MIDDLE EAST 

F.gypt 1 1 
Iran 4 5 
Israel 2 1 

Jordan 2 3 
Lebanon 2 1 

Turkey 2 1 

13 12 

AFRICA 

Kenya 3 1 

Nigeria 1 

Rhodesia-- 1 2 

Rwanda 1 
Senegal 3 
Sierra Leone 1 

Sudan 2 

Uganda 2 

5 12 

.@! . 
Afgha.l'listan 1 
China People's Republic 6 
Hong Kong 6 11 
India 2 4 
Indonesia 1 1 
Japan 9 12 
Malaysia 14 9 
Philippines 1 2 
Singapore 1 2 
Sri Lanka 1 

34 49 

AUSTRALASIA 

Australia • 3 2 

New Zealand 4 2 

7 4 
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·.;. ~: APPENDIX D 

' ' . , ,. , 

., 
UNITED WORLD COLLffiE OP THE ATL~IC 

INTERNATIONAL BACCAf,AUREATE COURSES OFFERED 

FROM SEPT 76 

LANGUAGE A 

Danish HS 

English HS 

French HS 

German HS 

Italian HS 

Norwegian 
HS 

Spanish HS 

Swedish HS 

-Arabic+ 

Dutch+ 

Finnish+ 

Hebrew + 

Malay + 

Polish + 

Serbo 
Croat + 

Turkish + 

Welsh + 

LANGUAGJ B STUDY OF MAN SCIENCE 

English HS Economics HS Biology 
HS 

French HS Geography HS Chemis-
try HS 

German HS History HS Physics 
HS 

Russian HS Chinese Environ-
Studies s mental 

Spanish HS Studies 
Environ- s 

Chinese s mental I Marine 
Studies s Science 

Italian s s 
Linguistics Photo-

s I graphic 
Philosophy s 

I 
Science 

! s 
Political I Physical 
Thought s I Science 

(must be 
taken 

at H & s) 

! 
I 

i 
I I I 
i 
: 

H Higher Level 

S Subsidiary Level 

+ May be offered by Mother Tongue 
students without formal tuition . 

MATHS 

One 
sub-
ject 

HS 

OPI'IONS 

Art HS 

Music HS 

A 2nd sub-
ject from 
any of 
Gps 1 - 4 



APPENDIX E 

... 
# 

LESTER B PEARSON COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC 
,.J 

• y 

NUMBERS OF STUDENTS BY COONTRY OF ORIGIN PRE3ENT 1976/77 & 1977/78 

• ZONE/COUNTRY 

··NORTH AMERICA 

Canada 
USA 

EUROPE 

United Kingdom 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
Greece 
Ireland 

. . Italy 
Malta 
Netherl-ands 
Norway 
Poland 
Spain 
Sweden 

LATL~ AMERICA 

Argentina-
Brazil 
Colombia 
Equador 
Guatemala 
Mexico 
Peru 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 

THE CARIBBEAN 

Bahamas 
Jamaica 

, 

1976/77 

58 
11 

69 

8 
2 
1 
2 
1 
8 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
4 

47 

1 
4 
5 
2 

4 

3 
6 

25 

2 
2 

h 

1977/78 

61 
7 

68 

7 
2 

2 
2 
8 
1 
4 
5 
2 
3 
4 
2 
1 
3 

46 

2 
5 
5 
3 
1 
4 
1 
3 
5 

29 

2 
2 

4 



APPENDIX E (cont) -
.. , , 

ZONELCOUNTRY 1~16Ln ,. ., 1977L7 8 
• 'I 

THE MIDDLE EAST , 

~pt 3 2 
I r an 1 1 

I s r ae l 2 2 

Jor don 1 
Palestine Refugees 2 

, 
7 7 

AFRICA 

Burundi 2 2 

Kenya 4 4 
Senegal 1 

Sier r a Leone 1 1 

7 8 

!§1! 

Ho::'."'.g Kong s 4 
I ndi a s s 
Indones i a 1 2 

Japan 10 9 
Malaysia 4 3 
Philippines 3 1 

Singapore 1 2 

Thailand 2 2 

Sri Lanka 1 

31 29 

AUSTRALAS IA 

Austrctlia J 3 
New Zealand 4 3 

7 6 

TH:E PACIFIC 

Pap-c..a New Guinea 2 2 
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APPENDIX F 

LESTER B PEARSON COLLffiE OF THE PACIFIC 
, 

~ ....... . 
INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE COURSES OFFERED 

i!, \ ~ 

~-, i .·. 
,r • . 

r - FROM SEPT 76 
;..·· . 
~;-.. ~· .. -~ . 

. LANGUAGE A 
~ 

LANGUAGE B STUDY OF MAN SCIENCE MATHS OPTIONS 

' . 

English HS English HS History HS Physics Arts HS 
HS 

French HS French HS Economics HS Chemistry Music HS 
HS 

Spanish HS Spanish HS Philosophy Biology HS(F) A 2nd sub-
HS HS ject from 

-Chinese HS Italian s Anthropol- Marine any of 
ogy HS Science Gps 1 - 4 

HS 
German+ German S Psychology s 

Japanese+ Russian HS 

Italian + Chinese HS -
.',: 

(F) Available in French 

H Higher Level 

s Subsidiary Level 

+ Offered if required 
~-

. 



.APPENDIX G 

,, . ,,. 

UNITED WORLD COLLEGE OF SOUTH .EA..ST• ASIA 

NUMBERS OF STUDENTS BY COU1JTRY OF ORIGIN PRESENT 1976/77 & 1977/78 

ZONE/COUNTRY 1976/77 1977/78 

ASIA 

Bangladesh 2 
Brunei 1 3 
Burma 1 
China 3 2 
India 18 19 
Indonesia 67 72 
Japan 20 32 
Korea 4 8 
Malaysia 137 155 
Nepal 2 2 
Pakistan 1 3 
Philippines '7 8 I 

Sir.gapore 39 46 
Sri Lanka 5 7 
Thailand 11 12 
Vietnam 1 2 

319 371 

AUSTRALASIA 

Australia 1h5 131 
New Zealand 20 20 

165 151 

THE PACIFIC 

Fiji 1 

LATil; AMERICA 

Argentina 1 
Brazil 1 
Colombia 2 
Mexico 

2 4 

TEE CARIBEEAf( 

Haiti 1 
Trinic.ad 2 

j 



-; .. ·, 
.APPENDIX'. G (cont) , 

,. 

.. 
# 

- ZONF/COUNTRY 1916L71 ," 1211as 
• 

._ 

,· 

:'.: ·NORTH AMERICA , 

Canada 55 so 
' USA 108 73 

163 123 

AFRICA 

Rhodesia 2 
South Afr ica 1 
Uganda 1 1 
Zambia 2 

3 4 

THE MIDDLE EAST 

i F.gypt 2 
Israel 3 4 
Lebanon 2 2 

5 8 

EUROPE -
Austria 2 
Belgium 2 4 
Denmark 9 13 
France 35 30 
Germany 47 56 
Greece 1 1 
Ireland 3 2 
Italy 17 16 
Netherlands 64 69 
Norway • 15 25 
Switzerland 12 9 
Sweden 4 8 
Yugoslavia 2 2 

213 235 

United Ki ngdom 324 361 
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i 

UI-~ I TED WORLD COLLffiE OF SOUTH EAST ASIA 

ANNEX TO 
..A..PPENDIX G 

UWC SCHOLARS :BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN ENTERED BETWEEN 1972 TO 1977 

COUNTRY 197'/ 1973 .12Tu. .1912 .1.lli :)JIJ.. 

Australia 6 5 6 4 6 6 

Canada 1 1 1 

Fi j i 1 

Hong Kong 1 

India 1 1 

Italy 1 3 1 

Malays i a 3 2 1 

Netherlands 1 1 

New Zealand 1 

Spai.!J- 1 

Sri :::,anka 1 

United Kingdom 1 

United States of 2 3 
America 

9 5 14 13 12 10 



APPENDIX H 
.. , 
" UNITED WORLD COLLEDE OF SOUTH EAST ASIA 

SOCIAL SERVICE PROJ ECTS - 1977/78 
,, 

PROJECT WORK YEARS 

Spastics Centre Teach swimming 5 7 
School for Deaf 

School for Men
tally Re tar ded 

Perak House I 
Boys ' Orpha.i-i
age 

Perak House II 

Perak House III 

First Aid 

Red Cross 
Chi ld.Ten ' s Home 
Changi 

Mt Alvernia 
Hospi taJ. 

Teach swimmir;1s 

Art Lessons 

1 to 1 tutoring 
playing with 
retarded 

1 to 1 tutoring 

1 to 1 tutoring 

2 courses in FA 
+ Red Cross work 

4 7 
5 - 7 

4 

5 - 7 

5 - 7 
- 7 

Teaching/playing 5 - 7 
with children 

Visiting the old 1 - 7 
and the sick 

Little Sisters Visiting t he old 
of the Poor 

1 - 4 

Singapore Gen
eral Hospital I 

Playing with sick 5 - 7 
child.Ten 

Singapore Gen- Playing with sick 5 
eraJ. Hospital II childxen 

7 

Talking Books 

Singapore 
RSPCA 

Ap:peals Cttee 

Societ y- orien
ted Science 
(At i3eluntu ) 

Making cassettes 4 - 7 
from books - f o:c· 
the blind 

Cleaning/ feeding/ 1 - 7 
playing with 
animals 

Organizing cam- J - 7 
pai gns , respond-
ing to appeals 

:Developing tools 6 - 7 
that might cont-
ribute t o Devel-
oping Count:!:'i es 

NBMBIB 
STUDENTS 

15 
18 
8 

6 

12 

12 

40 

10 

20 

40 

10 

10 

15 

70 

8 

7 

FREQUENCY 

Once/week 

Once/ week 

Once/week 

Once/ ,,eek 

Once/week 

Once/week 

Once/week 

Once/week 

Once/week 

Once/week 

Once/week 

Once/week 

Own time 

Once/ week 

as needed 

I rregu~~ 



I 

PROJE'CT 

Tuition at 
UWCSEA 

Gardening 
at UWCSEA 

Swimming at 
UWCSEA 

WORK YEARS , 

1 - 1 tutoring 6 & 7 
in subject 
clinics 

Like'First Aid, 4 - 7 
a "future" ser-
vice, preparing 
one to serve in 
the future 

Special work 6 & 7 
with younger 
students who 
fear water 

• • 
AP~mrx H (cont) 

NUMBER 
STUDENTS 

12 

15 

10 

FREQUENCY 

as needed 

as needed 

Once/week 

Ad hoc projects: Some individual students have, with College backing, 

Special Project: 

worked out and set up their own Social Service 

Projects; e.g. 

2 students organized "Blood Donation Day" on campus. 

2 students make frequent visits to a Singapore prison 
working under one of its Social Workers 

2 students help instruct young beginner students in 
sailing once a week. 

Fifth formers who, because of examinations, were 
unable to give a year's commitment to any project 
organized a "Social Service Week" to raise money for . 
social service. About 30 students raised over 
$20,000. 

InfQrmation supplied by Mr Joe Young, Organizer Social Services UWCSEA 
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